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ABSTRACT
TEACHER BELIEFS, KNOWLEDGE, AND PRACTICE OF METACOGNITION
AND SELF-REGULATED LEARNING
Robin S. Spruce
Old Dominion University, 2012
Director: Linda Bol

Teacher beliefs and knowledge about metacognition and self-regulated learning (SRL) as well as
their knowledge for teaching metacognition and SRL were examined in this mixed-methods
study. Questionnaires targeting teacher beliefs about SRL, the Self-Regulated Teacher Beliefs
Scale (SRLTBS), and teacher knowledge of metacognition and knowledge for teaching
metacognition, Teacher Metacognition Scale (TMS), were distributed to elementary and middle
school teachers in two school districts, one urban, the other suburban. A total of 84 teachers
responded to the questionnaires, and from those a criterion sample of ten were selected for
observation and interview. Results from the questionnaires indicate teachers felt somewhat
positively about SRL. However, their knowledge of metacognition and SRL demonstrated gaps
their understanding in particular regarding the hierarchy of metacognitive teaching strategies and
of the planning stages of SRL, goal setting, and for knowledge for enhancing student selfmotivational beliefs. A calculation of Pearson's R coefficient revealed the correlation between
teacher beliefs about SRL and knowledge for teaching metacognition as measured by the
SRLTBS and TMS, was not significant. Finally, interviews and classroom observations revealed
teachers have the ability to describe good practices for teaching SRL and metacognition, but
positive beliefs and rich descriptive detail of practice did not translate to observed classroom
practice. Most teachers demonstrated behaviors to encourage SRL during monitoring of learning,
but gaps were evidenced in the planning and evaluation stages of learning events. Moreover, most
instances of teacher behaviors encouraging SRL and metacognition consisted of implicit actions,
rather than the explicit teaching of skills.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Identifying factors contributing to learner achievement in school has driven many
research studies. Some of this research has demonstrated those who achieve academically
are often better able to analyze and adjust their approach to learning tasks than are
students who are less successful (Hacker, Bol, Horgan, & Rakow, 2000; Lodewyk,
Winne &Jamieson-Noel, 2009; Nietfeld, Cao, & Osborne, 2005). Yet, even good students
do not always employ the best strategies for evaluating their learning processes, and
struggling learners often are unaware entirely of which strategies to use or whether or not
they use them (Housand & Reis, 2008). The ability to plan, monitor, and evaluate
learning is self-regulated learning (SRL). Metacognition defined most simply, thinking
about one's own thought processes, is a major component of SRL (Sitzmann & Ely,
2011).

After developing a general understanding of SRL and metacognition, researchers
explored, and established, students who have and use these skills well are more
academically successful than those who do not (Hacker et al, 2000; Lodewyk et al, 2009).
Some researchers then demonstrated SRL and metacognition can be taught to students,
leading to increased achievement (Barber, Bagsby, Grawitch, & Buerck, 2011; BoulwareGooden, Carrekare, Thornhill & Joshi, 2007; Molenaar, van Boxtel, & Sleegers, 2010;
Zimmerman, 2002).
The role teachers play in skills acquisition has been explored in several ways.
Researchers have observed educators in the classroom (Artzt & Armour-Thomas,1998;
McAlpine, Weston, Beauchamp, Wiseman, & Beauchamp, 1999). Others have created
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questionnaires to evaluate knowledge or perception of SRL and metacognition
(Lombaerts, De Backer, Engles, van Braak, & Athanasou, 2009; Wilson & Bai, 2010).
Intervention studies have been conducted in which teachers have been taught techniques
for facilitating skills development in their students students (Gillies & Khan, 2009;
Kistner, Rakoczy, Otto, Dignath-van Ewijk, Buttner, & Kline, 2010; Perels, MegetKullmann, Wende, Schmitz, & Buchbinder, 2009). Largely missing from this research
base are studies linking teachers' knowledge and perception of SRL and metacognition
with observation of their classroom practice.
The purpose of study undertaken here was to begin this line of inquiry yet
unexplored, that is, the relationship between teacher instructional practices of SRL and
metacognition and their beliefs and perceptions of these notions. Before describing the
study purpose and significance, methods, research questions, and limitations further,
more detailed definitions of SRL and metacognition and how the two constructs coalesce
are introduced.
Metacognition and Self-Regulated Learning
Metacognition
A substantial research base indicates successful learners are able to consider and
modify their thinking processes while engaged in a learning task; this action of reflecting
on one's own thinking is called metacognition. Hacker (1998) summarizes metacognition
in his definition of the term below.
Although not all researchers will agree on some of the fuzzier aspects of
metacognition, there does seem to be general consensus that a definition
of metacognition should include at least these notions: knowledge of one's
own knowledge processes, and cognitive and affective states; and the ability
to consciously and deliberately monitor and regulate one's own knowledge,
processes, and cognitive and affective states, (p. 11)
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Hacker includes understanding one's thinking processes and also consciously monitoring
that thinking in his definition of metacognition. The division between what is cognition
versus metacognition is one of the "fuzzier" aspects mentioned by Hacker. Flavell (1979)
clarifies this distinction, "Cognitive strategies are invoked to make cognitive progress,
metacognitive strategies to monitor it" (p. 909). He goes on to explain, however, that one
type of strategy can influence another.
Others have postulated metacognition divides into three categories: metacognitive
knowledge (MK), metacognitive experiences (ME), and metacognitive skills (MS)
(Efklides, 2008). MK is made up of the mental models a person has, or could describe,
regarding how to solve problems and accomplish tasks. Hacker includes a similar concept
in his definition of metacognition when discussing a learner's understanding of cognitive
processes. ME encompass a person's awareness and feelings about a task facing him or
her, or his reaction to a task or problem to be solved. ME are what Hacker would refer to
as "affective states" (Hacker, 1998, p. 11). MS is the application of metacognitive
strategies to a cognitive task and pertains to acting on and reflecting upon the learning
process, such as a learner selecting an appropriate strategy for a reading activity and then
evaluating whether or not that strategy was effective. In their work, Hacker (1998) and
Flavell (1979) also emphasize the importance of strategy selection and reflection after an
action has been completed. Hence, though various researchers use distinct terminology to
define metacognition, there is broad agreement about its major facets.
Self-Regulated Learning
Metacognition is closely related to self-regulated problem solving and/or learning.
In fact "metacognitive knowledge underlies self-regulation" (Stright, Neitzel, Sears &
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Hoke-Sinex, 2001, p. 458). Others have stated, "Theoretically, metacognition is an
umbrella construct that subsumes multiple self-regulatory processes" (Sitzmann. & Ely,
2011). Van den Boom, Paas, and Merrienboer (2007) assert there is broad consensus for
the definition of SRL, stating:
There is a broad consensus that SRL comprises many aspects related
to students' learning, such as goal setting, using effective strategies to
organize learning, monitoring, performance, self-awareness, motivation
and holding positive beliefs about capabilities, (p. 533)
The Convergence Of Metacognition And Self-Regulated Learning
The relationship between metacognition and self-regulated learning for purposes
of this paper is that metacognition is present at every phase of SRL. Specifically, many
researchers recognize the metacognitive aspects of SRL as planning, goal setting,
organizing, self-monitoring and evaluating (Lombaertset al., 2009). Researchers have
studied students of all ages in order to better understand the association between SRL and
metacognition and how the two work together to effect learning,
Teachers: Metacognition and SRL
In recognition of the importance of these skills to student learning, scholars have
begun to question teacher understanding of SRL and their preparedness to teach it.
Authors suggest teacher coaching is imperative if educators are to facilitate student
development of SRL and metacognitive skills (Paris & Paris, 2001). Others indicate that
teachers must themselves explore and improve their own learning processes in order to
nurture the same in their students (Paris & Winograd, 2003).
Theoretical Framework
Zimmerman's model of self-regulation serves as the theoretical framework for this
study of teacher beliefs and understanding of SRL and metacognition in relation to their
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instructional practices. Depicted in Figure 1, Zimmerman's model incorporates
metacognition and affective states in each of the three steps of SRL. Affective states in
Zimmerman's model hearken back to affective states as discussed in Hacker's definition
of metacognition and to the metacognitive experiences included in Efklides's explanation
of metacognition. Moreover, the forethought, performance, and self-reflection phases of
Zimmerman's model echo the terms, planning, monitoring and evaluating also commonly
used to describe SRL processes (Schraw, 1999).
Figure 1
Zimmerman's Model of Self-Regulation
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(Zimmerman, 2008, p. 178)
According to Zimmerman, actions taking place in the forethought phase are
related to planning strategies for a particular learning task. These include setting learning
goals and determining which strategies to employ during the learning event.
Characteristics of a self-regulated student in this phase are feeling confident in one's
ability to carry-out the needed steps to learn (self-efficacy), carrying certain beliefs about
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the results of the learning activity, seeing value in the activity, and feeling motivated by
goals set for the task.
The next phase, performance, consists of actions undertaken and beliefs about
those actions while immersed in a learning activity. The self-control subcategory includes
student self-coaching by using helpful imagery to visualize the material studied,
employing appropriate strategies for the activity, and actively engaging in selfinstruction. Self-observation within the performance phase incorporates monitoring what
is being learned - whether the learner comprehends the material - and maintaining a
record of learning outcomes in some manner (e.g. noting steps completed in a complex
process).
Finally, the third phase, self-reflection, takes place after the learning event is
completed and is composed of two subcategories, self-judgment and self-reaction. Selfjudgment entails the learner evaluating whether learning was achieved and determining
the reasons for the success or failure of the cognitive event (causal attribution). Selfreaction refers to how the experience felt to the learner (e.g. satisfying or frustrating).
Zimmerman's model illustrates the cyclical and complex nature of SRL. This complexity
raises questions about teachers' ability to teach such a complicated skill set and whether
or not they are doing so in their classrooms.
Significance of Study and Study Purpose
Often, successful learners are also good metacognitive thinkers and self-regulated
learners, yet even successful students at the university level have demonstrated weak
SRL skills (Peverly, Brobst, Graham, & Shaw, 2003). What is more, lower performing
students often lack metacognitive skills and/or the ability to self-regulate their learning
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(Hacker et al., 2000; Lodewyk et al., 2009; Nietfeld, et al. 2005). Researchers have
suggested that these skills should be taught to all students, (Harrrison & Prain, 2009;
Paris & Paris, 2001) because even skilled learners need support to develop SRL optimally
(Housand & Reis, 2008). Ergo, researchers recognize that teachers and pre-service
teachers should be able to teach these skills (Randi, 2004).
Studies have examined teacher beliefs about SRL and/or metacognition
(Lombaerts et al., 2009; Wilson & Bai, 2010). Still other researchers observed teachers in
order to learn about their instructional methods for incorporating metacognitive coaching
or SRL into the classroom (Artzt & Axmour-Thomas, 1998; McAlpine et al., 1999). In
addition, several studies focused on instruction of pre-service teachers to enhance their
knowledge of metacognition and SRL (Cheung, 2009; Leou, Abder, Riordan, 8c Zoller,
2006; Zohar, 1998). Still others examined interventions in classrooms with teachers and
their students (Gillies & Khan, 2009; Kistner et al., 2010; Perels et al., 2009).
Nonetheless, a search of published literature uncovered no research that paired
evaluating teacher perception and knowledge of SRL and metacognition to observation
and analysis of classroom instruction. The aim of this study was to address this gap in the
literature and to begin to illuminate the connection between teacher understanding of, and
beliefs about, metacognition and SRL and their classroom instruction of these skills.
Overview of Research Method
With Zimmerman's model serving as a guide, this study used mixed methods to
investigate teacher understanding and beliefs about metacognition and SRL and whether
their beliefs and knowledge are manifested in classroom practice. The targeted population
was elementary and middle school teachers working in and urban school district in the
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southeastern United States and one suburban middle school in a mid-Atlantic state.
Primarily, the study is a descriptive examination of teacher understanding, beliefs, and
practice of self-regulated learning and metacognition. To that end, a small, purposeful
sample of teachers was observed in the classroom and interviewed about their beliefs and
understanding of SRL and metacognition. However, a larger sample of teachers was
administered two separate questionnaires, the Teacher Metacognition Scale (TMS)
(Wilson & Bai, 2010) and the Self-Regulated Learning Teacher Belief Scale (SRLTBS)
(Lombaerts et al., 2009). In addition, correlations between the two measures were
computed to determine if there is a relationship between teacher understanding of
metacognition and teacher perception of SRL.
Research Questions
1. What are teachers' beliefs about self-regulated learning?
2. What do teachers know about metacognition and self-regulated learning?
3. What is the relationship between teachers' understanding of teaching metacognition
and beliefs about self-regulated learning?
4. How do they apply their knowledge and beliefs about metacognition and SRL in their
instructional practices?
Overview of Subsequent Chapters
The following chapter, Chapter 2, examines research on SRL and metacognition,
both that of students in school and their teachers. Studies include descriptive research
carried out to illuminate the phenomenon of SRL and metacognition. Next, evidence is
presented supporting the notion that SRL and metacognitive skills can be taught. Then,
research pertaining to pre- and in-service teacher practice of SRL is reviewed. Some
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researchers examined teacher practice to investigate their use of SRL in the classroom.
Interventions studies, in which teachers are trained in SRL techniques and student
outcomes tracked, are also included. Other inquiries were carried out in the university
setting and incorporated teaching future educators SRL processes in coursework with the
aim of encouraging use of these processes in their future teaching practice.
Chapter 3 provides a detailed account of the implementation of this mixed
methods study. The selection process for the sample population is discussed, as are
general characteristics of the participants. Next, the instrumentation of the study,
including validity and reliability information for the questionnaires and observation
document are provided, as are the interview protocol and methods for disseminating the
instruments to participants. Methods for data analysis will be addressed in chapter 3 as
well. Finally, Chapter 3 also elaborates on the study limitations.
Reporting of findings from questionnaires, observations, and interviews are
contained in Chapter 4. Both statistical analyses of information from the two
questionnaires and qualitative discussion of observation and interview findings are
presented.
The concluding chapter, Chapter 5, is a discussion of study findings. The
relationship between teacher knowledge of metacognition and beliefs about SRL is
explored. Moreover, findings from observations and interviews of selected teachers are
presented with reference to the results of the questionnaires and are contextualized within
the existing literature on the topic. Implications for teacher training and professional
development are also included, as are directions for further research.
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Chapter 1 Summary
Chapter 1 outlines the concepts of metacognition and SRL, their relationship, and
provides a theoretical framework for understanding this relationship - Zimmerman's
model of self-regulation. His model is a visual representation of SRL and metacognition;
as presented by Zimmerman, metacognition is incorporated into each of the three phases
of SRL, forethought, performance, and self-reflection. Zimmerman's model informs the
central theme of this inquiry, teacher metacognition and self-regulation. Responding to an
observed gap in research, this research examines teachers' understanding of
metacognition, knowledge for teaching metacognition, their beliefs about SRL, and
whether their understanding and beliefs (or lack thereof) are reflected in their instruction.
In order to shed light on these questions, participants completed two questionnaires, and a
purposeful sample of these teachers was selected for observation and interview. Data
from questionnaires, observation, and interview are presented and discussed in
subsequent chapters.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
The following literature review provides context for understanding the motive for
undertaking a study of teacher knowledge of metacognition, beliefs about self-regulation
(SRL), and corresponding classroom instruction. The intersection of SRL and
metacognition are first discussed, followed by evidence asserting that these skills can be
taught. Next, an overview of empirical research about SRL and practicing teachers
outlines what has already been explored about this topic. Then, studies conducted at
universities with pre-service teachers and teachers engaged in graduate studies highlight
researcher efforts to instruct potential teachers about SRL with hopes of influencing
future teaching practice. Lastly, a summary of the literature and an argument for the
necessity of further research are presented.
Chapter 1 contained definitions for metacognition and self-regulated learning
(SRL). The work of Hacker (1998), Flavell (1979), and Efklides (2008) inform the
understanding that there is a generally accepted view of metacognition which includes
understanding how one best learns, strategizing to acquire that knowledge, and then
reflecting on the learning task and actions undertaken once the event is complete.
Furthermore, SRL is related to metacognition and researchers suggest metacognition
"subsumes" SRL processes (Sitzmann& Ely, 2011). The relationship between the two is
explored below.
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The Convergence of Self-Regulated Learning and Metacognition
Zimmerman's model of self-regulation, provided in Chapter 1, is a helpful
heuristic to understand how SRL and metacognition converge. He describes SRL as
taking place in three phases, forethought, performance, and self-reflection. These
correspond to the terms planning, monitoring and evaluating also commonly used in the
literature to describe the SRL process (Schraw, 1999).
The metacognitive factors in Zimmerman's model of SRL include planning, goal
setting, organizing, self-monitoring and evaluating (Lombaertset al., 2009). Zimmerman
includes affective states, e.g. self-efficacy, as important components of each phase in his
model. Self-efficacy is a well-researched concept most associated with the work of Albert
Bandura. He asserts those who possess self-efficacy, the personal belief that one can
accomplish a task, have been found to be more successful than those who do not
(Bandura, 1997). Like Zimmerman, Flavell (1977), Hacker (1998), and Efklides (2008)
also reference the affective nature of metacognition and SRL.
Empirical research supports Zimmerman's model and the convergence of SRL
and metacognition. Studies, such as that of Joet, Usher and Bressoux, demonstrate the
role self-efficacy plays in self-regulation (Joet, Ushe & Bressoux, 2011). In addition,
Kauffman, Zhao, and Yang found SRL prompts provided to learners while taking
computerized test resulted in higher achievement (Kauffman, Zhao, & Yang, 2011). The
prompts correspond to actions Zimmerman includes in the performance phase of his
model, encouraging students to consider task strategies, and monitor their understanding
(metacognitive monitoring). Zimmerman himself completed research supporting the
utility of self-recording progress, a component of the performance phase in his model,

during a learning event in a study examining girls' dart-throwing skills development
(Zimmerman, 1997). Finally, a study examining the SRL habits of competitive divers
found they engage in self-evaluation and consider causal attribution when reflecting on
actions after a diving event. These findings provide evidence that components of the third
phase of Zimmerman's model, self-reflection, are metacognitive in nature (reflection) and
important for learning (Rymal, Martini, & Ste-Marie, 2010).
Teachable Skills?
SRL, as described above, has many facets and research indicates SRL and
metacognitive skills can be taught (Zimmerman, 2002). However, not all students are
capable of quality metacognitive thinking. Numerous studies have demonstrated lower
achieving students are less likely to employ SRL while learning than are more successful
students (Hacker et al., 2000; Lodewyk, Winne, Jamieson-Noel, 2009; Nietfeld et al.,
2005). Yet, additional studies have found promising results from coaching students in
SRL skills. For example, Azevado and Cromley (2004) determined students trained in
SRL scored higher on knowledge tests about the human circulatory system than did
students not coached in SRL techniques. Furthermore, Perry, VandeKamp, Mercer, and
Nordby (2002) in extension of years of research observing teaching and SRL in the
classroom identified five instructor characteristics that encourage student development of
SRL, "They gave students choices, opportunities to control challenge, opportunities to
evaluate their own and others' learning, instrumental support, and feedback and
evaluation that was nonthreatening and mastery-oriented." (Perry et al., 2002, p. 9)
SRL cuts across disciplines and contains many subcategories. In order to illustrate
in more detail these skills can be taught, below three SRL constructs are discussed from

the perspective of skills teaching, calibration, feedback, and comprehension monitoring.
Calibration
Calibration will illuminate the usefulness of teacher prompts for students'
acquisition of SRL and metacognitive skills. Calibration is a student's ability to predict
his performance on a task and is classified as a metacognitive monitoring process (Bol &
Garner, 2011, p. 112). Calibration in the context of learning can be defined as, "the
degree to which a learner's judgment about some feature of a learning task deviates from
an objectively or externally determined measure of the feature"(Winne, 2004, p. 467).
Learners do not always know when they have chosen correct responses to questions or
evaluated appropriately the accuracy of their recollection of key terms or definitions, nor
do they necessarily have confidence after they have selected the best response.
Furthermore, inaccurate calibration negatively impacts students' ability to self-regulate
their learning (Winne, 2004). Low performing students have demonstrated
overconfidence before and after a test about how well they performed, while, conversely,
high achieving students are more accurate, and improve over time (Hacker et al., 2000).
Yet, practice in predicting test outcomes alone does not necessarily improve students'
ability to accurately calibrate test performance, nor does it lead to greater achievement.
For example, Bol, Hacker, O'Shea, and Allen (2005) found that students assigned to a
"practice" condition in which they made pre - and post - test dictions over the course of
five quizzes did not outperform those who did not practice. Nonetheless, guidance from
teachers or specially designed programs can help students better calibrate their learning.
In practice, this guidance, or feedback, could entail a student being presented with a
correct response or definition for a term or concept. This, then, increases the likelihood

the student either will choose a correct response on a subsequent test, or is more inclined
to again choose the correct response a second time if re-tested (Butler, Karpicke, &
Roediger, 2008). Additionally, if learners are presented with guidance in the form of
standards against which to check responses, they are more likely to evaluate their
performance accurately. This holds true even if they did not feel confident about a
response on an initial test or were overconfident about their knowledge on an assessment
(Lipko, Dunlosky, Hartwig, Rawson, Swan, & Cook, 2009). Futhermore, students
provided with the format of a test before taking it more precisely predict their
performance on a second assessment and better differentiate between correct and
incorrect responses than do those who did not receive the test format (Dutke, Barenberg,
& Leopold, 2010). Finally, in a study conducted with high school biology students,
researchers found students working in collaborative peer groups with guidelines who
demonstrated greater accuracy in pre-and post-dictions than did peers in other conditions
and also had higher academic achievement scores (Bol, Hacker, Walck, & Nunnery,
2012).
Feedback in Additional Contexts
Feedback is a useful tool for facilitating SRL skills acquisition, such as calibration,
as well as other factors. For example, a study at the university level found students
enrolled in a psychology course and placed in learning conditions containing SRL based
reflective prompts combined with a peer or tutor feedback to those prompts,
demonstrated superior SRL skills to those assigned a non-SRL condition. In addition,
students working with a tutor to receive reflective feedback had superior outcomes on an
achievement measure than students working with a peer (van den Boom, Paas, & van
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Merriendboer, 2007).
Moreover, in a study targeting middle school students, Azevado et al. (2008) found
students studying the human circulatory system, whose SRL was externally-facilitated
(helped by an adult to self-regulate their learning) within the context of hypermedia,
outperformed those instructed to practice SRL techniques individually; this was measured
by both pre-and post tests and think-aloud protocols. Specifically, the authors discovered,
"This study provided evidence that in the absence of an external regulating human agent,
adolescents may not decide to plan their learning, or monitor their learning, use effective
strategies, and generate interest to sustain the learning activity." (p. 63).
Lastly, a study of students in two college psychology courses using MyGrade from
the software Blackboard found feedback offered by instructor through online access to
their grades functioned as a motivational tool. Furthermore, students stated they were
more likely to study and pay attention in class. Those students who accessed their grades
weekly or more had superior test scores to peers who checked less frequently. These
results were compared controlling for ability, experience, self-control, and class
attendance (Barber et al., 2011).
Findings from these studies imply that teacher inputs can play an important role in
the development of accurate calibration, metacognition, and self-regulation in their
students. Feedback can increase the likelihood students will learn to regulate their
learning, and feedback from instructors appears to be more effective than from peers.
Comprehension Monitoring
Another example of a metacognitive skill applied to student learning is
comprehension monitoring. Comprehension monitoring can be described as

metacognition of reading comprehension. It includes the monitoring of comprehension
while reading, application of the best strategy to correct any breakdowns in
comprehension, and evaluation of the reading event (Pressley, El-Dinary, Stein, Evans &
Brown, 1993). Some call this process evaluation and regulation. The evaluation piece is
applied when a reader encounters a passage (or word) in a text he or she is unable to
make sense of. The regulation component is the selection and application of a specific
strategy to resolve the reading comprehension failure. Together, evaluation and
regulation are comprehension monitoring. This definition is the origin of the
comprehension monitoring synonym, self-regulated reading (Hacker, 1998).
In a classic review paper, f literature about comprehension monitoring was
synthesized (Wagoner, 1983). The researcher found studies shared a commonality in
definition of key aspects of comprehension monitoring, recognition of developmental
aspects of it, and differences in reader abilities to carry it out. The author summarizes her
findings saying, "Nevertheless, a 'box score' would show fairly similar patterns across age
groups, ability groups, and tasks" (Wagoner, 1983, p. 343). Though Wagoner reported
methodological weakness in much of the reviewed research, generally she found that
comprehension monitoring appears to develop as students age. However, students of
similar age vary in their capability to use monitoring strategies, hence in the literature
individual differences amongst students was evident. For example, poor readers struggled
more with detecting comprehension deficits and applying comprehension monitoring
strategies than did good readers.
Yet, despite strong theoretical underpinnings and empirical evidence supporting the
value of comprehension monitoring instruction for students, research has demonstrated

that teachers do very little explicit instruction of how to read texts strategically in schools
(Best, McNamara, Ozuro, & Rowe, 2005; Ness, 2009) and some secondary teachers
noted they do not feel qualified to do so (Ness, 2009). Still, those who teach
comprehension monitoring, find it works.
For example, Allington, Baker, Block, Brooks, Cronin, Morrow et al. (2001)
undertook a study spanning five states. The researchers investigated instructional
strategies that led to superior student outcomes as measured via observations, interviews
and analysis of student reading and writing achievement. Evidence indicates one
important factor characterizing effective teachers was the explicit teaching, modeling and
scaffolding of self-regulation in reading and writing (comprehension monitoring). The
findings from an intervention study, conducted by Boulware-Gooden et al. (2007),
compliment the work of Allington et al. Through classroom intervention using
comparison groups, Boulware and colleagues found students in a treatment condition that
incorporated comprehension monitoring skills as a component of teaching reading
comprehension in expository text, demonstrated superior reading comprehension over
those not receiving the intervention. Comprehension monitoring strategies taught
included "think aloud" and summarizing.
Summary
These examples of research in calibration, feedback, and comprehension
monitoring demonstrate metacognitive skills can be taught. In addition, research
supporting the relationship between student instruction in SRL and metacognition, and
subsequent increased achievement extends beyond these three constucts. Zohar (2006)
outlines many of the content areas in which metacognition has been taught directly and

demonstrated improved student outcomes. His list includes reading comprehension,
mathematical problem solving, physics, foreign language, writing, and lecture
comprehension.
Thus, to this point, much research has examined student use of SRL and the utility
of metacognitive skill building for improving student academic achievement. Yet, little
has focused on determining teacher practice of metacognition and even less about how a
teacher's understanding of metacognition and SRL translates to his or her ability or
willingness to teach SRL in the classroom.
Research in Teacher Metacognition
Researchers in Belgium found that generally teacher candidates, regardless of grade
level, did not much engage in self-regulation or use self-regulation strategies, even
though this is a process of increasing emphasis in Flemish k -12 education (Donche,
Vanhoof, Van Petegem, 2003). Additionally, a review of literature regarding teacher
epistemic cognition (defined as a process a person does when encouraged to reflect on
nature of knowledge), epistemic beliefs (what teachers perceive as epistemic cognition),
and calibration in instruction led the authors to conclude that, "Implications for practice
regard the reciprocal relations between teachers' knowledge, experience, epistemic
cognition, epistemic beliefs, and calibration and their effects on pedagogical practices"
(Maggioni & Parkinson, 2008, p. 445).
Randi (2004) asserts there should be explicit instruction in self-regulation and
metacognitive strategies in teacher education programs (theoretical), followed by
opportunities to learn how to apply these strategies through activities such as creating
lesson plans as part of course work (learning for teaching), culminating in mentored

student-teaching during which the theory and preparation are put into practice (learning
from teaching). While this framework is primarily theoretical, explored only through one
student teacher, it does present an area for further exploration. Namely, it suggests how to
teach educators to be better metacognitive thinkers, which in turn will enable them to
teach these skills to their students.
Some argue that self-regulation develops naturally as part of the maturation process
and the teacher's role is to analyze individual student strategies and help shape them
towards academic goals (Paris & Paris, 2001). Others suggest teachers should explicitly
teach strategies to students who may not otherwise develop these skills on their own.
However, as Paris and Paris note,
Regardless of the perspective one takes, students become more selfregulated with age, experience, opportunity, and desire...Teachers
need to provide direct explanations about SRL, multiple curriculum
opportunities that foster SRL, and positive models of self-regulated
learners so that students can aspire to learn and use effective strategies
for their own education, (p. 97)
Therefore, while SRL and metacognition may to some degree develop naturally in
students, all benefit from instructor guidance to build these skills and become efficient
and competent self-regulated learners. Research surrounding the topic of teacher practice,
classroom interventions, and teachers in training now follows.
Teachers in the Classroom
Much research pertaining to teacher practice has been completed with teacher
candidates or teachers enrolled in graduate courses. However, some studies have used
classroom observations of teachers to describe these teachers' metacognition while
instructing, such as a study conducted by Artzt and Armour-Thomas (1998). The authors
used a metacognitive framework to examine teachers' thoughts before, during, and after

teaching mathematics lessons. They gathered data via observations, lesson plans,
videotapes, and audiotapes of interviews throughout one school semester. Seven
experienced and seven inexperienced teachers participated in the study. The researchers
found teachers with the most metacognitive awareness displayed instructional practices
that included well-designed tasks, intellectually and socially stimulating learning
environments, and extensively monitored rich verbal interaction with and amongst their
students. In addition, these teachers were best able to accurately assess their lessons in
terms of meeting goals for student understanding.
In another qualitative study (McAlpine et al., 1999), researchers selected six
university professors considered to be excellent and examined their use of metacognition
in planning, instructing, and evaluating learning of students in their courses. The
researchers videotaped approximately 13 hours of each professor teaching, interviewed
them pre-and post-course, and before and after each videotaped lesson. They played back
the videos of the professors teaching, in the presence of the participants, and asked them
to discuss their processes. In addition, they reviewed transcripts of all data sources. The
authors observed content knowledge was a factor in the professors' success as were their
strong metacognitive skills,
...they exhibit an ability to continually focus on goals to guide their
decisions and actions, goals representing not only teaching, but also
learning. How a novice might reflect without having developed knowledge
in the different domains or without attention to learning goals becomes
an issue that clearly needs addressing if we wish to help new professors
become reflective, successful teachers. (McAlpine et al, 1999, p. 128)
A third descriptive qualitative study was carried out in the context of an in-service
science teacher course (Zohar, 1998). The purpose was to investigate these teachers'
declarative knowledge about metacognition focusing on higher order thinking skills.

Through analysis of audiotaped discussions, written reports of classroom instruction, and
participant created lessons, the researcher (also the course instructor) determined, "The
main finding is that teachers' intuitive (i.e., pre-instructional) knowledge of
metacognition of thinking skills is unsatisfactory for the purpose of teaching higher order
thinking in science classrooms"(Zohar, 1998, p. 413). These results imply metacognitive
skills must be taught to teachers and teacher candidates as they do not themselves use the
very tactics necessary to teach self-regulated learning to their students.
German teachers of mathematics were participants in a mixed-methods study in
which researchers used analysis of videotaped lessons and results of student tests to
evaluate the usefulness of explicit (direct instruction in a skill) versus implicit (e.g.,
modeling without explanation) instruction in self-regulated learning skills (Kistner et al.,
2010). They found explicit strategy instruction was associated with gains in student
achievement, particularly in understanding proofs. Nonetheless, most teachers rarely
engaged in explicit strategy instruction. These findings add additional support to the
assertion that teachers' metacognitive skills impact their effectiveness teaching SRL skills
to students.
A different group of German researchers undertook training kindergarten teachers
in SRL, with an emphasis on metacognitive processes (Perels et al., 2009). The training
included the teachers learning about their own metacognitive processes, and then how to
teach these processes to pre-school aged children. This mixed methods study found
teachers and students participating in the SRL/metacognitive condition were better selfregulated learners than those in a control group based upon teacher completed
questionnaires and student interviews. In addition, the pre-and post-experiment

questionnaire indicated teachers and students in the experimental condition improved
their skills and knowledge of SRL over the course of the intervention.
Researchers in Israel designed a study to evaluate whether teachers could improve
their SRL skills, and in turn change their classroom practice (Kramarski & Revach,
2009). Mathematics teachers in the treatment condition participated in a self-regulated
learning supported professional development. They were evaluated both on their feelings
about SRL and their teaching performance. The researchers found teachers in the SRL
supported condition both outperformed their peers on an assessment, and also more
closely matched practice to what they declared as their beliefs about SRL.
In Australia, Gillies and Khan (2009) explored metacognition using two groups of
teachers. One group was trained in teaching cooperative learning skills, the other in both
cooperative learning and metacognitive questioning skills. Through review of teacher
classroom discourse, student classroom discourse, and written student responses to a
problem, they found students in the cooperative and questioning condition produced more
oral elaborations, reasons, and justifications for their contributions than did peers in the
cooperative only condition. Moreover, the teachers themselves in the cooperative +
questioning condition demonstrated more challenging and scaffolding behaviors than did
teachers in the cooperative condition. While the superior performance of students in the
cooperative + questioning group did not transfer to written productions, the study has
promising results indicating the potential link between teachers' metacognitive strategies
and the transfer of metacognitive qualities to their students.
Norwegian public schools seek to develop students' ability to think
metacognitively. Postholm (2010), as part of a research and development project and

through qualitative analysis, aimed to study teachers' perception of teaching and learning
processes, how they introduced strategies in the classroom, and how they adapted these
strategies to meet the individual needs of their students (Postholm, 2010). She found
teachers, via observation, reflection dialogues conducted post-observation, and group
interviews, introduced strategies to their students, established goals for lessons, and
reflected on these goals at the end of lessons. However, these goals and strategies had to
be differentiated for each student, "This study shows that although self-regulated learning
is one of the aims of the teaching practice, this does not mean that pupils are left on their
own to totally direct their own learning...they all need help from teachers, both to learn
and control their own learning processes." (Postholm, 2010, p. 503). Hence, even high
achieving learners require help from instructors to develop quality SRL skills.
This emphasis on teacher decision-making and attention to individual student
needs in order to help learners develop into self-regulated learners was also discovered in
research completed by Harrison and Prain (2009). These researchers worked with
teachers to develop English lessons with the intention of addressing SRL skills within the
lesson. Students reported satisfaction with the teacher/researcher-designed lessons and
classroom observations indicated teachers actively engaged with students to facilitate
SRL actions. The authors assert teachers must explicitly focus on strategy instruction and
the "nature" of learning for students to develop competencies in SRL.
Teachers as agents of SRL development for students were also found to be critical
in a qualitative study examining two elementary school teachers of gifted classes
(Housand & Reis , 2008). Based on data gathered for a different research project, one
teacher was identified as high SRL, the other low. It was found that the teacher (high

versus low SRL) was instrumental in determining student use of self-regulation (SR)
within the classroom and that students in the high SR teacher's classrooms exhibited
significantly greater SR than did students in the low SR classroom.
Thus, empirical evidence demonstrates that teachers are critical to their students'
development of SRL and metacognition. Teachers who engage in SRL or metacognitive
actions while teaching create classroom environments that encourage these actions in
students (Artzt & Armour-Thomas, 1998; Kistner et al., 2010; McAlpine et al.,1999).
Furthermore, intervention studies that train the classroom teacher as facilitator of SRL
and metacognition result in more complex lessons and higher student achievement
(Gillies & Khan, 2009; Perels et al., 2009). Of these studies only one, Rramarski and
Revach (2009), examined teachers' understanding and beliefs of SRL and their
application of those skills in the classroom. Researchers in the field have called for more
research in this particular area.
After an exhaustive search of literature, Wilson and Bai (2010) noted the absence
of any measure of teacher understanding of metacogntion and knowledge of pedagogy to
teach it. As a result they designed a questionnaire to evaluate these two constructs, the
Teacher Metacognition Scale (TMS). At the conclusion of their paper about the creation
of the instrument, the authors propose the next step in research should be to compare
educators' knowledge of metacognition and metacognitive pedagogy with classroom
observation. Additionally, Lombaerts et al. (2009) designed an instrument to measure
teacher beliefs about SRL, the Self-Regulated Learning Teacher Belief Scale (SRLTBS)
and suggested an important question to pursue is whether these beliefs are mirrored in
classroom instruction.
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Teachers in Training
Most other studies involve teacher-candidates and teachers in training. These
focus on the instruction of metacognitive strategies as part of coursework for a university
class with the goal of eventually influencing teaching practice.
For example, Cheung (2009) developed a teacher self-assessment of
metacognitive strategies record sheet to aid in-training teachers to improve their practice.
Through questionnaires and focus group interviews, she gathered data and reported that
the teacher-trainees, 47 in total, said self-assessment improved their learning during
practice teaching, particularly in the area of reflective thinking. Additionally, the
participants stated the process helped them to evaluate their teaching quality and gave
them fodder to better plan future lessons. Finally, participants suggested that as a result of
the self-assessment record, they made positive changes in their planning, teaching, and
reflection.
Metacognitive training as part of course work was also the purpose of a study that
examined higher order thinking strategies; the course was a four-week summer class for
pre and in-service science teachers (Leou et al., 2006). Through a variety of nontraditional methods, including use of critical thinking skills exercises and assessment
involving reflection through written narrative, the course instructors endeavored to
develop the metacognitive strategies of the participants. The authors discovered the
strategies implemented in the course contributed to students' metacognitive development;
participants described that they would feel comfortable implementing these strategies
with their own students as a result of the course work. These findings suggest teachers
may apply knowledge gained in their own coursework to classes they teach in the future.
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Student teachers and their mentors were the focus of another study. A total of 17
pairs agreed to voluntarily participate in research in which two faculty members from
their university coached them in self-regulated learning techniques (Perry, Hutchinson, &
Thauberger, 2008). The researchers examined qualitatively post-observation dialogues
between mentor and mentee to determine,
how faculty associates, mentor teachers, and student teachers talked
about teaching, especially how they talked about teacher toward SRL,
and how faculty associates and mentor teachers scaffolded student
teachers' teaching toward SRL. (Perry et al., 2008, p. 100)

Perry and colleagues found discussions between student, mentor, and faculty associates
were metacognitive, and 80% included discussion about structuring classroom practice to
encourage self-regulated learning.
English language teacher trainees were targeted for a study that implemented a
model which concentrated on, "...deliberate metacognitive structuring of a lesson both in
planning and review phases" (Liyanage & Bartlett, 2010, p. 1362). Data collected from
participant interviews and an open-ended questionnaire revealed students developed a
greater self-awareness in terms of building lesson plans. They were able to relate this
self-awareness to their training. The training also built knowledge of how to create
student-centered lesson plans, and they better understood their own progress in training
and professional growth.
Finally, using a mixed methods design, Kramarski and Michalky (2009) randomly
assigned pre-service teachers to four different learning conditions and investigated
whether those in conditions supported by a self-regulated learning model outperformed
those not in the self-regulated conditions on measures of professional development.

Using a metacognitive awareness questionnaire, a pedagogical comprehending test,
assessment of participant designed three-lesson units, and participant self-report data,
they discovered students in the self-regulated learning supported groups outperformed
their peers in the other conditions.
These studies indicate SRL techniques are useful in encouraging pre-service
teachers to think and learn more effectively. The studies, through student self-report and
achievement measures, demonstrate these learners became better metacognitive thinkers
as a result of their coursework. However, these data do not provide evidence the potential
teachers carried their new skills forward to other courses, or into their own classrooms.
Justification for Study and Chapter Summary
SRL and metacognition research include a great deal of information describing
their theoretical foundations (see Dunluvey, Graesser, and Hacker's edited book,
Metacognition in Educational Theory and Practice, 1998/ In addition, empirical
research has demonstrated SRL and metacognitive skills, such as calibration and
comprehension monitoring, can be taught, both through face-to-face instruction and
computer software programs mimicking teachers. Studies investigating teachers or
teacher candidates report teachers with greater metacognitive awareness demonstrate
superior classroom practice; others document that implementation of metacognition into
undergraduate and graduate courses enhanced teacher candidates' metacognitive
awareness or their teacher-training performance.
Educators of future teachers are not alone in recognizing the need to further
explore metacognition in preparing professionals and in professional practice. Owen and
Lindley (2010) include it as a central piece for the preparation of future therapists in an
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article featuring theoretical discussion of a new therapist-training model. They suggest
educators of therapists themselves must be aware of their metacognitive knowledge, and
also be prepared to promote it in their role as trainers.
Yet, there is a dearth of empirical research with in-service teachers, of any grade
level or subject area. Several researchers assert teacher use of SRL, and the implications
teacher SRL might have for their students, is ripe for investigation. Randi (2004) argues,
"These examples suggest there may be a connection between teachers' own self-regulated
learning and their ability to develop self-regulation in their students. But this is an agenda
for further research." (p. 1847). Moreover, recently, Wilson and Bai (2010) designed an
instrument to evaluate teacher metacognition and knowledge of pedagogy for teaching it
as a search of literature revealed no such measure. In writing of research conducted using
this new questionnaire they comment,
Thus, this study only studied the teachers' declarative knowledge
of the procedures for metacognition but did not directly measure
what teachers actually did in their classroom. This is a limitation
of the current study. (Wilson & Bai, 2010, p. 286)
Specifically, still to be explored are the SRL practices of teachers in the classroom
and how these relate to their own SRL abilities and beliefs. Researchers recognize this as
the next logical step in the scientific inquiry of SRL in teaching and learning. This quest
is the focus of the present study. To that end, the first research question examined teacher
beliefs about SRL using the SRLTBS. It was hypothesized that teachers would believe
that SRL is important. Second, teachers' knowledge about metacognition and SRL were
investigated using mixed methods. Based on prior research, the hypothesis for this
question was that teachers would know little about metacognition and SRL. The third
research question addressed the relationship between knowledge of teaching

metacognition and teacher beliefs about SRL; it was hypothesized there would be a
moderate correlation between the two. Finally, teacher application of knowledge and
beliefs were studied through observation and interview. We anticipated low incidence of
instruction of these constructs in classrooms.

CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Chapter Overview
Chapter 3 details the design, participants, instrumentation, procedures, and forms
of data analysis of this study. The topic, teachers' beliefs, knowledge and practice of SRL
and metacognition, will be informed by questionnaires, classroom teacher observation,
and teacher interviews. The qualitative and quantitative findings from this mixed
methods, correlational-comparative study will provide insight into the intersection of
theory (perception and knowledge) and practice (classroom actions) of these constructs.
Participants
Lakeland Public Schools (LPS) elementary and middle school teachers were part
of the targeted population for this research1. Lakeland is an urban school district with
eight middle schools in the southeastern United States serving a student population of
about 34,000. Approximately 70% of the student population is African-American, 25%
white, and Hispanic and Asian students represent 5% of the overall population.
Approximately 70% of students in the district qualify for free and reduced price lunch
(Flickinger & Harris, n.d.). As of the 2010-2011 school year, 47% of Lakeland teachers
overall had obtained BAs, 51% MAs (or equivalent), and 1% PhDs. Some 4% of the
teachers were working via provisional teaching licenses (State Department of Education,
2011).
A second sample of teachers was drawn from Grace County, specifically from
Grace County Middle School (GCMS). GCMS is composed of a student population of

1

Pseudonyms are used for schools, school districts, and participants

approximately 960 students. Of those 960 students, 82% are Caucasian, 12% AfricanAmerican, 2% Hispanic, 1% Asian, and 1% American Indian. Fewer than 1% of students
receive ESOL services, and 14% free and reduced price lunch (District, 2011).
The researcher has chosen to study elementary and middle school teachers
because studies conducted about SRL, metacognition, and teachers to this point have
primarily focused on high school and university students.
Criteria for inclusion. Middle school teachers at four LPS middle schools,
approximately 281, were targeted for inclusion in the questionnaire sample. Two LPS
elementary schools also took part, with 32 and 33 teacher participants respectively. In
addition, 50 middle school teachers at GCMS were offered the questionnaires. After
completion of the questionnaires, volunteers were sought for interview and observation,
from these ten were selected for observation and interview.
A total of 393 teachers were extended questionnaires in hard-copy and
electronic forms. Of those 84, or 21%, completed the entire questionnaire and of
those respondents, 24%, 20 teachers, volunteered for observation and interview. A
sample of ten was selected from the pool of 20.
The majority of respondents were female (n = 81). Participants ranged in age; 24
identified as between the ages of 25 and 35 years, 24 between the ages of 35 and 45
years, and 36 were 45 years or older. More than half, 66.7%, hold masters' degrees or the
equivalent. Participants from different disciplines responded to questionnaires and
volunteered for observation and interview including music, mathematics, science, social
studies, and English/language arts. Grade level taught ranged from Kindergarten to 8th.

Please see Table 1 for a detailed break-down of age, degree, and grade level taught for
the questionnaire sample.
Table 1
Demographic Information Questionnaire Sample
Lntne Sample
Number

%

j
81

3.6
96.4

24
24
36

28.6
28.6
42.9
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27.4
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(jenclei
Male
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\ge
25-35
45 and o\ei
Highest Degree
MA

-»

Lntue Sample

21.5
77

Table 2 presents the same demographic data for the observation and interview
participants. Overall, the demographic characteristics were similar, but there was a
higher percentage of elementary participants in the observation and interview sample
than in the questionnaire sample.
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Table 2
Demographic Information Observation and Interview Participants
Observation'
Intel view SampL
Number

Observation/
Interview Sample
%
* <.

0
10

0
100

1
8
2

10
70
20

1
9

10
90

4
6

40
60

Gender
I emali;
25-^5
IlldoVU

Highest Degiee
MA
Othei
Grade 1 e\el
K-5
6-8

In addition to the demographic information collected above for the entire
population, data about years of teaching experience and subject taught were also gathered
for the purposeful sample. All interview and observation participants had five or more
years teaching experience, two were teaching for their fifth year, one for her 25th and
another for her 35th. The remaining six teachers ranged from 10 to 16 years experience in
the classroom. Of the middle school sample three teachers, Carson, Juliet, and Ricarda,
were eighth grade English/language arts teachers, two were eighth grade social studies
teachers, Barbie and Katie, and one - Lois - was a middle school intervention specialist
focused on English/language arts and social studies. Anna and Lolita were both fourth
grade teachers, whereas Susan was a science and mathematics specialist working
primarily with third through fifth grade students. Lastly, Martha was a music teacher
serving grades K-5. Please see Table 3 for details.
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Table 3
Years Teaching Experience and Grade/Subject Taught, Inter and Observation Sample
Teacher

Years Teaching Experience Grade

Anna
Barbie
Carson
Juliet
Katie
Lois
Lolita
Martha
Ricarda
Susan

16
10
15
5
35
12
25
5
14
14

4th
8th
8th
8th
8th
6,7&8th
4th
K-5
8th
3-5

Subject
All
Social Studies
English/Language Arts
English/Language Arts
Social Studies
Intervention Specialist
All
Music
English/Language Arts
Science/Mathematics

Sampling Procedures
Schools and teachers were selected for participation based on permissions granted
by LPS and the individual school principals. In addition, the researcher had entree into
two LPS elementary schools and GMS. Teachers were given the opportunity to volunteer
for observation and interview by providing their contact information on the questionnaire.
From this pool of volunteers, a total of ten teachers were selected. Criterion sampling was
used for the second phase of research. Characteristics for selection for the second phase
were a willingness to participate, completion of both questionnaires, and at least five
years teaching experience.
Instrumentation
Questionnaires
Two questionnaires were administered to participants. The Teacher Metacogntive
Scale (TMS) was used to establish the teachers' level of metacognition and knowledge of
pedagogy for teaching metacognition (Wilson & Bai 2010). The TMS consists of 20

selected response items and two open-ended questions. Participants were asked to answer
each selected response question using a Likert-type rating scale, ranging from one
(strongly disagree) to four (strongly agree). Designed and evaluated for validity and
reliability by Wilson & Bai (2010), an initial version of the questionnaire consisted of 27
questions; seven of these were eliminated after a pilot study. The 20-question version to
be administered in this research was evaluated using 105 subjects. After the pilot study,
the Wilson and Bai carried out expert and additional literature review followed by a
confirmatory factor analysis to establish content and construct validity. There were four
factors identified by the literature and empirically verified by the authors for inclusion in
the questionnaire.
These were (1) metacognitive pedagogical knowledge, (2) metacognitive
declarative knowledge, (3) metacognitive conditional knowledge, and (4) metacognitive
procedural knowledge. Internal reliability, estimated by Cronbach's Alpha, was also
acceptable for the factors/subscales. The coefficients were .76 for pedagogical
knowledge, .74 for declarative knowledge, .75 for conditional knowledge, and .76 for
procedural knowledge, as was the overall measure of internal consistency, .75.
The Likert-type scale values one through four were the selection choices for all
items on the TMS. For purposes of this study, however, the selected response option
descriptors for six items were changed from strongly disagree, disagree, agree, and
strongly agree to low, below average, above average, and high to better align with the
written scenarios. For example, item 1 on the TMS "You are evaluating students'
metacognitive processing. Rate the level of metacognitive thinking if they spent most of
their time planning the logistics of their final presentation before fully developing their

models" is better evaluated using the range low to high, than strongly disagree to strongly
agree. See Appendix A for the TMS.
As developed by Wilson and Bai, items that describe scenarios designed to
demonstrate lower levels of teaching metacognition, e.g. awareness versus active
learning, should be evaluated as a 1 or 2 on the Likert-type scale. These items fall onto
the declarative or procedural scale. Declarative items consist of situations in which
students are told by the teacher what to do and procedural are scenarios in which
assignments are structured towards encouraging metacognition, but without discussion or
debriefing after completing it. Pedagogical items demonstrate that teachers need to be
explicit in their instruction and act as guides for student learning and problem solving.
Conditional scenarios on the TMS include all the attributes of the pedagogical factor, but
also demonstrate "...how, why, and under what conditions to use metacognitive teaching
strategies"(Wilson & Bai, 2010, p. 281). In addition, time is allowed for discussion and
debriefing. Therefore, items from the declarative and procedural scales warrant a lower
rating (1 or 2), whereas those items classified as conditional or pedagogical a higher
rating (3 or 4).
Using responses to the TMS from this research, Cronbach's Alpha was calculated
for each scale. Reliability for two of the four scales, Pedagogical, .875 and Conditional,
.527, was acceptable. However, for the remaining two scales results indicate the scales
were not reliable, Procedural, .062, and Declarative, .241. Therefore, the Declarative and
Procedural scale items were not used for inferential statistics in this study.
The second questionnaire, the Self-Regulated Learning Teacher Belief Scale
(SRLTBS), addresses teacher beliefs about implementing SRL into classrooms

(Lombaerts et al., 2009). Upon developing the scale, the researchers began with 39
statements about SRL and tertiary topics culled from literature review. These 39 items
were reviewed by 6 practicing teachers and 8 researchers active in the field. Based on
their recommendations, phrasing was changed for some items.
The researchers then administered the revised questionnaire to 399 teachers in
Belgium. Exploratory factor analysis resulted in items being dropped from the
instrument, leaving one major factor, teacher SRL beliefs. Internal reliability was
evaluated using Cronbach's Alpha and an acceptable score of .79 was reported for teacher
beliefs; item loadings ranged from .638 to .425 from factor analysis. An eigenvalue of 3.5
for teacher beliefs about SRL indicates 34.9% of the variance is explained by this factor
(p. 84).
A confirmatory factor analysis, using a sample of 553 Belgian teachers, affirmed
the scale is a good fit to the theoretical model, p<.001. The good fit index was .94,
adjusted goodness of fit index, .90, and root mean square error of approximation of .074.
The result is one 10-item scale, in which participants select responses using a Likert-type
rating ranging from strongly disagree (0) to strongly agree (4) (p. 87).
Due to concerns about response burden, an explanation about SRL provided by
the authors for users of the questionnaires was shortened for this study. The definition of
terms in the original measure remain, removed was an analogy likening SRL to learning
to ride a bicycle. As for the TMS, Cronbach's Alpha was calculated to evaluate the scale
reliability for this sample. The analsysis yielded a high reliability coefficient of .838. The
questionnaire is available in Appendix B.

Observation Form and Interview Protocol
The observation document, provided in Appendix C, was designed for this study.
In order to enhance validity of the instrument, the observation form was developed using
Zimmerman's model of SRL (2010) and Schraw's Metacognitive Checklist (1998) as
guides. An image of Zimmerman's model can be found in Chapter 1, Figure 1. Schraw's
checklist is attached as Appendix D. A blueprint was also developed to scaffold the
structure and content of the instrument, see Appendix E. In addition, the instrument
underwent review by three experts, and revisions from these inputs informed the
measure. To establish reliability prior to use, a co-rater aided in piloting the measure, and
inter-rater reliability was calculated using percent agreement. The inter-rater reliability
for the subsequent two observations was 94%. The pilot study for testing the observation
instrument is further described under procedure.
The observation instrument lists 18 observable behaviors teachers might perform
to facilitate student development of SRL or metacognition. The first six items are
classified under "Planning," the next seven under "Monitoring," and the final five,
"Evaluating," in accordance with the three phases of SRL as presented by Zimmerman.
Some actions appear in more than one stage on the observation instrument, e.g. selfinstruction and attention focusing, as they are in Zimmerman's model. These behaviors
were evaluated using a scale ranging from zero to four. If a behavior was not observed, a
score of zero was recorded, one indicates a limited application of the behavior, two a
somewhat limited application, three a somewhat strong application, and four a strong
application.

Also designed for this research, the interview protocol, Appendix F, includes 16
questions about teacher perception, understanding, and application of SRL. In order to
enhance the validity of the questions, the researcher first designed a blueprint, see
Appendix G, based upon Zimmerman's SRL model. The questions were developed from
the scaffolding provided by the blueprint. Additionally, the protocol underwent expert
review by three scholars. The interview protocol was pilot tested.The procedure for pilot
testing is described later in this chapter.) Adjustments were made to several questions for
clarity after the pilot interview. The revised protocol was then reviewed by an expert and
found to be acceptable.
Questions for the interview protocol were designed in concurrence with the three
phases of Zimmerman's SRL model. The items query both the teachers' use of SRL and
metacognition for their own learning and also their application of these notions in the
classroom. For example, question one asks, "How might you use goal setting in your own
learning" while question two inquires, "How would you use goal setting as a tool in your
classroom?" Subsequent questions follow a similar pattern; they first explore teachers'
personal learning behaviors, followed by questions about classroom practice.
Procedure
Questionnaires
Questionnaires were distributed to participants using one of two methods. At
some schools, the principals granted the researcher permission to distribute the
instruments (in hard-copy form) directly to the teachers through their school mailboxes
(two middle schools and both elementary schools). A secured drop box was provided in
each mailroom for teachers to return the questionnaires after completing them. In

addition to the hardcopy of the questionnaire, teachers were also simultaneously offered
the questionnaire electronically via email message. The software program Survey
Monkey was used to distribute the electronic version of the questionnaires.
Some principals were unwilling to permit the researcher to distribute hardcopies
of the questionnaire (three middle schools). In this case, the questionnaire was offered
only in electronic form to participants and arrived as a link in an email message.
Approximately 25 minutes were required to complete the measures. In both hard
copy and electronic form, the TMS proceeded the SRLTBS. Participants' names were
entered into a lottery for a drawing of a gift card to Amazon.com. A teacher from each
school was awarded a ten-dollar gift card. The cover letter of the questionnaires is located
in Appendix H.
Protections. Human subjects approval was obtained before embarking on any
research (Exemption #201101035). Furthermore, participants were provided an
explanation of the study and incentives for participation prior to completing the
questionnaires (either in the form of a letter attached to hard copies of the questionnaire
or as an email for the electronic versions of the questionnaire). Questionnaire responses
remained anonymous. The researcher collected and stored any hard copies of the
questionnaires securely in a locked file cabinet after participants completed them. All
data gathered electronically was stored in a password-protected file for the duration of
research collection and analysis.
Observation and Interview
Pilot study. The researcher pilot tested the observation document and interview
protocol prior to implementation with the larger sample in order to establish reliability for

.
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these instruments. Using a volunteer participant, the researcher first observed two class
periods in the teacher's classroom with a co-observer. After analysis of these two
observations, a calculation of inter-rater reliability for the first two sessions was only
60%. The co-raters met and discussed the observation instrument before completing two
additional observations. Two more classes were observed and the inter-rater reliability
was established at 94%. At the request of the participant, the pilot interview took place in
the researcher's office one evening before a class the participant was enrolled in. Based
upon results from the pilot interview, the research adjusted the wording in some questions
for clarity. After making these changes, the interview protocol was reviewed by an expert
and found to be acceptable.
Larger study. The questionnaires included an item soliciting volunteers willing
to be interviewed and observed as a follow-up to the questionnaires. Of those who
volunteered, the researcher selected a criterion sample of ten; 20 teachers total
volunteered for observation and interview.
When seeking volunteers, the researcher announced an incentive for participating
in phase two of the research. As for completion of the questionnaires, gift cards were
awarded to each of the ten teachers sampled for interview and observation. In addition,
the researcher offered feedback and education regarding SRL skills teaching to interested
participants and provided teachers with copies of Zimmerman, Bonner, and Kovach's
electronic book, Developing Self-Regulated Learners. Feedback and the electronic book,
when requested, were provided after completion of observation and interview.
Interviews took place at times and locations preferred by the participants and the
interviews ranged in duration between 35 minutes and one hour. Each observation lasted
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a class period or for the duration of a forty-five minute lesson and every participant was
observed two times. Interviews with two teachers proceeded their classroom observations
due to participant request. Two others took place after one observation. The remaining
six were scheduled after both classroom observations.
Protections. Participants were provided a verbal explanation about their
protections and the study prior to observation and interview as well as a written informed
consent. This explanation also included a description of incentives for participating.
Information from observation and interview was kept confidential and notes and other
materials containing information from these interactions were stored in a locked file
cabinet. In addition, participants were offered the opportunity to choose a pseudonym of
their preference to be used in lieu of their names in any notes, paperwork, or subsequent
formal writing. Only one teacher chose her pseudonym, the others deferred to researcher
choice.
Data Analysis
Questionnaires
Demographic data from the questionnaires were analyzed descriptively and
presented in tables. Descriptive statistics are also presented for items from the
questionnaires. The two open-ended questions for the TMS were coded using a rubric
based upon Zimmerman's metacognitive model. The rubric was designed using a
blueprint (see Appendix I). The quality of teacher responses was coded ranging from zero
(not present) to three (high) referring to their knowledge of metacognition and
metacognitive thinking strategies.

In order to determine the relationship between teacher knowledge of
metacognition and teacher beliefs about SRL, a Pearson's R correlation coefficient was
computed for each scale. Then, a correlation matrix was developed that includes teacher
beliefs about SRL and the two factors from the TMS that yielded acceptable reliability
coefficients, (1) metacognitive pedagogical knowledge, and ( (2) metacognitive
conditional knowledge.
Interviews
An inductive approach was employed to analyze the qualitative data collected
from the interviews. More specifically, a content analysis was used to identify topics,
categories, and patterns that emerged from the field notes and interview transcripts. The
researcher began the process by reading and re-reading the data from the interviews.
From there, topics were identified. These topics were developed into categories and the
data coded based upon these categories. Labels for categories were emic in nature, or
drawn from the language of the participants. A co-rater coded two interviews
independent of the researcher. The researcher and co-rater then met and discussed themes
and categories from these two interviews. Using the co-created categories, the researcher
and co-rater independently rated two additional interviews representing 20% of the data
collected. The inter-rater reliability for these two co-rated interviews was 83%. To further
assure fidelity of data collected, member checking was completed. Participants were
provided copies of interview transcripts for their review.
Observations
Teachers participating in observation were observed for two, forty-five minute
class periods. Using the observation instrument, their actions encouraging student

planning, monitoring, and evaluation of a learning event were recorded. A co-rater coobserved four classes, or 20% of the total number observed. Each observer independently
rated the classes co-observed. Inter-rater reliability, established through percent
agreement, was 94%. Field notes were also maintained for each class period or lesson and
data from these notes were classified by phase of SRL as presented by Zimmerman's
model for SRL. As for data from interviews, the observation documents were reviewed
for patterns in alignment with Zimmerman's model.
Next, results for each of the four research questions are presented in Chapter 4. In
Chapter 5, the presentation of results is followed by the discussion of the results,
limitations, implications for practice and conclusions.

RESULTS
CHAPTER 4
Introduction
Data collected and analyzed for this is mixed methods study includedteacher
perception of self-regulated learning (SRL), teacher knowledge of metacognition,
knowledge of teaching metacognition, and teacher classroom practice of metacognition
and self-regulation.. Qualitative and quantitative findings are reported according to
research question. These findings include responses to two questionnaires, the Teacher
Metacognition Scale (TMS), which consists of four scales, and the Self-Regulated
Learning Teacher Belief Scale (SRLTBS). Correlations amongst the five scales illustrate
the relationship between teacher perception of self-regulated learning and knowledge of
metacognition. Furthermore, two open-ended questions from the TMS were analyzed
qualitatively to assess teacher knowledge of metacognition and strategies to teach it. Data
collected from ten teacher interviews serve to illuminate teacher knowledge and
classroom practice. Finally, twenty classroom observations, provide data regarding
teacher classroom practice of the constructs of metacognition and self-regulation.
Research Questions
Four questions guided this inquiry into teacher beliefs, knowledge, and classroom
practice of metacognition and self-regulation.
1. What are teachers' beliefs about self-regulated learning?
2. What do teachers know about metacognition and self-regulated learning?
3. What is the relationship between teachers' understanding of teaching metacognition
and beliefs about self-regulated learning?

4. How do they apply their knowledge and beliefs about metacognition and SRL in their
instructional practices?
Teacher Beliefs About Self-Regulated Learning
The first question addressed in this research explored teachers' beliefs about selfregulated learning. Data were gathered using the SRLTBS, a ten-item scale developed to
assess teacher perception/beliefs about self-regulated learning. Participants selected
responses on a Likert-like scale, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).
Descriptive statistics for all items are presented in Table 4.
Table 4
Descriptive Statistics for SRLTBS
Item
1. Self-regulated (SR)
teaming
2. Pupils should make
decisions
3. Pupils decide when to
work
4. SR environment
account for pupil
interests/experiences
5. Pupils- capacity to
determine what to learn
6. Pupils- opportunity to
regulate learning
7. SRL - practicable
8. SRL -pupils prepared
for secondary ed.
9. SRL - efficient pupil
collaboration
10. Pupils - have selfdiscipline to SR

Number
82

Mean
3.73

Standard Deviation
.754

82

3.56

.755

82

3.13

.872

82

3.93

.716

82

3.5

.878

81

3.43

.880

81
82

3.10
3.55

.997
.958

82

3.52

.878

82

2.67

1.04

Means for items range from 2.67 to 3.73, 3 being neutral. Item 10, "Pupils have
the required self-discipline to take responsibility for their learning in middle school,"
generated the lowest mean falling below 3 (M= 2.67). This item also had the largest

standard deviation suggesting there is a range of teacher perception about students'
readiness to self-regulate at the middle school level. The second lowest mean, item 7,
self-regulated learning is practicable in middle school (M=3.10) suggests that teachers
may believe SRL is important, but question whether they can implement SRL in their
elementary and middle school classrooms. Items 7 and 10 target similar concepts, and
interpreted together, suggest teachers question student readiness to self-regulate in
elementary and middle school.
Item 4, "A self-regulated environment makes it easier to take into account pupil's
experiences and interests," had the highest mean, 3.93, indicating teachers believe
classrooms that promote self-regulation consider student characteristics. Means for the
remaining items ranged from 3.13 to 3.73. Hence, overall data suggests participants feel
positively about the importance of self-regulated learning for students. However, there
was discrepancy amongst the teachers about student readiness to self-regulate.
Teacher Knowledge and Knowledge for Teaching Metacognition and SRL
Teacher knowledge of metacognition and their knowledge for teaching
metacognition were evaluated using the TMS questionnaire and ten teacher interviews.
Findings suggest teachers have some knowledge of metacognition and methods for
teaching it. However, teachers also demonstrated gaps in understanding of student
generated goal setting and how to enhance student self-motivational beliefs.
The Teacher Metacognition Scale
The TMS consists of 20 selected response items and two open ended items. The
20 selected response items make up four scales evaluating declarative knowledge of
teaching metacognition, procedural knowledge of teaching metacognition, knowledge of

pedagogy for teaching metacognition, and conditional knowledge of teaching
metacognition (pedagogical knowledge of teaching conditional knowledge). Participants
chose from responses 1 (low or strongly disagree) to 4 (high or strongly agree) on a
Likert-type scale.
Recall from Chapter 3 that the four scales of the TMS reflect a hierarchy of
knowledge for teaching metacognition. According to Wilson and Bai's design, declarative
scenarios should be rated the lowest, followed by procedural, then pedagogical, and
lastly, representing the deepest understanding of knowledge for teaching metacognition,
conditional. The mean for declarative items was 2.67, procedural, 2.27, pedagogical,
3.49, conditional, 3.17. However, results from items targeting declarative and procedural
knowledge should be interpreted with caution in light the low reliability of the scales.
Table 5 displays a summary of results from the 84 participants. Questions are grouped by
scale.
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Table 5

TMS Descriptive Statistics
gngf
SISSm&tive

k Number
g^lP'

1 Logistics before models
2 Model thinking aloud Twisted
3 How/why simple machines
4 Aware of reasoning for Venn Diagram
7 Strategies are general
Sample Mean for Scale
Procedural
5 Essay historical event, who, what,
where, when, and how
8 Activities more important than talk
9 Explanation of strategy worksheet
10 Inferential questions -check student
comprehension
Sample Mean for Scale
( ;iinliiion:]l
6 Describe what was learned
11 Explain processes to answer Inferential
questions
12 Strategy related to task objective
13 Debrief after lesson
Sample Mean for Scale
Pedagogical
14 Talk about problem solving
15 Share thinking
16 Facilitate discussion on problem
solving
17 Model thinking processes
18 Students generate questions
19 Provide problem solving activities
20 Students explain answers
Sample Mean for Scale

84
83
82
84
80

glean

flgggllrd
JS&gfeiju]

Nuinlvi

2.49
2.82
3.10
2.82
1.99
2.67
Mean

84

2.31

St Hid ml
De\ lation
.878

83
83
83

2.01
1.86
2.91

.724
.798
.609

\umhu

2.27
\k ill

80
83

2.90
3.19

82
83
\umhu

3.33
3.21
3.17
Me.m

84
84
83

3.58
3.61
3.39

82
84
83
83

3.45
3.44
3.40
3.55
3.49

jjj|
H

.736
.767
.780
.680
.703

St.indiiril
IV\ l.llllMl
.840
.614
.546
.777
MjiuI »d
1 )i\ l.ilk'il
.520
.491
.621
.632
.546
.540
.500

Standard deviations for items ranged from .491 to .840. Item six, "You are
evaluating students' metacognitive processing. Rate the level of metacognitive thinking if
they were able to describe their actions as being able to explain what was learned"
generated the greatest standard deviation.. Standard deviations indicate the range in

teacher responses to items, e.g. degree of agreement on any given scenario and therefore
item six generated the greatest discrepancy amongst teacher responses. Item six is
classified as a conditional factor. Whereas item 15, "When teaching students to use
metacognitive thinking strategies, the teacher should allow students to share their
thinking," produced the lowest standard deviation, .491. Item 15 falls onto the declarative
scale.
Moreover, teachers from this sample rated declarative and procedural
metacognitive teaching scenarios less highly than the higher order scenarios, conditional
and pedagogical. This was the expected outcome due to the hierarchal nature of the factor
structures, as discussed previously. Yet, the overall mean for the lowest order scenarios,
declarative knowledge, (M= 2.67), was higher than for the next level scenarios,
procedural knowledge, (M= 2.27). Due to the statistical unreliability of these two scales,
inferential statistics were not applied to evaluate the difference between them. However,
teachers from this sample also rated items relating to pedagogical knowledge as 3.49 and
conditional as 3.17, the inverse of the anticipated outcome. Findings from a matched
pairs t-test revealed this to be a statistically significant difference,., t = 41.6 (73), p < .01.
Qualitative data were also collected to examine the second research question. Two
open-ended questions from the TMS addressed teacher knowledge of metacognition and
metacognitive thinking strategies. The questions were, what is metacognition, and, what
are metacognitive teaching strategies. Of the 84 total questionnaire respondents,
approximately 65 answered both questions. A rubric designed to assess the answers
allocated three points for each stage of metacognition and self-regulation, planning,
monitoring, and evaluating as theorized by Zimmerman (2010) for knowledge (question

one) and strategies (question two). Therefore, the maximum score for each question was
nine. See Chapter Three, Appendix I for the rubric. The mean response for question one
(n=68) was 1.65 and question two («=64) 2.48. Table 6 displays the means for each
category and question.
Table 6
TMS Open-Ended Question Means

Knowledge
Slratcgv
Know led tie

Planum"
(0-3)

Monitorin"
«M)

L\aluation

.088
.469

1.35
1.33

.21
.67

I otal
i(out of 9)

1.65
2.48

As evidenced by the means above, teacher knowledge was low and most
responses lacked a depth and breadth of explanation. Teacher responses about strategy
knowledge were higher overall than for the definition of metacognition suggesting they
are better able to articulate examples than describe the phenomenon itself. Examples of
answers earning a score of one for question one are, "Thinking about thinking," or
"Knowledge of knowing of something." A score of one for question two included replies
such as, "Prior knowledge" or "Teaching your students to think." These responses
indicate a surface understanding of metacognition, with little or no particulars about
stages (planning, monitoring, and evaluating) of the process.
Responses awarded higher scores demonstrated a greater depth of understanding
of the process of metacognition including details about specific applications or examples,
as the following answer to question one illustrates, "Metacognition is the ability to think
about your thought process and to be aware of the thought processes that are being used
in a given situation. It's an awareness of an individual's thinking and processing

modalities." A superior answer for question two was, "Metacognitive strategies are
strategies that guide students to process information more effectively. Some of these
strategies include processing, questioning, visualizing, and scaffolding." Another
response to question two earning a high score included a number of strategies that
reflected an understanding of planning, monitoring, and evaluating, "Modeling thinking
aloud, monitoring your understanding, evaluating your progress, self-questioning,
visualizing, learning how to know when you don't know and how to fix it."
Interviews
In addition to data gathered from the TMS, ten teachers participated in interviews
responding to sixteen questions that addressed planning, monitoring and evaluating
learning. Questions asked teachers about themselves as learners and as instructors. With
the purpose of gaining additional insight into teacher knowledge of SRL, these teachers
were questioned about how they would describe self-regulated learning to their students.
Their responses were analyzed using the same rubric as were responses to the open-ended
question addressing knowledge from the TMS and for the most part, responses mirrored
those from the TMS. Teacher knowledge as manifested in explanation of SRL was low,
though scores from the interview responses were higher than for the TMS responses; the
mean score for knowledge of self-regulated learning was 4.95 out of a possible 9. The
question from interview targeting knowledge of SRL came at the end of the interview,
just as the open ended questions from the TMS came at the end of the questionnaire.
However, teachers participants in interview may have benefited from more time spent
reflecting on these concepts through the interview process and were therefore better
equipped to answer the knowledge question than were those who had spent just a few

moments on the questionnaire.
Responses that incorporated knowledge of planning, monitoring and evaluation
were awarded higher scores, while those that touched on just one of these components or
none at all were given lower scores. Table 7 displays teacher scores from the rubric.
Table 7
Teacher Scores for Knowledge of SRL
Teacher

Planning

Monitoring

Evaluation

Total

Anna
Barbie
Carson
Juliet
Katie
Lois
Lolita
Martha
Ricarda
Susan

1
2
3
1
0
3
1
3
3
0

2
0
2
1
0
2
1
3
2
3

3
0
2
0
2
2
1
2.5
0
3

6
2
7
2
2
7
3
8.5
5
6

Mean

1.6

1.7

1.55

4.95

Some teachers were able to describe in detail SRL and actions to be taken at each
step, while others struggled to explain the construct or mentioned a single component of
SRL. For example, Martha provided a thorough explanation and earned a score of 8.5.
...ask them what do you want to learn? I mean you have to ask yourself
what are interested in. And based on that, I would ask them to figure out
a goal, a plan of attack. How are we going practice towards this how or
how are we going to plan towards learning what you want to learn, we'd
go through our steps, and then as they learn they have to keep asking
themselves, and I tell them, you have to keep asking yourself, did you
learn what you just read? Did you learn, or did you master, are you
progressing, they have to keep asking themselves, did you get better?
And if you didn't get better, then you need to go over it. How do you
know you got better? Well, what's the percentage of accuracy was it
90% correct, was it 100% correct, and you know they can, they can
relate to that. Did it sound good? If it didn't sound good to you then you
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need to practice again, go through it more. If practice does not make
perfect, it usually means, um, that they're not ready for that particular
skill and they will have to backtrack. Um, what do you think your
weakness is? What, what do you know? Go back and learn before we
can learn this task. Self-regulated, they have to keep asking themselves
the specific questions and they have to generate their goal. And too and I
know in, in lessons, it's the teacher's goal, but it can become the children'
goal, it will morph, if the teacher's enthusiastic enough. So they'll absorb
and it will become their goal as well. Um, but I guess self-regulating I
would tell them that they're their own check points and they'll determine
if they're ready to move on, with the teacher's help of course.

Martha's response was granted a high score because she supplied information about
student-generated actions at each stage of a learning event, planning, monitoring and
evaluation. In addition she articulated particular strategies for her subject matter - music recognizing that while some SRL skills are general, they must be filtered though the
specific content area or modified for different tasks.
In contrast, Juliet, 8th grade English/language arts teacher, earned a score of two.
She responded to the question saying,
Um, self-regulated learning? Well, it would be the um, it would be
keeping track of your project, I mean, your own inquiry, you've make
an inquiry you want to learn something...set the task forward...

Juliet did not describe what "setting a task forward" would entail for the planning of a
learning event. She referenced monitoring during a learning task but without sharing any
specific strategies, instead simply saying, "keeping track of your project." Lastly, she
does not speak of evaluating the learning process in her description of SRL. Thus, high
and low scores on these questions reflected a range of teachers' ability to incorporate all
three stages of SRL into their explanation of the construct. The remaining fifteen
questions from interviews focused on teacher personal practice of SRL and their

application of SRL in the classroom. Participants expressed some use of metacognitive
strategies in their learning, though not all were able to explain what those strategies were.
Described below first are teacher responses pertaining to their own practice of SRL for
the planning of a learning event.
Planning. Planning consists of both goal setting and strategies for planning a
learning event. Most of those interviewed set goals for their own learning, either based on
information they wanted to acquire, or as part of a course towards professional growth or
certification. However many teachers were not able to provide detail about what setting
goals specifically entailed. See Table 8 for a summary of teacher goal setting and
planning knowledge as evidenced in teacher learning practice; only those strategies
described by at least three teachers appear in tables in the body of the paper. More
detailed summaries are in the appendices. See Appendix J for all goal setting and
planning strategies mentioned by teachers.
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Table 8

Summary of Teacher Explanation of Strategy Use in Planning
Strategy

Goal Setting
Identify Objective

Teachers

Anna, Barbie, Carson, Juliet, Katie, Lois, Martha,
Ricarda, Susan

Objectives - Personal

Anna, Carson, Juliet, Lois, Ricarda

Objectives - Professional

Anna, Barbie, Juliet, Katie, Lois, Lolita, Martha,
Susan

Planning Strategies
Creating Steps/Chunking

Anna, Barbie, Katie, Lolita, Susan

Research (books, Internet
State provided materials)

Anna, Juliet, Lois, Martha, Ricarda, Susan

Discussion

Juliet, Lois, Ricarda

Ricarda, 8th grade English/language arts teacher, gave one of the more
comprehensive responses about goal setting saying,
...let's see how might I learn use goal setting in my learning? I guess
at some point I realized in my own learning that if there's something
that I don't know about that I want to know about and so I just go to
do research that I need to do and try things out and see how it works
and go back and do it again and tweak it and see what was successful
and what wasn't.
Key aspects of goal setting for a learning task Ricarda mentioned are developing an
understanding of what she wants to learn and then determining what she needs to do to
meet her learning goal. Ricarda also alludes to the cyclical nature of SRL and goal setting
when she references going back and revisiting her goal.
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However, other teachers did not profess to effective goal setting. They testified to
using the objective of whatever course they were taking as their learning goal. Anna
explained, saying,
...what I usually do is, like, to look at everything that is, um, outlined in
whatever course I'm taking. I like to look at everything and see what
the main objectives are, and then kinda make sure I understand what
I want to get out of it by the time the course is over, you know.

As she describes it, Anna's process for goal setting is informal and lacks specificity of
steps or strategies. Another response indicating low knowledge for goal setting comes
from Carson, eighth grade English/language arts teacher,
...you set a goal, like I don't tend to set intermediate steps to
goals. I set a final goal of learning something or reading
something or doing something and then I just work towards
that goal. Somewhat randomly. Which is kind of the opposite
of the way you should do it for kids.
These two examples illustrate teachers' may not engage in goal setting as imagined in the
context of SRL. However, teachers shared better-developed methods for planning before
a learning task they undertake.
Planning strategies they explained included breaking large tasks into smaller ones
and conducting research (reading, internet, webinars) to learn more about the topic. The
majority of teachers acknowledged using at least one of these strategies and often others.
Lois spoke conducting research and taking notes,
...it would involve doing some reading...whatever I was given more
these days, more things available through video modules webinars...
I also need to write so knowing that about myself I'd be a note taker
and documenting things

However, Carson was an exception and did not demonstrate knowledge of planning
strategies for a learning event. She commented, "For myself? Yeah probably wouldn't
plan too much."
Monitoring. Teachers demonstrated an understanding of monitoring during a
learning event. Many cited employing strategies like checklists, rubrics, self-questioning,
note taking, self-instruction - e.g. Internet research or use of supplemental texts instructor feedback, and dialogue with classmates or colleagues. See Table 9 for a
summary of teacher knowledge of strategies in the monitoring stage of learning and
Appendix K for a comprehensive list of strategies offered.
Table 9
Summary of Teacher Explanations of Strategy Use for Monitoring Learning
Strategy

Teacher

Attention focusing
Leave Task

Anna, Lois, Martha, Ricarda, Susan

Internet Research
Re-read

Barbie, Katie, Lolita, Ricarda
Anna, Carson, Lois, Ricarda

Questioning Self/Others

Anna, Barbie, Juliet, Katie, Lois, Lolita,
Martha, Ricarda,

Instructor/Peer Feedback

Anna, Lois, Ricarda, Susan

Teachers generally demonstrated greater knowledge of learning strategies for
monitoring than for planning their learning. Fourth grade teacher Lolita incorporates
research (self-instruction), questioning, and note taking into her monitoring process,
I do look online, you'll see me all the time grab a dictionary what
does that word mean, I don't mind asking people or telling people
I don't know something, it doesn't bother me...I can't say that I'm
not a very visual learner because I have to write the stuff down,
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but I think it's more tactile. I do the writing more for the movement
of the writing to help me to remember what I'm doing and I even
when I was in high school I had to write my notes over and over
and over again to remember them ... I would start to write them
and smaller and smaller and smaller every time I wrote them, so
it was almost like I was writing them into my brain.

Another teacher, Katie, 8th grade social studies teacher, detailed various methods
for monitoring her learning. Here she outlined her process for monitoring - questioning,
use of graphic organizers, and note taking - "I question myself, um, trying to keep myself
focused on what it is I'm doing so I don't go off...somewhere else," moreover, "I do a lot
with graphic organizers...especially when I'm taking notes...I'll make my own up it
doesn't have to be one of the traditional ones...I use the rubrics myself...to focus my
attention." Many teachers observed that taking a break, if they had reached frustration
level or lost focus, was an effective attention focusing technique for them. Anna, Lois,
Martha, Ricarda, and Susan all reported using this strategy.
However, as for goal setting, several teachers were unable to describe what they
knew about monitoring their learning. Carson was not much aware of self-monitoring
processes explaining, "I think that I'm blanking on these questions a little it because I've
never have trouble learning anything." Carson's response also indicates she believes
learners only need self-monitor if they are challenged by a learning event. A second
teacher, fourth grade teacher Anna, also struggled to put into words how she monitors her
learning. In response to a question asking about her methods for monitoring Anna said, "I
don't really know."
Evaluation. In response to questions regarding evaluation after a learning event,
teacher comments indicated an understanding of the value of reflection and evaluation. In
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their own learning, teachers assessed the success of learning based upon the usefulness of
whatever information they learned and their ability to apply it either in their teaching or
everyday lives. Several mentioned instructor feedback in the form of letter grade or
comments as an important part of evaluating learning. Table 10 provides a summary of
these findings and Appendix L the comprehensive descriptions.
Table 10
Summary of Teacher Explanation of Evaluation of a Learning Event
Strategy

Teacher

Evaluation
Instructor Feedback

Anna, Lolita, Ricarda

Application
Satisfaction
Instructor Feedback

Barbie, Juliet, Katie, Lois, Lolita

Barbie, Lolita

Learning Useful

Juliet, Katie

Feeling

Anna, Lolita, Martha

Measure Against Standard/Goal

Lois, Ricarda, Susan

Some teachers articulated their self-evaluation after a learning event. For
example, Katie spoke about valuing the utility of what she learned and determining
whether it is applicable to her teaching,
...self-evaluation a lot of it's, can I use it and does it work? Okay,
and how do I know if it works, well I look, because most of my
learning tasks revolve around education I look at how well did
the students perform, or how was my students' progress impacted
by what I. learned?

Susan echoes the sentiment expressed by Katie; she feels satisfied in her learning if she is
able to use or apply what she has learned, "... did it stick with me...does it change the way
I think about something...do I have a new frame of reference to work from... does that
make sense to me, can I replace what I'm doing with something new?"
As the exemplars from Table 9 and quotes above illustrate, teachers appear to
evaluate their learning and determine self-satisfaction using many of the same indicators
such as feedback, whether or not information learned was applicable to their lives or
classrooms, and their feelings - overall sense of pride, accomplishment, or stress. Yet,
several were unable to describe self-evaluation of a learning outcome or event. Carson
said, "No, I just take it for granted that it's going to be...I'm going to be successful and be
able to do and afterward, I don't, I don't um, I just move on to the next thing." Moreover,
Barbie had difficulty separating her learning from that of her students, resulting in an
answer more about evaluating her teaching than her own learning.
Relationship Between Teachers' Understanding of Teaching
Metacognition and Beliefs About Self-Regulated Learning
The SRLTBS and the TMS were compared statistically to determine whether
there was a relationship between knowledge about teaching of metacognition and teacher
beliefs about self-regulated learning. A calculation of Person's R compared two scales of
the TMS pedagogical knowledge, and conditional knowledge for teaching metacognition,
with the SRLTBS (one scale measuring teacher beliefs). Due to concerns about reliability
of the additional two scales of the TMS, declarative knowledge for teaching
metacognition and procedural knowledge for teaching metacognition, these scales were
not correlatedwith the SRLTBS. The results indicate there is not a statistically significant

relationship between teacher beliefs about SRL and their knowledge for teaching
metacognition. In addition, the factors of the TMS were also compared using Pearson's R
and findings demonstrated there is a statistically significant relationship between
declarative and procedural knowledge for teaching metacognition, and pedagogical and
conditional knowledge for teaching it.
SRLTBS and TMS
As presented in Table 11, teacher knowledge for teaching metacognition and
teacher beliefs about self-regulated learning were not found to have a statistically
significant relationship, contrary to the hypothesis that postulated there would be a
relationship. In specific, scores on the SRLTBS, a scale designed to evaluate teacher
beliefs about self-regulated learning, were compared using Pearson's R correlation
coefficient to two different scales targeting teacher knowledge for teaching metacognition
from the TMS. No statistically significant relationships were found between any of these
factors.
Table 11
Correlations between SRLTBS and Scales of the TMS
Pearson R

Two Tailed Sig.

SRLTBS/Pedagogical

.137

.238

SRLTBS/Conditional

-.009

.940

Classroom Practice
The final research question examined how teachers apply their knowledge and
beliefs about SRL and metacognition in the classroom. Interviews and classroom

observations informed this question and showed mixed results. Teachers discussed varied
methods for encouraging students to plan for, monitor, and evaluate after a learning task,
yet most struggled to describe their actions to enhance student self-motivational beliefs
and for facilitating student personal goal setting. Lending support to these findings,
classroom observations revealed good practice of encouraging monitoring of learning,
but limited evidence of planning strategies before a task or evaluation after a task were
noted.
TMS
As described previously, the overall sample of 84 teachers demonstrated an
understanding of a hierarchy of knowledge for teaching metacognition. Group means for
the four scales of the TMS suggest the participants recognized teacher actions
encouraging a combination of awareness, activity design, opportunities to discuss
strategies, and debriefing after the completion of activities are important for teaching
students how to think metacognitively. They selected lower values for the two scales
addressing lower level skills teaching (declarative and procedural), and higher values for
those addressing higher level skills teaching (pedagogical and procedural). Presented
previously, these findings are detailed in Table 3.
Interviews
In contrast to questions targeting teacher knowledge of metacognition and SRL
from the interview as expressed through their personal learning practices, questions
addressing classroom actions asked teachers to describe their instructional practices.
Planning. Data from teacher interviews indicates teachers know a variety of
methods to encourage students to plan before a learning task. Several themes ran

throughout participant responses to questions about facilitating student planning for a
learning task. Some include using a final assessment as a means for goal setting and
planning, conducting an inventory of student prior knowledge or learning needs, and
breaking a large task into smaller steps - referred to as chunking by many of the
participants. Table 12 provides a summary of goal setting and planning activities teachers
expressed using in the classroom with their students. Appendix M lists all strategies
mentioned by teachers.
Table 12
Summary of Teacher Explanation of Classroom Practice Targeting Planning
Strategy

Teacher

Goal Setting
Establish Assignment Objective

Anna, Carson, Juliet, Katie, Lois,
Martha, Susan

Inventory Knowledge

Barbie, Lois, Lolita, Ricarda, Susan

Establish Short Term Goals

Juliet, Lolita

Planning
Create Steps/Chunk

Anna, Barbie, Carson, Juliet, Katie,
Lois, Lolita, Martha, Susan

Teachers were able to discuss how they encouraged students to break down tasks
for a learning event. Martha offered a strong example of helping students to plan. She
spoke from the perspective of teaching a fine art,
...we have a goal, we have a song or this melody that we have
to learn on an instrument, we need to, I tell them you need to
figure out what's step one, your technique on an instrument, you
have to figure out how to hold it first, how to make a sound,
or remember, we have to always review because they forget.
Look at the music, figure out the notes, so there's steps...
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Barbie, Carson, Julie, Katie, Lois, and Susan also emphasized breaking large tasks into
smaller ones. However, not all described as clearly as Martha what actually happens in
the classroom and when; their comments were more general. For example, Lolita uses the
metaphor of eating an elephant one bite at a time in reference to students setting goals
and planning for a learning event, "I think that even for the students it's important to do
small chunks as opposed to having this big worldly goal, what's your goal for today?
What's your goal for the next 20 minutes?...one bite at a time." Lolita does not couch her
comments in the context of a particular subject or activity, nor does she specify if she
uses goal setting in whole group instruction or with individual students.
Another theme emerging from teacher interviews was use of the final assessment
or task objective to drive goal setting. Katie provides sound commentary stipulating
students need to know what is expected for a final outcome before beginning a learning
task in order to plan appropriately,
....first of all, let them know what their assessment is first, um, this
is what you know... in ours we have goals, like really general goals
which are indicated by the common learning goals, but I also make
sure I provide them with a rubric so they know how they are going to
be assessed so that they can set goals for themselves within the
parameters of the product that I'm looking for...

Katie's response indicates that a general goal must be targeted for individual assignments
in order for students to understand what is expected and to monitor their learning.
Participants also discussed the importance of determining student learning needs
and prior knowledge before beginning a learning task. Lois, middle school learning
interventionist, spoke about knowing her students' needs, ensuring those needs are
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addressed, and raising students' awareness of these needs so they can eventually take
steps to help themselves,
...our 6th grade counselor does some learning style inventories at
the beginning of the year to start to make them aware of what their
needs are if they're visual, auditory, tactile or sensory motor, those
different things, um, but just an awareness that when I'm planning
I'm making sure that I'm delivering the instruction in multimodal
kinds of ways...and making that piece obvious to kids so that as
they start educated and think about what works best for them...

However, as for Lolita's description of "chunking" earlier, Lois's description is general
and does not get to particular actions she would take to make her instructional planning
transparent to her students.
In contrast, Ricarda also considered understanding of student needs and prior
knowledge as relevant to planning for a learning task and offered a particular strategy as
an example. She uses concept maps to do this in her classes,
...we'd do...concept mapping or something at the front of the
unit...And then have them identify gaps in their own knowledge
or understanding and then revisit that map again at the end of the
unit and then depending on the length of the unit, sometime in
between.

Additional teachers also referenced activating student prior knowledge as important in
the goal setting/planning stage of learning, either by explicitly stating prior knowledge
activation is important (Lolita) or by designing activities that would promote it (Barbie,
Carson, Lois, Ricarda, Susan).
Another observed theme was identifying an objective for a given activity, which
in turn served as a goal for that activity. Primarily, teachers focused on goals they set for

their classes. Class objectives or assignment objectives served as assigned goals for
students. None referenced students setting goals for themselves.
Student self-motivation. The final question from the interview about the
planning stage before a learning event requested teachers explain how they enhanced
students' self-motivational beliefs. Responses were varied, and teachers struggled to
answer. A summary of their responses is provided in Table 13 and in Appendix N, the
detailed table.
Table 13
Summary of Teacher Actions to Enhance Student Self-Motivational Beliefs
Strategy

Teacher

Personal Value through Group Work

Barbie, Lolita, Martha, Susan

Choice in Assignments

Katie, Lois, Ricarda

Relevance (of material learned)

Juliet, Lois

Connection to Prior Knowledge

Martha, Susan

Set Attainable Goals (teacher directed)

Barbie, Carson, Susan

As evidenced in teachers' answers, few themes surfaced. Nevertheless, some
patterns did emerge and teachers were able to share some examples of how to encourage
student self-motivation. Some sound exemplars include use of student choice,
cooperative learning, connections to prior knowledge, and noting real world relevance.
Ricarda, Lois, and Katie all touched on student choice as motivator. Ricarda described a
situation in which she provided students with choice,
I gave the kids three suggested projects they could choose to
complete. One was a video, one was creating like a CD playlist, or a
song list or whatever for a CD...put together a scrapbook, most of
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them put together more like a PowerPoint, a digital scrapbook...
and then they had like a design your own.

Another theme, articulated by Lolita, Susan, Barbie, and Martha, was creating
group situations in which students are able to experience their value through
contributions to group learning. These teachers asserted students can gain understanding
of their strengths by participating in group work.
Martha and Susan referenced building student confidence by connecting new
material to previously learned information. Martha was able to draw a connection from
fractions to music notes with her fourth grade students and Susan commented,"... if
they're having trouble with a review problem...it looks like you solved a similar problem
yesterday what strategy did you use to solve this problem?" They believe this helps foster
student confidence to learn the new concept.
Finally, both Juliet and Lolita expressed finding value in making material relevant
to students. Juliet used the example of Romeo and Juliet and the common happenstance
of overbearing parents. She elaborated by saying,
Task interest is huge, they all want to know what' they're going to do
with this when they grow up. What are you going to do with it, well,
at the moment you're learning, you know, you're learning life lessons
as you read Romeo and Juliet, about being a parent that's too stuck on
the rules, you know, I mean, the prologue talks about, the tone is
definitely directed at the grudge, and that grudge being so important
that it cost their children's lives, you have um, the different roles of
the people and how they interact together,

Juliet and Lolita argued that students' motivation is greater if they believe what they are
learning is in some way applicable or relevant to their personal lives.

However, examples provided by teachers for these themes were not always strong
applications of strategies for enhancing student self-motivation. For example, Lolita's
reference to real world relevance was vague, "...if I bring enthusiasm to it and give them
some real life reason to know it, generally interest is higher." Furthermore, Barbie's
description of cooperative learning to build student motivation was also general and did
not describe how she would make clear to students the connection between their
contributions to the group and their learning or motivation,
...we have to look at what are you good at and I start with in my
classroom that everybody has something to offer and when I set
groups up, sometimes I let them choose... sometimes I'll pick them
based on maybe I have a child show isn't as good, maybe their
talent is in drawing but they can't write very well or maybe
somebody who can write but doesn't have strong reading comprehension.
Finally, several teachers admitted motivating students was a challenge. Anna commented,
"I try to, and, that's a good one I don't have a great answer for that one."
Monitoring. Teachers were also interviewed about their classroom actions that
promoted monitoring of learning for their students. Patterns emerging here and included
use of rubrics, checklists, discussion, cooperative learning and/or peer supported learning,
time management, feedback, and questioning. Table 14 lists a summary of findings.
Appendix O provides an in-depth list of strategies.

Table 14

Summary of Teacher Explanation of Classroom Practice Targeting Monitoring
Strategy

Teacher

Cooperative Learning/
Peer Discussion

Anna, Barbie, Juliet, Katie, Lois, Lolita, Martha

Questioning

Anna, Barbie, Carson, Katie, Lois, Ricarda, Susan

Exemplars
Rubrics/Checklists

Carson, Lois, Martha
Carson, Katie, Lois, Lolita, Susan

Time Parameters

Juliet, Katie, Susan

Lesson/Classroom Design

Carson, Katie, Lois, Martha

Concept Maps/Non-linguistic
representations

Juliet, Katie, Lolita, Ricarda, Susan

Teachers described varied tactics for encouraging student monitoring of learning.
Ricarda provided some insight into her knowledge. She explained her methods for
guiding students to confusion resolution by questioning, re-reading, and discussion,
Sometimes when kids say I don't get it, we sort of talk through at
what point in the text... where they realized they got confused,
and we read through that. I let them read aloud and I listen and I
ask them a question about what it is they just read and umm, help
them navigate a difficult passage per se.
Above, Ricarda describes how, through questioning, she might guide a student to begin to
understand his or her own gap in knowledge. Several other teachers also explained that
through scaffolding of questions, they aim to help students identify what they know and
do not know.
Another emergent theme was use of exemplar to guide student understanding of
quality work and expectations for an outcome. Carson highlighted this in her interview,
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...using a lot of models, like look at models whenever possible,
have proficient students create models for my other students so that
they can um, you know, see realistically what can be done, but I
think breaking pieces apart even if you have them write something
and you have them take a model, have them use highlighters, have them
pull chunks of text, have them see how the sausage is made, that
sort of thing.

Along with models as a method for framing work expectations, teachers also
discussed encouraging their students to use checklists, rubrics, and other organizational
tools to track their progress through learning tasks. Susan describes a problem solving
"star" she teaches her elementary math students,
I use a like a problem solving star where each point represents a look
for, did I include an illustration did I include words that explain what
I was thinking, did I include numbers, numbers sentence or equations?
Or charts or tables or you know some kind of organizing method did
I use that then the other one talking it through did I talk about it
with a partner.

In addition, teachers stated time could act as an aid to encourage student
monitoring. Several described using timers and/or time announcements in class to either
prompt student attention or to scaffold time management. Juliet describes use of time
management in her classroom,
...I use a timer always. I try in self-instruction to get them using
the timer to get them to engage the material independently. I think
I do have a higher, I mean know hands down I have a higher rate of
attentiveness per child using that process than I do If I were just
standing and lecturing...

Though teachers delineated many strategies, others described the challenge of
teaching students to monitor their learning. Susan stated, "...metacognition I really, I, I do
try to give think time. It's really hard sometimes, and I really do try to..." And Barbie,

when asked about her personal process for tracking progress combined her response
about herself with description of what she did for her students, e.g. use of imagery or
hand manipulatives to focus attention. When asked if she wanted to speak more
specifically about her classroom practice to encourage monitoring she said,
No because I usually, what is working, umm, what doesn't work is
sit down shut up and be quiet, how's that? And you'll find out that
I don't run my classroom as shut up sit down and be quiet. Because
I just don't, I think the kids to have something to say and I have
set the line of expectation in my classroom...
These responses suggest some teachers are able to incorporate strategies for encouraging
monitoring of learning in their classrooms, but others encounter obstacles and at times
lack detail about how to apply general ideas in practice, as did Barbie. In addition to these
teacher dictions about their knowledge and classroom applications of monitoring while
learning, they also described methods for promoting reflection and evaluation after a
learning task.
Evaluation. When questioned about methods to foster student evaluation of
learning and self-satisfaction after a learning task, teachers responded with a number of
strategies. Writing emerged as a theme, as did peer feedback, instructor feedback,
questioning, discussion, and opportunities to display completed work. Teachers also
mentioned encouraging their students to "feel" proud of learning accomplishments. Find
a list of examples in Table 15 and more detailed exemplars in Appendix P.

Table 15

Summary of Teacher Explanation of Classroom Practice Targeting Evaluation
Strategy

Self-Evaluation
Writing

Teacher

Anna, Barbie, Carson, Katie, Lois, Lolita,
Martha, Ricarda

Peer Feedback/Review

Anna, Barbie, Juliet, Katie, Lois, Ricarda

Discussion

Carson, Juliet, Martha, Ricarda

Questioning

Juliet, Lolita, Martha, Susan

Satisfaction
Encourage evaluation of feeling

Barbie, Carson, Martha

Questioning

Juliet, Martha, Susan

Opportunity to Revise

Katie, Lois

Display Student Work

Katie, Lolita

Barbie is one who cited using writing as a method to encourage student selfevaluation after a learning task. Here she described evaluation of a learning event in the
form of journals and letters, "We'll keep a journal...they'll write a dear diary entry to me."
Moreover, participants use informal questioning to encourage reflective thinking
about their work or performance. Martha explained the process in her music classes,
I usually ask them, were you happy with your performance? How do
they feel?...try to steer it away from how do I feel, or what does your
neighbor think. I want them to evaluate themselves and usually it is an
open ended subjective question, 'cause really it is a personal issue.
Carson also referenced similar informal conversation about evaluation of learning and
process,
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I try to talk to kids a lot one on one, and I tend to have a lot of private
conversations with kids, um, I try to talk to every student every day
but it doesn't work all the time. But I would say that I talk to 75% of
my students, have one on one words, maybe not big words, but I try to
say something to someone everyday and a lot of times that will be an
evaluative thing, you know?
In addition, teachers emphasized displaying student work to provide learners an
opportunity to compare their product to peers and as a means to evaluate their satisfaction
with the learning outcome. Lois offered detail,
Gallery walks are always good when students can put up their
displays of work and have kids walk around it and do some writing
down of, of, their assessment of what different students did because
they look at different products around the room that, that changes
as their assessment of what they did because they're comparing to other
people. Not in a punitive kind of way, but in a, oh wow, I would never
have thought of that kind of way.
Juliet also spoke about peer feedback as a tool to learn self-evaluation. She
mentions student-to-student discussion to advance student ability to reflect on learning,
... asking them to share their understandings with other people, they do a
lot of sharing with their classmates on the realizations that they've come to
and figuring out, you know how they got to that answer. So without saying
thinking about how you think, they're thinking about how they think.
The teachers highlighted above were able to explain methods for encouraging
student reflection and evaluation upon completion of a learning task. However, as they
described them, teacher methods often were not explicit; they did not make a direct
connection for students between the actions they were undertaking and how those
encourage self-evaluation. Anna described using writing as a means for self-evaluation,
yet the activity she described was more about displaying knowledge of content learned,
not evaluation of the learning process,
Sometimes I will put like three or four words on the board or
on the smart board and I'll tell them just write what you know
about these words write whatever you think you know about
these words and they're things that have been used in a lesson...
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Moreover, Katie emphasized the value of displaying student work to help them
determine self-satisfaction after a learning event. However, strategies she suggested in
the remainder of her reply did not indicate a formal process for their implementation in
her classes. In her words,
...letting them know that it's not an end all, so allowing them to revise,
and, and make changes too. I think it's important to think it's not just,
this is it, you know, and then asking what they've learned and applying
what they've learned to another task, using that.
Hence, findings for teacher monitoring indicate a fairly robust understanding of
activities to encourage student monitoring of learning, but findings for goal setting and
evaluation of learning events uncovered gaps in teacher knowledge. Discussed in the next
section, classroom observations illuminated how teachers' intentions translated into
practice.
Observations
Each teacher interviewed was also observed teaching for two, forty-five minute
class periods. Using an observation protocol, teacher actions that cultivated
metacognition and SRL were recorded for the planning, monitoring, and evaluation
stages of learning activities. See Appendices Q - JJ for the observation protocols for the
twenty teacher observations with evidence supporting each rating. Table 16 displays
mean scores for teachers and observations. Teachers were rated on a scale of 0 (not
observed) to 4 (strong application), therefore the highest mean score for each category is
4. The means for the entire sample for observations one and two are also listed.
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Table 16

Teacher Observation Means
Teacher

Planning

Monitoring

Anna
Barbie
Carson
Juliet
Katie
Lois
Lolita
Martha
Ricarda
Susan

2.0
1.8
1.8
1.92
2.25
2.25
1.25
1.58
1.29
2.42

3.42
3.65
2.79
3.30
3.64
3.22
2.72
2.93
3.5
3.14

1.7
.75
.50
.70
.90
.20
.90
1.20
.30
1.5

Sample mean 2.06

3.13

.87

Evaluation

A clear pattern emerged upon examination of the means from classroom
observations. Teacher actions encouraging SRL during the monitoring phase of
learning events were common (m = 3.13), however teachers demonstrated less
frequent actions to encourage SRL during the planning (m — 2.06) and evaluation
(m = .87) stages of learning events during the observed class periods. Across
teachers and observations, evaluation was evidenced the least in practice. Below
is a more detailed account of teacher actions for each phase.
Planning. Teacher actions to encourage planning and goal setting before a
learning task, and subsequent evaluation after a task, were less frequent than for
monitoring. Most teachers set a class objective to begin a class period or learning event.
Some presented this information orally to students, while others listed the agenda for the
class or learning activity at the board. Anna, fourth grade teacher, established the class
goal for a language arts lesson, saying, "Today we're going to look at multiple meaning

words and we're going to do a couple of different things." Barbie, 8th grade social
studies teacher, also provided a verbal explanation of the activity for the day, as did
Susan, elementary mathematics and science specialist. The class goal was to use as many
tools from an online testing program as possible, "Use as many tools as you can to work
through the answer." Nevertheless, none of the teachers encouraged students to set their
own goals for the class or learning event and instead relied on teacher-generated goals
(generally the class objective).
There was also little evidence of teachers discussing with students resources
required for activities. Some teachers told their students what was required, but none used
this as a discussion point. Observations took place in the fourth quarter of the school year
however, so routines for various class activities requiring resources (e.g. grammar
activities, music activities, reading or writing activities) were understood and internalized
by students. For example in Ricarda's class, it was clear each period began with student
reading fluency practice and students knew where and when to gather materials for this
activity. Similarly, Carson's class began every day with a grammar activity, which
students completed and self-checked; review of the grammar lesson was led each time by
a student.
Students in most classes were required to maintain a written record of their
activities for class (e.g. note taking) to self-record their progress through the task. Yet,
these methods were largely teacher prescribed questions to answer or activities to
complete. For example, Juliet provided a model for recording class work for the day to
her students that they were expected to complete and turn in at the end of the class. She
explained later in her interview she considered the model as a scaffold to stimulate

student thinking, not as a blanket method for self-recording, as she explains below.
However, Juliet did not make this clear to students in her class.
the idea that it has to be a perfect end product is not what I see in
my mind, I see that presenting a scaffold for the people that don't
organize their thoughts well and who well and who will not selfmotivate to finish the work but I don't see it as a framework for the
final product, do you see?
Monitoring. Overall, teachers carried out actions encouraging student selfregulation and metacognition most frequently in the monitoring stage of activities.
Examples of actions encouraging monitoring include attention focusing or evaluation
towards task goals by using time as a prompt. Anna reminded her students throughout an
activity how much time remained for them to complete the task announcing, "I'm going
to give you like five more minutes and to make sure it's five more minutes, I'm going to
set a timer." Juliet focused attention this way with her 8th grade English/language arts
students, "I'm going to set a timer for 2:28 so people who need to think this through can
think about it."
In many instances teachers clarified student understanding of the task or content
by questioning, encouraging students to consider for themselves what they knew or did
not know. For example, during work with a small group of 6th and 7th grade students
receiving reading intervention, Lois asked, "Why do you think they're part of the high
frequency list?" as a follow-up when students were unable to answer the question she
asked another, "What do you notice about them?" Another example came from Carson. In
the midst of leading a class discussion of the bookyi Separate Peace she inquired of a
student, "Can you clarify for (student name) what you think?"

Teachers, such as Anna, also frequently used questioning to assess task
understanding. She questioned her students as they moved through an activity focused on
identifying the main idea of a story, asking multiple students, "Why was that the most
important part?" Katie had her eighth grade social studies students working in groups and
rotating between eight stations with different types of information and resources about
the industrial revolution building towards the creation of a group project. As she
circulated around them she would say, "How you doing?" often followed by a more
specific question like, "And each group should have a cause and effect chart, correct?"
Teachers also prompted students to discover information for themselves or to selfinstruct. When asked by a student about some content from one of the stations Katie
replied, "Did you read the book first?" On another occasion a student requested
clarification about an activity, she responded, "Read the next set of directions."
Teachers used task specific strategies in their instruction, at times making their
thinking and instructions transparent. For example, while in the midst of a mathematics
lesson, Lolita told her students, "I'm going to show him a trick, I'm going to make life
easy." Or Martha, elementary music teacher, while working with students on xylophones
said, "Important suggestion..." or, "Guess what? You can't sing with your hands on your
mouths." Ricarda clarified a task strategy for a reading activity explaining, "Just do
whatever works for you. Some people read the whole thing, then answer questions, others
answer it question by question."
Evaluation. Little time in the classes observed was dedicated to evaluation at the
end of a learning event. Group means for observations one and two for evaluation were
.94 and .82 (out of a possible 4) respectively. Explicit reference back to a class objective

or learning goal was not observed, though some teachers, such as Anna, Juliet, Ricarda,
and Carson, led a review of class work or questions students,responded to at the end of
the lesson. Similarly, Martha asked her students a closing question that alluded back to
the type of meter they had practiced throughout the class meeting, "What meter was that
song in?" Furthermore, Katie drew her students together from the stations they had been
working at in the last two minutes of class to discuss content learned, "Let's talk the last
few minutes of class. What were some of the generalizations you found today?" This
brief discussion generated some conclusions about material studied. However, as for the
other examples, any reflection was directly related to content studied, not the process of
how that study was carried out.
Three of the teachers discussed strategy use and actions to be repeated or
modified in subsequent activities. Addressing her small group of four learners at the end
of a reading intervention Lois said, "Clearly, we need more practice on this tomorrow."
While Susan debriefed her students about problem solving strategies asking, "Tell us
what you did" and "Okay, what did you think about that? Good, because it can help us
problem-solve." Lolita made several references to strategies and actions to be repeated in
future math-solving activities, "At least you know what to do, even if you didn't do it,"
and "Did you ask for help? Am I available for help?" These were also ongoing
conversations during the problem solving activities in Susan and Lolita's classes.
Several teachers offered group praise for actions taken during class. For example,
at the close of session during her first observation Lois told her group, "Good job, hard
work today," linking her praise to a working hard - encouraging students to link hard
work to satisfaction (causal attribution). Anna also reinforced positive student behaviors

related to process, "Nice teamwork going on there," or in praise of a student's drawing
depicting a word meaning, providing specific detail about why it was "a nice picture" and
fulfilled the requirements of the assignment. Yet, none of the teachers observed made
direct connections to student effort and outcome, nor led discussion or designed activities
to address student satisfaction with a learning outcome.
Summary
A sample of 84 teachers completed two questionnaires examining beliefs about
SRL, knowledge of metacognition and SRL, and knowledge of how to teach it. A sample
of ten teacher volunteers was selected from the pool of 84 for classroom observation and
interview. Data gathered were used to inform four research questions developed to study
teacher knowledge and practice of metacognition and SRL.
Data from the SRLTBS suggests teachers feel somewhat positively about the
importance of self-regulated learning for students. Based on group means from the four
scales of the TMS, there was discrepancy amongst the participants about student
readiness to do so.
Findings from the TMS and teacher interviews suggest teachers have a good
understanding of metacognition and methods for teaching it. However, there are some
weaknesses in understanding of student generated goal setting and how to enhance
student self-motivational beliefs.
After calculating Person's R to compare the four scales of the TMS, declarative
knowledge, procedural knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and conditional knowledge
for teaching metacognition, with the SRLTBS (one scale measuring teacher beliefs),
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findings indicate there is no relationship between teacher beliefs about SRL and their
knowledge for teaching metacognition.
Gathered from teacher interviews and classroom observations, data about teacher
application of metacognition and SRL showed mixed results. Teachers were able to speak
about a variety of methods for encouraging students to plan for, monitor, and evaluate
after a learning task. Nonetheless, most struggled to explain methods for enhancing
student self-motivational beliefs and for encouraging student personal goal setting.
Classroom observations revealed deep practice of encouraging monitoring of
learning, yet little evidence of planning strategies before a task or evaluation after a task
were evidenced.

CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
Introduction
Research indicates metacognition and self-regulation are important factors in
student academic success. As this body of knowledge expanded, questions emerged about
teachers' preparedness to facilitate student acquisition of these skills. The purpose of
research here presented was to examine teachers' beliefs about self-regulated learning,
their knowledge of metacognition, their knowledge for teaching metacognition, and
classroom application of these beliefs and knowledge.
Organized by research question, findings about teacher beliefs, knowledge, and
classroom practice of metacognition and self-regulated learning (SRL) are discussed.
Results from the Teacher Metacognition Scale (TMS), the Self-Regulation Teacher
Belief Scale (SRLTBS), ten teacher interviews, and twenty classroom observations will
be interpreted with reference to prior research on these topics. The chapter concludes
with a discussion of study limitations, suggestions for future research, and implications
for practice.
Teacher Beliefs about Self Regulated Learning
Teacher responses to the SRLTBS indicate teachers feel somewhat positively
about the value of self-regulation. Mean responses to most questions on the scale were
above neutral. However, there was the greatest discrepancy amongst teachers' beliefs
regarding the question of student readiness to self-regulate by middle school age. This
was evidenced in a large standard deviation, 1.04, for the item targeting that concept. A
possible explanation for the discrepancy amongst teachers on this item is that teachers

were from middle and elementary schools. It is possible that teachers from these different
grade levels perceive student readiness to self-regulate at the middle school differently;
one group (elementary) were opining from a theoretical standpoint while the other
(middle) were reflecting on current practice. However, several teachers from both
elementary and middle school qualified their answers to the selected response question
from the SRLTBS using similar language by hand writing in "Depends on the student" from a middle school English teacher and "Strongly depends on the student" - from a
kindergarten teacher. This finding is buoyed by qualitative data collected from interview
content.
Several teachers who participated in interview, though not specifically asked
about challenges to implementing self-regulation in the classroom, noted development as
a factor impacting student readiness to self-regulate. For example in reference to goal
setting Juliet stated,"... if they weren't in middle school, I think the thing
developmentally about middle school is that their goals are not necessarily, they're not
quite at the point, some of them are, but most of them are not...they're goals and their
impulse control... they're at odds." Carson also emphasized she does not believe middle
school students are yet fully capable of self-regulating saying, "I think we do a lot of
thinking for kids, especially middle school, because they, they won't do that without,
they don't self-regulate very much." Martha also referenced age as a consideration for
student readiness to reflect and accept feedback as did Barbie who said, "In 8th grade
they're well aware of what deficiencies they have, but they're not aware of what gifts or
talents they have so we have to look at what are you good at..."

Since relatively early in the field of self-regulation and metacognition there has
been recognition of a range in ability of students to self-regulate at any given age.
Wagoner (1983) cited this theme in her extensive literature review on comprehension
monitoring. Additional research has acknowledged there is a developmental aspect to the
quality of student engagement in SRL (Paris & Paris, 2001) and Azevado et al. (2008)
found students at the middle school level needed external adult supports to engage in selfregulation. Furthermore in a study of middle school student calibration, Bol, Riggs,
Hacker, Dickerson, and Nunnery (2010) discovered middle school students were
overconfident in their ability to predict outcomes on Virginia Standards of Learning Tests
for Mathematics. Yet, findings from Hacker's work (1998) demonstrate that even young
children can self-regulate, and more recently Perry et al. (2002) also challenged the
notion that young children lack the ability to self-regulate. As in this prior research,
teacher responses in this study a propos student readiness to self-regulate indicate there is
divergent thinking about student inclination to do so. It is also possible teachers
recognize developmental differences, but the inflexibility of a selected response choice
did not allow them to express nuance. In part, this could further explain the discrepancy
in teacher answers.
Teacher Knowledge and Knowledge for Teaching Metacognition and SRL
Quantitative and qualitative data from the TMS and interviews suggest teachers
have some understanding of knowledge for teaching metacognition. Indicated by mean
scores from the four scales of the TMS, participants were able to recognize and
distinguish between lower levels of metacognitive teaching, i.e. telling students to do a
certain action or building assessments to incorporate it, versus higher levels of
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metacognitive teaching, i.e. opportunities to engage in activities, paired with discussion
and debriefing of these activities and actions taken to complete them. However, responses
to two open ended questions from the TMS and interview data suggested teacher ability
to recognize scenarios on a hierarchy of quality and depth for metacognition (e.g.
declarative to conditional knowledge for teacher metacognition) did not necessarily
translate to teachers' production of a thorough description of metacognition,
metacognitive teaching strategies and SRL.
Prior research suggests teachers do not have a depth of metacognitive knowledge,
for example Donche et al. (2003) found teachers did not much engage in self-regulation.
This aligns with Zohar's (1998) research in which he found that before instruction in SRL
teaching strategies in-service science teachers did not have the required knowledge to
teach it. Additionally, Bol and Strage (1996) found that though high school biology
teachers expressed the desire for students' to think critically and strategicallly, develop an
interest in the subject matter, and apply the content real-world contexts, they did not
create assessments that aligned with these goals. Clearly these goals demanded effective
SRL and metacognitive knowledge and skills among students as well as teachers. To
explore this phenomenon further, two open-ended questions from the TMS and an
interview question were analyzed using the same rubric.
One of the questions from the TMS asked teachers to describe metacognition, the
other to describe metacognitive teaching strategies. Answers were graded using a rubric
and total points earned for each question could range from zero to nine. The mean score
for describing metacognition was 1.68 and for explaining metacognitive thinking
strategies, 2.48. Responses, for the most part, lacked depth and. Interviews of ten teachers

provided an opportunity to explore in greater detail teacher knowledge of metacognition;
those who participated in interview were asked how they would describe SRL to their
students.
The response mean for this question was 4.95. However despite a higher mean as
compared to the TMS questions, there remained a great range in these teachers' ability to
describe SRL to their students. A few were able to provide descriptive detail about selfregulation which incorporated components of all three stages of SRL as described by
Zimmerman, while others touched on just one aspect or none at all.
Findings from the TMS selected response questions, TMS open-ended questions,
and ten teacher responses to an interview question about SRL suggest that there is a
discrepancy between what teachers can recognize as metacognitive (TMS selected
response) and that which they can produce (open ended responses and interview
responses). Teachers recognized metacognition and self-regulation actions as illustrated
through written scenarios, but were able to describe them at a less sophisticated level.
Responses provided by ten teachers from fifteen additional interview questions about
planning, monitoring, and evaluating a learning event added to evidence of limited
teacher understanding of SRL.
Planning
In addition to being asked how they would describe SRL to their students,
teachers were also interviewed about their practice of SRL and metacognition as learners.
Most were able to articulate strategies they employ at the planning, monitoring, and
evaluating stages of a learning task. With reference to goal setting, some teachers pointed
out as adult learners learning activities are usually self-selected endeavors. Therefore, the
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learning goals are implicit - the drive to learn something specific is the goal for learning.
What is more, many did not expressly set personal goals. Rather, the goal was more of an
objective related to personal or professional growth, Susan explains, "...goal setting is a, I
feel it's a part of this profession...We have to set goals for our professional accreditation
over the course of four years...I'm thinking about what classes I'm going to want to take
in order to continue my certification process."
Zimmerman et al. (1996) explain what goal setting for SRL should encompass,
"Goal setting and strategic planning occur when students analyze the learning task, set
specific learning goals, and plan or refine the strategy to attain the goal (p. 11)."
Furthermore, Artz and Armour-Thomas (1998) in their model of SRL refer to the
planning stage of a learning event as pre-active, and emphasize the importance of setting
goals that focus on building an understanding of process and specific content. In addition,
Perry et al. (2002) noted amongst the characteristics of high SRL teachers was they
provided students opportunities to choose assignments or modes of completing them and
the ability to control the level of challenge undertaken. Guidance prior to beginning a
learning event also informs student work as observed in Lipko et al.'s 2009 study in
which students were provided standards to guide their planning and execution of a
learning task. Therefore, while Susan and many of the other teachers set general goals,
these do not necessarily align with goal setting as envisioned for SRL.
However, teachers were more detailed in their explanation of planning strategies
for a learning task. Anna, Barbie, Katie, Lolita, and Susan described breaking down a
large task into parts to make it achievable. In addition, Anna, Juliet, Lois, and Martha
elucidated their use of research to plan for their learning and Juliet, Lois, and Ricarda all

referenced discussion, with colleagues or instructors, as valuable to their planning for
learning. These diverse methods for planning for learning mirror Zimmerman's (2008)
description of a self-regulated learner. He asserts those who employ self-regulation often
apply strategies, e.g. splitting large tasks into smaller ones, and social forms of learning,
e.g. discussion, "SRL is viewed as a proactive processes that students use to acquire
academic skill, such as setting goals, selecting and deploying strategies, and selfmonitoring one's effectiveness...in social forms of learning, such as seeking help from
peers, parents, and teachers" (p. 166). These teachers expressed knowledge of planning
learning techniques and how to make them work for their particular learning needs.
Monitoring
In addition to strategies for planning to learn, teachers also discussed monitoring
during learning tasks by use of self-questioning, instructor feedback, rubrics, and
exemplars. Many of these strategies correspond to those Zimmerman (2008) emphasized
in his model, including self-instruction, imagery, attention focusing, and task strategies
(p. 178). Moreover, Winne and Hadwin (1996) also outline many of the procedures a
learner may undertake to monitor learning which include searching and self-questioning.
In addition, they also note, "At each stage, students generate internal feedback and may
be provided with external feedback" (p. 299). Ricarda listed a number of these same
tactics when describing her methods for monitoring or controlling her learning during a
learning event,
Let's see sometimes I ask somebody else who might know something
about what I'm trying to do...Sometimes I do additional research to go
look at other sources like professional journals or look online at
professional websites...but I think the most effective, for me, is to get the
feedback...timely feedback.
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Ricarda mentions discussions with others (searching/self-questioning), research (selfinstruction), and feedback as methods to track her progress through a learning task. Other
teachers also described many of the same strategies for monitoring their learning,
including self-questioning, re-reading, use of instructor and peer feedback, graphic
organizers, and mnemonic devices. Many of these are also referenced in Winne and
Hadwin's (1996) work which include concept mapping, self-questioning, and monitoring
study-time.
Evaluation
Evaluation and reflection for teachers was not necessarily a formal process. Rather,
teachers instead reported they relied on their feelings of pride, instructor provided grades,
or their ability to use or apply the information learned to evaluate learning or reflect back
on their learning goals. This finding resonates with the research conducted by Leou et al.
(2008). This study featured science teachers enrolled in a course to enhance these
students' abilities to teach using metacognitive inquiry skills. At the start of the course,
students were not equipped to or comfortable engaging in self-assessment, much like
teachers in this study appear not to engage in reflection after completing a learning
endeavor. Yet, McAlpine et al. (1999) found that an important characteristic of successful
professors was their ability to reflect back on goals after a teaching event and use that
reflection to inform future practice. However, Susan explains her perspective on taking
time to reflect and self-assess after a learning task, "...I mean even though I'm really
enjoying my course work and I am, having to do a lot of stuff, um, it's really the process
of doing it and not really self - when I'm done with that book maybe I'll read it over the
summer but, I'm done, you know?" Like Susan many of the teachers indicated that for

their own learning, once an activity was completed, they simply moved on to the next
task without taking time to reflect on their work or process in any formal sense.
Relationship Between Teachers' Understanding of Teaching
Metacognition and Beliefs about Self-Regulated Learning
Pearson's R correlation coefficient was calculated to examine whether there was
any relationship between teachers' beliefs about SRL as measured by the SRLTBS and
their knowledge of teaching metacognition, evaluated by the TMS. Results were
unexpected and counter to the hypothesis which asserted there would be a relationship
between beliefs and knowledge. It was found there was not a statistically significant
relationship between these constructs. Perhaps though teachers may believe SRL is
valuable, that does not necessarily transfer to knowledge of how to teach it. Furthermore,
two of the questions specifically targeted perceptions about middle school classrooms;
however, some respondents were elementary school teachers, which could have impacted
teachers' ability to link beliefs and knowledge for those items. Nevertheless, the authors
of the SRLTBS assert that beliefs have been linked to teacher knowledge, practice, and
judgments saying, "They influence perceptions and judgments as well as their personal
practical theories of teaching and knowledge, drive instructional pedagogy and therefore
have a direct impact on teachers' practice" (Lombaerts et al., 2009, p. 81).
Yet, the relationship between knowledge and beliefs has not been proven linear.
For example, in a study comparing mathematics teachers' beliefs about mathematics and
their knowledge, the author found one aspect of beliefs, emphasis on rules over
reasoning, was negatively associated with knowledge, while a second aspect, emphasis
on reasoning over rules, suggested no relationship to knowledge (Drageset, 2010). This

second aspect of beliefs as defined by the authors correlates to the process orientation of
SRL, "The construct represents a belief that reasoning, argumentation and justification
are more important that the answer (p. 38)." Hence, while contrary to the hypothesis for
this study, the lack of relationship between beliefs and knowledge has precedent and
warrants further research.
Classroom Practice
Teachers' classroom application of metacognition and SRL was analyzed using
data from the TMS, teacher interviews, and classroom observations. Findings from the
TMS and interviews provided insight into what teachers said they did in the classroom
with students and observations allowed for these dictions to be situated in practice.
Teachers were able to explain activities or strategies they could employ to
encourage SRL and metacognition for their students in the planning, monitoring, and
evaluation phases of a learning task. Some techniques they mentioned have also been
recognized in the literature as encouraging student self-regulation such as use of
exemplars or standards to measure performance (Lipko, 2009), student choice,
opportunities to evaluate self and peers, instrumental support (e.g. rubrics), and feedback
(Perry et al., 2002). However, in practice these declarations were inconsistently
implemented, in particular during the planning and evaluation portions of learning
activities.
Planning
As noted in the discussion of teacher knowledge of metacognition and SRL,
teacher understanding and description of goal setting for their own learning was
somewhat lacking and in general did not meet the definition of strategic goal setting as

described by Zimmerman (2008). This was matched in their classroom practice. Teachers
typically set a lesson objective for their students, e.g. class agenda written at the board.
However, there were no opportunities for students to set their own learning goals, even
though Lois and Martha mentioned student personal goal setting as important during their
interviews.
Additionally, teachers had difficulty explaining how they would build student
self-motivational beliefs to improve their learning. Further, those that declared methods,
e.g. cooperative learning to build self-efficacy, drawing connections to prior knowledge,
and choice in assignments or activities, did not always include them into the lessons
observed. Barbie, Lolita, Martha, and Susan all referenced using group or peer work as a
means to enhance students' self-efficacy, but only Barbie incorporated cooperative
learning into the lessons in an observed class. Moreover, both Juliet and Lolita mentioned
sparking student interest and self-motivation to learn by drawing connections to realworld experiences, yet Juliet alone did so during an observed period. Finally, Katie, Lois,
and Ricarda all discussed student choice as motivator. Katie had aspects of choice during
the learning stations activity when observed, but the elements of the assignment were
largely prescribed. Ricarda, however, did offer student choice for one of her observed
lessons; students were permitted to choose their free reading book.
Monitoring
Teachers often engaged in questioning with their students during the monitoring
phase of learning. This was the most prevalent form of teacher behavior encouraging
SRL development and they employed it to help students evaluate their ongoing
understanding of content, the task itself, and specific task strategies. This classroom

practice corresponded to teacher explanations from interviews of their personal learning;
for example Katie stated, "I question myself' and teachers, like Anna, also explained this
was a technique they used in the classroom. She said, "What can you tell me about this
lesson?" when describing how she encourages students to track progress through a
learning task.
An additional declaration of practice that matched classroom actions during
monitoring was use of time, described by Anna, Juliet, and Susan. For these teachers,
time was used as a tool to pace learning and assignment completion. However, these
three teachers did not express using time or time frames as a method for tracking progress
in their own learning. On the other hand, two other teachers, Barbie and Katie, mentioned
using time frames to shape their own process, and they both coached their students'
monitoring of learning using time frame during observed periods. Here Katie describes
using time for monitoring learning with her students, which was also an observed practice
in her class, "So I think, like certain, you know, time frames for your class, they know at
the end we're going to close and kind of pull it together, so you know, give me a couple
minutes."
Lastly, Anna, Lois, Martha, Ricarda, and Susan all spoke of attention focusing in
their own learning. They particularly noted they had to get up and walk away from a task
to re-focus and energize at times. Ricarda and Lois said they occasionally employ this
method with students. During observation, one of Lois's students asked to get a drink of
water to wake up. She said yes and that he should return to class ready to work. None of
the others who mentioned personally using this technique, nor Ricarda who suggested she
used it in her classroom practice, did so during observation. Susan made an interesting
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connection about this during her interview saying, "Yes, how often do we let our kids do
that?"
Evaluation
In description of their classroom practice teachers were able to list numerous
methods for encouraging student reflection and evaluation after a task. Amongst the
activities mentioned were writing (journals, dear-diary entries, responses to teacher
prompts), informal questioning, discussion, and peer review/feedback (including display
of student work). Many of these are supported by research such as peer
review/cooperative learning (Perry & Perry, 2001; Gillies & Kahn, 2010; Kramarksi &
Michalky, 2009) and reflective writing (Liyanange, 2010; Zohar, 2006; Paris & Paris,
2001). Moreover, Gillies and Kahn. (2010) discovered teachers trained in cooperative
learning and metacognitive questioning had superior student outcomes as compared to
teachers trained in cooperative learning alone. This aligns with the declarations of many
of the teachers interviewed in which they emphasized the utility of student cooperative
learning and teacher led questioning for evaluation of work and self-efficacy (as
discussed earlier). While they did not make a stated direct connection between
cooperative learning and questioning, most testified to doing both in the classroom.
Nonetheless, though teachers declared using varied methods for reflection, only
informal questioning to encourage reflection and displays of student work was observed
in any classes. In fact, Susan, Carson, and Martha explained their classroom methods for
encouraging reflection and evaluation as informal. This is also echoed in teachers'
personal practice. Few described using any formal means for reflection and evaluation,
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instead they reported relying on feeling or ability to apply their new knowledge to
evaluate learning.
Several teachers noted that as adults they engaged largely in "self-selected"
learning (Carson, Katie, Barbie, and Susan). Thus, perhaps their methods for evaluation
are adequate for their knowledge acquisition and satisfaction. However, as teachers of
learning processes, this may not be enough. Numerous researchers have recognized the
relationship between teacher learning practices, beliefs, and their classroom practice
(Lombaerts et al., 2009; Maggione et al., 2008; Wilson & Bai, 2010). Maggione et al.
describe the relationship as "reciprocal". Ergo, there is some reason for concern that if
teachers themselves do not have well-developed methods for goal setting and evaluation,
they may not teach these skills to their students. Evidence from this research appears to
support this notion, in particular in the planning and reflection stages of learning.
Thus, teachers demonstrated more actions encouraging student SRL and
metacognition during the monitoring stage of a learning event than in the planning and
evaluation stages. Even so, actions during the monitoring phase were limited primarily to
questioning, time management, and attention focusing. Furthermore, all of these activities
were teacher, not student, driven. Carson brought up this issue in her interview,
Right, but that's not really metacognition though, because
they are not driving it, but I think it encourages
metacognition because I'm hoping they're going to
internalize the process so that later when they're sitting
down to do it they're saying having I done this, have I done
this. You know?
As Carson suggests above with the word "encouraging," nearly all of the teacher actions
undertaken to build SRL during observed periods were implicit. The researcher observed
little direct instruction of SRL or metacognitive techniques. This is a finding also
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demonstrated in previous research, for example Kistner and colleagues (2010)
highlighted it in their mixed methods study with 20 German mathematics teachers.
Specifically they noted, "Results reveal that a great amount of strategy teaching takes
place in an implicit way, whereas explicit strategy teaching and supportive learning
environment are rare" (p. 157). This despite the fact that researchers have called for the
direct instruction of these skills, for example as Paris and Paris (2001) commented,
Teachers need to provide direct explanations about SRL, multiple curriculum
opportunities that foster SRL, and positive models of self-regulated
learners so that students can aspire to learn and use effective strategies
for their own education, (p. 97)
Therefore, there is a gap between what researchers have observed as important and that
which teachers are able to implement in the classroom. Teachers interviewed provided
some explanation of this discrepancy.
Though not asked about challenges to implementing SRL and metacognition in
the classroom, some of the teachers expressed frustration about their ability to do so. As
discussed previously, several thought students are not ready developmentally to take on
the task of self-regulating, Carson, Juliet and Martha all touched on this theme in their
interviews. Additionally, a major concern was finding time and space to teach SRL in a
curriculum crowded by district, state, and national standards. Susan, Ricarda, Juliet, and
Lois all opined on this issue. Lois summarized saying,
...but NCLB (No Child Left Behind) has really made us looking for
the right answers and you know learning is so much more than
looking for the right answers, you know it's about thinking and
problem solving and all of those pieces, but that, that piece,
although it had some good pieces to it in that it you know
accountability for every kid, it shortchanged us, you know, it made
the bar a place it didn't need to be and so it's had an impact as
everything does...

Teachers experience the impact of legislation on many aspects of their classroom
instruction, not just that of SRL. For example, Bol (2004) found that practicing teachers
admitted to administering low-cognitive demand, traditional tests. They designed tests to
mirror those their students were obligated to take as part of mandated state testing. These
challenges, amongst others perhaps not expressed, likely impact teachers' ability to
implement instruction of self-regulation and metacognition into classroom practice.
Discussion Summary
Observation, interview, and data collected through questionnaires suggest
teachers' beliefs about SRL do not necessarily align to what they know or practice; the
measure of teacher beliefs, SRLTBS, and the instrument for evaluating teacher
knowledge of teaching metacognition, TMS, were found not to have a statistically
significant relationship. Additionally, teacher responses to the selected response items
from the TMS demonstrated incomplete knowledge for teaching metacognition. Of the
four scales from the TMS, teachers rated the two subordinate scales lower than the two
higher order scales, as expected. Yet, they also rated the lowest order items (declarative)
slightly higher than the second level items (procedural), and the next level items
(pedagogical) higher than conditional knowledge of teaching pedagogy, considered to be
the superior level. These findings point to teachers having a mixed understanding of
teaching metacognition. Further supporting this conclusion were teacher responses to the
two TMS open-ended questions and interview question requesting a description of SRL.
Participant responses indicated teacher knowledge of metacognition and SRL is limited
in depth.
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The remaining questions from interview evidenced a range of knowledge for SRL
and teaching strategies, echoing findings from the TMS. Specifically, teachers were able
to discuss in detail methods for encouraging student monitoring of learning, but gaps in
knowledge emerged around planning for learning tasks and explicit teaching for
determining self-satisfaction after learning events (evaluation). These findings were
replicated in observations of classroom practice. Teachers demonstrated the strongest
practice of encouraging SRL in the monitoring stage of learning. However, teachers did
not much engage in instruction or facilitation of SRL in the planning or evaluation of
learning events.
Kramarski and Revach (2009) discovered that teachers trained in SRL techniques
better matched their beliefs about it to their classroom practice. It is possible these
teachers have not received enough training in SRL and metacognition themselves to
incorporate them into their teacher oeuvre. This is to be explored subsequently in
directions for further research and suggestions for teacher practice. First, however,
limitations of this research are discussed.
Limitations
As with any research, external and internal threats to validity must be considered
for this study. Concerns about external validity include selection of the sample
population; though criteria were used to select the sample for observation and interview,
the number of teachers observed and interviewed was limited by time and funding
constraints. In addition, for the same reasons, the geographic region included was also
limited, specifically to a school district in the southeastern United States and one middle
school in a mid-Atlantic state. Furthermore, participants were self-selecting and therefore
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selection bias also possibly influenced population selection and findings. Lastly, these
findings may not be applicable in different content area classes, elementary, middle, high
school or college classrooms. Moreover, within the classrooms observed, tasks
undertaken may differ from day to day which could influence teacher behaviors, thus the
ecological validity of this study is limited.
Instrumentation is potential threat to internal reliability. Designed specifically for
this research, the observation form and interview protocol were not evaluated for
reliability and validity prior to this study. Both were piloted before implementation,
however, concerns about validity and reliability still remain due to the small size, two
observations and one interview, of the pilot sample.
Further, the interview protocol asked teachers to shift between discussing their
own practice of metacognition and SRL and their classroom implementation of these
notions. For a minority of teachers, this shift caused confusion and teacher responses
could have been impacted. In particular, one participant struggled to distinguish her
personal learning from her teaching. However, the flow of the interview questions for
most teachers appeared to prompt thinking and served to spark ideas.
Additionally, the modifications to the questionnaires may have changed the
psychometric properties of those instruments and impacted validity. These included a
change in scale descriptors on the TMS for six items, a change in language for one item,
and an abbreviated explanation of SRL for the SRTBS.. A calculation of Cronbach's
Alpha indicated two of the scales from the TMS, Declarative and Procedural, were not
reliable for this sample of teachers. Therefore any data from these two scales should be
interpreted with caution.
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In addition, teacher scores from the TMS open ended questions may be the result
of response burden; teachers completing the questionnaire simply may not have cared to
spend time to provide in depth answers to the written questions. In previous research
using the TMS one teacher in response to the open-ended questions wrote, "I can't think
about this right now" (Spruce & Garrison, 2012). The questions themselves also could
have been crafted in a manner that did not encourage depth of response.
The researcher was the primary observer and interviewer for this study; therefore
concerns about researcher bias may apply in the interpretation of data. Data is filtered
through the lens of the observer, and the researcher's history as a former classroom
teacher could have influenced her interpretation of the observations and interviews.
Furthermore, the researcher also had personal friendship with one of the interview and
observation participants, Carson, which could have impacted her interpretation of data
collected from Carson. A second coder was employed for establishing the reliability of
the observation form, as well as for the coding of data culled using the observation form
and interview protocol. Nonetheless, the majority of data was subject to analysis by the
researcher herself and the presentation of results may reflect an unwitting bias.
Response rate is another limitation. Completion of questionnaires and
participation in interview and observation was voluntary and resulted in a low response
rate, 21%. Follow-up reminder notices for the questionnaires were relayed to schools and
incentives offered for participation to encourage a robust respondent pool, however these
measures did not net hoped for rates of participation. However, as is true for the sample
for this research, over 50% of teachers in Lakeland Public Schools (State Department of
Education, 2011) and Grace County Public schools (District, 2011) hold Masters
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degrees, suggesting the teachers for the study sample reflect similar characteristics to the
overall populations of the targeted counties.
Additionally, whenever observation is undertaken as part of a research project,
concerns about the Hawthorne Effect, or reactivity, may apply. In order to mitigate the
impact of this potential occurrence, the researcher ideally would have visited the
observed classrooms several times before the observations of record. However, each
teacher was observed for only two, forty-five minute class periods, because of teacher
and principal concerns about class disruption. Nevertheless, the researcher was at each
school site for a total of at least five visits (including questionnaire drop off or to conduct
teacher interviews) which may have lessened reactivity to her presence.
Finally, social desirability also may have impacted teacher behavior during the
interviews. In addition, social desirability could have affected teacher responses to the
questionnaires. For example participants might have felt pressured to express more
positive feelings about SRL than they actually did. However, by triangulating data from
multiple sources, two questionnaires, interview, and observation, a more valid portrait of
teacher understanding and behavior might well be approximated. Nonetheless, social
desirability may have influenced findings and must be considered when drawing any
conclusions from the data collected in this study.
Directions for Further Research
In order to confirm or repudiate these findings, participation from a sample with a
greater response rate is warranted. A larger, more comprehensive sample would also
allow for further statistical analysis on the questionnaires to evaluate whether they are
effectively assessing teacher knowledge of teaching metacognition and beliefs about
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SRL. In particular, concerns about clarity of questions from both measures calls to
question whether or not teachers understood what was being asked or allowed for
multiple interpretations of what was asked. If further analysis of the quantitative
measures proves them to be wanting, design of new instruments to study teacher
knowledge of teaching metacognition and beliefs about SRL could contribute to the body
of research about these constructs.
Teachers in this sample diverged in their beliefs about student readiness to selfregulate at middle school age. This is also an area of debate in the literature. Further
exploration of this topic might include a more in depth analysis of teacher beliefs about
students' cognitive development, and how or if this influences the methods they employ
to encourage metacognition and self-regulation in their classrooms.
Questions remain about the extent to which teachers instruct students about
metacognition or SRL. Teachers in this sample demonstrated weaknesses in teaching that
matched their own practice of these constructs; however, they also highlighted additional
obstacles to their teaching it, such as time to teach SRL and metacognition and beliefs
about student readiness. Research has demonstrated varied results on teacher classroom
practice of metacognition (Ness, 2009; Perry et al., 2002). Exploring these problems
further qualitatively might give insight into future interventions for encouraging teacher
implementation of SRL in the classroom. Teachers in this study were observed in the
classroom two times. Perhaps future research could include a greater number of
observations in order to develop an even more in depth picture of teacher practice.
Moreover, as research has demonstrated, some metacognitive and SRL skills are
general, while others are subject specific (Kramarski & Revach, 2009; Wilson & Bai,

2010; Zohar, 2006). This study examined teachers from varied disciplines, but it could
prove illuminating to study specific subject areas, such as English/language arts or
Mathematics, to identify which strategies are most effective in each domain and which
transcend subject matter. Teacher training practices then could be built accordingly.
Implications for Practice
Observations and explanations of practice from this research, coupled with data
from questionnaires, indicate teachers have some understanding of metacognition and
SRL. However, this study also uncovered gaps in teacher knowledge and practice, in
particular in the planning and evaluation phases of learning. It is important that teachers
understand and instruct SRL and metacognition because prior research has shown
teaching students these constructs leads to improved student academic achievement
(Barber et al. 2011; Boulware-Gooden et al.2007; Molenaar et al., 2010; Zimmerman,
2002). Furthermore, additional research has noted the importance of active teacher action
to develop students' ability to use metacognition and self-regulate (Perry, 1998; Azevado,
2008; Kistner, 2010), but little direct instruction of these skills was observed in
classrooms from this study. Yet more research has demonstrated in-service teachers
trained in SRL techniques are better able to teach it in their classrooms (Zohar, 1998;
Perels et al., 2009; Kramarski & Revach, 2009). These prior findings, along with those
presented here, make an argument for improved teacher training in these constructs.
Randi (2004) argued for coursework at the teacher training level, coupled with
opportunities to practice it en vivo. In fact, training in SRL and metacognitive techniques
with undergraduate students preparing for teaching and pre-service teachers has proven to
improve personal practice of SRL (Cheung, 2009; Leou et al., 2006; Liyanage & Bartlett,
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2010). Nevertheless, simply providing in-service teachers with professional development
or pre-service teachers with training in SRL does not guarantee they will increase their
classroom practice of it. As Perry (1998) noted after her study of high SRL and low SRL
classrooms,
...aligning classroom practices with the goal of fostering SRL requires
more than exposing teachers to contemporary approaches to assessment
and instruction. More likely, teachers require guided and sustained
activities aimed at helping them to develop deep understandings of how
their current practices influence students and supporting their
experimentations with alternative teaching and assessment strategies (p.
725).
This sentiment is reflected in Randi's call for sustained teacher instruction.
Interventions to increase teacher practice of instruction in SRL and metacognition must
be carefully designed with a view towards influencing teacher personal practice of these
notions and the opportunity to practice it their classrooms. It seems that teachers need to
be taught how to self-regulate, and then be provided with tools and support to share this
knowledge with their students. This training likely needs to begin with their teacher
preparation courses and then continue as part of ongoing professional development. Prior
research has shown such training can work, and the research presented here indicates it is
needed.
Summary and Conclusion
This mixed-methods study examined teacher knowledge of metacognition and
self-regulation, beliefs about SRL, knowledge for teaching these constructs, and how
these were applied in classroom practice. A total of 84 elementary and middle-school
teachers from a southeastern urban school district and one suburban school in a midAtlantic state completed two questionnaires designed to address teacher knowledge of

metacognition, knowledge for teaching metacognition, and beliefs about SRL. From
these respondents, a convenience sample of ten teachers was selected for observation and
interview. Qualitative data collected from these participants served to situate teacher
knowledge and beliefs in practice.
The first research question addressed teacher knowledge of metacognition and
SRL and knowledge of teaching metacognition and SRL. Quantitative and qualitative
data suggest teachers have some knowledge of metacognition, SRL, and knowledge for
teaching them. However, the depth and detail of teacher knowledge is of some question.
Teachers descriptions of their own practice, demonstrated gaps in knowledge in particular
around goal setting for a task and evaluation after a learning event. As teacher practice in
the classroom is linked to their classroom practice, these findings may have implications
for their ability to teach metacognitive and SRL skills to their students.
Teacher beliefs about SRL as measured by the SRLTBS were the focus of the
second research question. Means from teacher responses indicate teachers feel
moderately positively about SRL. However, there was a range in teacher responses to a
question about student readiness to self-regulate at middle school age. Previous research
efforts indicate there is a developmental component to the ability to self-regulate, though
some has suggested even very young children are able to do so. Data from this study
suggests this is an area of ongoing debate amongst teachers and may warrant further
research.
The relationship between teacher beliefs about SRL and their knowledge about
teaching metacognition was explored in the third research question. Contrary to the
hypothesis, the results revealed no relationship between the two reliable scales of the
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TMS and the SRLTBS. While previous studies indicate a relationship between teacher
knowledge and beliefs, findings from other studies have shown the opposite. More
exploration of this topic is needed to validate these findings, perhaps with different
measures of these same constructs.
Lastly, observations of teacher classroom practice and teacher interviews served
to illuminate whether teacher knowledge translates to classroom instruction of
metacognition and SRL. Teachers most often prompted student metacognition and SRL
during the monitoring phase of learning events in their classrooms. They were also able
to describe most richly how to encourage student practice of metacognition and SRL in
this phase. Just as in teachers' own knowledge and personal practice of metacognition
and SRL, gaps in their classroom practice emerged in the planning and evaluation stages
of learning events. Furthermore, nearly all instances of teacher behaviors encouraging
metacognition and SRL were implicit and did not involve the direct teaching of skills.
Teachers described obstacles to providing instruction in metacognition and SRL
including student readiness and lack of time to teach it.
Improving teacher practice of metacognition and SRL might be accomplished
through course work and other types of professional development for both pre- and inservice teachers. Research in classrooms has demonstrated that teachers coached in these
skills themselves become better teachers of them, leading to student gains in academic
achievement. Findings from this research suggest teachers know about metacognition and
SRL and to an extent, engage in them for their own learning. Nonetheless, in order to
enrich their practice of teaching metacognition and SRL to their students, teachers may
require additional training and practice.
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Appendix A.
Teachers' Metacognition Scale
Please indicate the subject you teach.

Please indicate your school level.

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

Other (please specify):

Please indicate the highest degree you hold including the subject area in the blank.

Bachelor's
Degree
Master's Degree
Doctorate Degree
Other
Please indicate your age range.

Under the age of 35
Between 35-45
Over the age of 45
Please indicate your gender.

Female
Male
This section of the questionnaire is designed to help us gain a better understanding of the kinds of
things that you do to teach students thinking skills and strategies.

1.

What is metacognition?

2.

What are metacognitive thinking strategies?
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Please read each item carefully and mark your assessment of the presented scenarios.
1 o\\
1.

You are evaluating students' metacognitive processing. Rate
the level of metacognitive thinking if they spent most of
their time planning the logistics of their final presentation
before fully developing their models.

2.

A teacher is modeling for students. Rate the modeling script
regarding its helpfulness in guiding students' metacognitive
thinking, "Watch me think out loud while I try to predict
what this story is going to be about. The title is Twisted, by
Laurie H. Anderson. There is a picture of one of those
flexible pretzel pencils on the cover. The pencil makes me
think that this book will take place mostly in a school
because pencils are used in schools."

3.

You are evaluating students' metacognitive processing. Rate
the level of metacognitive thinking if they are able to
describe how and why they plan to use each of the six
simple machines to create a roller coaster.

4.

You are evaluating students' metacognitive processing.
Rate the level of metacognitive thinking if they are aware of
the reasoning involved in completing a Venn Diagram.

5.

When teaching students to use metacognitive thinking
strategies, the teacher should recognize that strategies are
general and thus do not worry about the task for which we
implement the strategies.

6.

You are evaluating students' metacognitive processing. Rate
the level of metacognitive thinking if they are asked to
complete an essay that describes the events of Sherman's
March on Atlanta including who, what, where, when, and
why.

2

*

Below
Average

AboM
Average

^4X/||
Hish

Please read each item carefully and mark your level of agreement with the presented scenarios.

Strongh
his.iuiic

7.

When teaching students to use metacognitive thinking
strategies, the problem-solving activities are more
important than time for students to talk about the
activities.

8.

When teaching students to use metacognitive thinking

Dis.mni

Agree

Mi uriglv
Agree
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strategies, the teacher should spend most of her time
telling students how to fill out a strategy worksheet.
9.

When teaching students to use metacognitive thinking
strategies, the teacher should ask inferential questions
and check the accuracy of student answers.

10. When teaching students to use metacognitive thinking
strategies, the teacher should explain the mental
processes used to answer inferential questions.
11. When teaching students to use metacognitive thinking
strategies, the teacher should increase their awareness
of the strategy and understanding of its power by
relating it to specific task objectives.
12. When teaching students to use metacognitive thinking
strategies, the teacher should debrief them after a
lesson to review the thinking processes that helped
students learn the content.
13. You are evaluating students' metacognitive
processing. Rate the level of metacognitive thinking if
they were able to describe their actions as being able
to explain what was learned.
14. When teaching students to use metacognitive thinking
strategies, the teacher should provide time for
students to talk about how they solved problemsolving activities.
15. When teaching students to use metacognitive thinking
strategies, the teacher should allow students to share
their thinking.
16. When teaching students to use metacognitive thinking
strategies, the teacher should facilitate discussions on
how problems are solved.
17. When teaching students to use metacognitive thinking
strategies, the teacher should model her thinking
processes.
18. When teaching students to use metacognitive thinking
strategies, the teacher should allow students to
generate questions regarding content.
19. When teaching students to use metacognitive thinking
strategies, the teacher should provide problem-solving
activities for students.
20. When teaching students to use metacognitive thinking
strategies, the teacher should ask students to explain
how they came up with their answers.
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Thank you for your participation in this study!
If you are willing to be interviewed and observed in your classroom for an extension of this research, please
include your name and email address below.
Name:
Email Address:
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Appendix B.
Self-Regulated Learning Teacher Belief Scale
Description of SRL in the questionnaire
The concept of self-regulated learning
When fully self-regulating, a pupil would:
- determine what he wants to learn
- find out what he needs for it
- develop a plan to tackle a learning task
- determine the working tempo
- decide how to learn
- regularly control progress
- make adjustments until the desired results are attained
Full self-regulated learning is not attainable in compulsory education. Still, in educational
settings, a learner can take responsibility for several tasks traditionally taken care of by
the teacher. Also, self-regulated learning is not a synonym of "teaming on your own".
Working together with fellow pupils, and seeking other pupils' advice are essential within
self-regulated learning.
Please read each item carefully and mark your level of agreement with the
presented scenarios.
0
i)
1
4
1 )lSil -1 l-l. \LI11IU
MIOIIJN.
VJJOL MIOIIL'K
agree
agree
IVI
disagree
1. Self-regulated teaming makes
pupils evaluate their learning
approach better
2. Pupils should be able to make
decisions about the sequence and
duration of their learning
activities more often
3. Pupils should be able to decide
when they work on an assignment
more often
4. A self-regulated environment
makes it easier to take into
account pupils' experiences and
interests
5. Pupils have the capacity to
determine what they want to learn

6. Each pupil should be given the
opportunity to regulate his/her
own learning
7. Self-regulated learning is
practicable in middle school
education
8. Self-regulated learning
provides pupils with a more
thorough preparation for their
transition to secondary education
9. Self-regulated learning leads to
a more efficient collaboration
between pupils
10. Pupils have the required selfdiscipline to take responsibility
for their learning in middle
school
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Appendix C.
SRi Classroom Observation Instrument
Teacher:
R = Teacher reference to
DA= Teacher provided opportunities to practice/perform/discuss (directed activity)
iSllliillllfclliiilil'ObTe^Lle
Beha\ lors
I'liinnniu
mmm
SoniLwhal
I muted
Iv. IClL'Ilkl.' Il> lllICl. l«.ll
observ ed application liiniUd
a«.ti\il\ loi
IliHBH application
K {im>Kthan mil.
tunc)
1. setting task goals

••••

;- '
3,
Spun. what
applK it it hi

4
1
Stiong
j|
application B
1) \ unon.
lit tn one
fl
«ipp»utimii\)

2. seeking
information and
strategies needed
3. setting time and
resource allotment
4. self-instruction
5. attention focusing
6. self-recording
(e.g. maintenance of
a record of progress)
i)
Monitoring
u-kruin.' l<' il'lLttcd
activity for:
7. clarifying
understanding of
task/content
8. evaluation of
progress towards
goals
9. self-instruction
10. attention
focusing
11. self-recording

i

2

—
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12. use of specific
task strategies
13. assessment of
task-understanding

E\aluatin<{
refcience to'directed
.lltlMU lot

14. progress towards
task goals
15. strategy use those that succeeded
and failed
16. actions to be
repeated or
modified for
subsequent related
tasks (adaption
based on
performance)
17. determining
self-satisfaction
(based on
performance)
18. casual
attribution
Comments:

0
Not
obscn i-cl

1
2
l.imili-d
Somimli.it
application limitid
application
R (more
than one
time)

GHMHi
Somen hal
strong
application

4
Stioii}>
application
I) 1 (more
than one
oppottumtx
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Appendix D.
Schraw's Self-Regulation Checklist
Planning.
1. What is the nature of the task?
2. What is my goal?
3. What kind of information and strategies do I need?
4. How much time and resources will I need?
Monitoring .
1. Do I have a clear understanding of what I am doing?
2. Does the task make sense?
3. Am I reaching my goals?
4. Do I need to make changes?
Evaluating.
1. Have I reached my goal?
2. What worked?
3. What didn't work?
4. Would I do things differently next time? (Schraw 1998, p. 121)

Appendix E.
Blueprint For SRL Classroom Observation Instrument

Teacher Verbal
Cuing (reference
to)
Forethought/Planning

1-7

Teacher Provided
Opportunities to
Practice/Perform/Discuss
(directed activity)
1-7

Performance/Monitoring 8-17

8-17

SelfReflection/Evaluating

18-22

18-22
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Appendix F.
Interview Protocol
Thank you for volunteering to be interviewed for this research project. As you
may remember from the questionnaire you completed, I am investigating teacher practice
of metacognition and self-regulated learning. Please remember that I am not evaluating
you and it is almost impossible that you will know or practice everything I ask you about
today.
In gratitude for your participation, upon completion of the interview and
observations I will provide you with a ten-dollar gift card to amazon.com as well as
Zimmerman, Bonner, and Kovach's (1996) electronic book, Developing Self-Regulated
Learners.
All data I gather from our conversations- formal or informal- observations, and
interview will be kept confidential and destroyed at the completion of the research
project. Until then, any electronic data will be stored in a password protected computer
file and handwritten notes/papers in a locked file cabinet.
In addition, pseudonyms will be used for both the schools and participating
teachers. Would you like to select a pseudonym for yourself, or would you prefer I select
one for you?
You may decline continuing with observation and/or interview at anytime. If
questions arise, please contact me at rspruce@odu.edu or by phone 858 245 1531. For
your information, here is an informed consent form. Please read it and sign it if all
outlined there is acceptable to you
Is it okay that I audio-record our session? Finally, do you have any questions
before we begin?
Planning:
1. How might you use goal setting in your own learning?
2. How would you encourage your students to use goal setting when planning for a
learning task?
3. How would you plan before beginning a learning task?
4. How would you encourage students to plan for a learning task?
5. How would you enhance students' self-motivational beliefs to improve student
learning?
Probe: Self-Efficacy
Probe: Outcome expectations
Probe: Task interest
Probe: Goal orientation
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Monitoring:
6. In what ways would you monitor or control your own learning (assert self-control)?
Probe: Using self-instruction?
Probe: Using imagery?
Probe: Using attention focusing?
Probe: Using specific task strategies?
7. What techniques might you employ in the classroom to encourage self-control (selfinstruction, imagery, attention focusing, specific task strategies) of learning for your
students?

8. What are some methods you might employ to monitor your learning process,
metacognition, while engaged in a learning task?

9. How would you encourage or implement monitoring of the learning process,
metacognition, in the classroom?

10. What are some techniques you might use to track your progress through a learning
task?

11. How would you encourage students to track their progress through a learning task?
Evaluation:
12. How might you evaluate your learning after completing a learning task?
Probe: Self-evaluation
Probe: Causal attribution
13. What are some activities you might design to encourage student reflection and
evaluation after a learning task?
14. How might you determine your satisfaction with a learning outcome after you
complete a learning task?
15. How would you encourage students to evaluate their satisfaction with the outcome of
a learning task?
16. How would you describe self-regulated learning to your students?

Appendix G.
Interview Protocol Blueprint

Teacher Knowledge

Classroom Practice

Forethought

1,3

2, 4,5

Performance

6, 8, 10

7, 9,11

Self-Reflection

12, 14

13, 15

SRL (definition)

16
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Appendix H.
Email/Letter for Questionnaires
Hello,
I am a doctoral student at Old Dominion University in the Darden College of
Education enlisting your participation in a research study. I am researching how middle
school teachers perceive and use self-regulated learning and metacognitive strategies with
students. The link below (electronic version)/attached questionnaires (paper version)
include a 22 question survey, the Teacher Metacognition Scale and a 10 item
questionnaire, the Teacher Self-Regulated Learning Scale. The questionnaires should
take you approximately 25 minutes to complete. By clicking the link below (electronic
version)/completing the questionnaires (paper version), you are agreeing to participate in
this study. Your responses will remain anonymous.
Thank you so much for your participation in this study! In gratitude for your
participation, your name (if provided) will be entered into a lottery for a drawing of a gift
card to Amazon.com.
If you have any questions, please contact me using the information below.

Robin Spruce
rspruce@odu.edu
Department of Teaching and Learning
Darden College of Education
Old Dominion University
Norfolk, VA 23529

Appendix I.
Open-Ended Question Rubric Blueprint
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Appendix J
Planning
Examples of Teacher Explanation of Strategy Use in Planning
Teacher

Goal Setting

Planning Strategies

Anna

Identify Objective
Personal/Professional

Create steps/Chunk
Research (internet; books)

Barbie

Identify Objective
Professional

Create steps

Carson

Identify Objective
Personal

None identified

Juliet

Identify Objective
Personal/Professional

Random learner;
Research (internet; books)
Discussion

Katie

Identify Objective
Measureable Goal
Professional

Create steps/Chunk

Lois

Identify Objective
Personal/Professional

Research (internet; books)
Discussion (colleagues; experts)
Document (note taking)

Lolita

Goals keep on task
Professional

Prioritize
Follow instructor provided
materials
Schedule

Martha

Identify Objective
Professional

Ricarda

Identify Objective
Personal/Professional

Susan

Identify Objective

Consult district/state materials
(curriculum/standards/rubrics)
Research (music CDs;
technology)
Consult district/state materials
(curriculum/standards/
rubrics)
Research (internet; books)
Discussion (colleagues;
experts)
Create steps
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Professional

Brainstorm/take notes
Identify required materials
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Appendix K
Monitoring
Teacher Explanations of Strategy Use for Monitoring Learning
Teacher

Strategies

Anna

Instructor feedback: Comments;
grades
Attention focusing - leave task
Self-instruction: Re-read; instructor
provided course materials;
Questioning- self &others

Barbie

Self-instruction: Research;
questioning - students, son, self
Attention focusing: Use of hand
manipulative
Checklists

Carson

Self instruction: Self-talk; re-read;
concept maps (only occasional)

Juliet

Self-Awareness
Self-instruction: Creation of metaphors;
questioning - self & others

Katie

Create schedule
Create steps
Self-instruction: Internet research; selfquestioning; question peers/instructor;
concept maps/graphic organizers
Reference rubrics

Lois

Self-Awareness
Self-instruction: Re-read;
practice; mnemonics; use of
visuals; questioning - self &
others; note-taking; application
Instructor/peer feedback
Reference model/rubric
Attention focusing: Leave task

Lolita

Self-awareness
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Self-instruction: Internet research;
dictionary; questioning - self &
others; note taking; mnemonics
Schedule
Attention focusing: Medication
Martha

Self-instruction: Internet research;
books; music CDs; visualization;
use of technology; questioning self & students
Schedule
Attention focusing: Work tied to
pleasurable activity; leave task

Ricarda

Self-instruction: Internet research;
questioning - self & others; re
read; concept maps/graphic
organizers; note taking;
application
Feedback: Instructor/peer
Attention Focusing: Leave task

Susan

Self-Awareness
Self-instruction: Use of
charts/diagrams; instructor
provided rubric/materials
Schedule
Attention focusing: Leave task
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Appendix L
Evaluation
Teacher Explanation of Evaluation of a Learning Event
Teacher

Evaluation of Learning

Evaluation of Satisfaction

Anna

Instructor feedback
- Grade
Demonstrable growth

Feeling

Barbie

Application (in classroom)
Reflection (what worked etc.)

Instructor feedback
Comments

Carson

Does not evaluate/reflect

Enjoyable/Interesting

Juliet

Application

Useable
Interest to students
Enriching

Katie

Application (in classroom)

Useable
Relevant
Ability to revise

Lois

Application

Measurement against
tandard or goal

Lolita

Instructor Feedback
Grade
Application

Feeling
Grade
Feedback

Martha

Feedback (audience, parent,
student, supervisor)
Stress level

Feeling
Ease of teaching

Ricarda

Feedback
Demonstrable growth

Application
Measure against goal

Susan

Stress level
Lacks time to reflect

Application
Demonstrable growth
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Appendix M
Self-Motivational Beliefs
Teacher Actions to Encourage Student Self-Motivational Beliefs
Teacher

Action

Anna

Motivated students as examples
Oral explanation of what to do

Barbie

Set attainable goals
Value through group contribution

Carson

Set attainable goals
Explanation of those goals

Juliet

Build student curiosity
Create relevance

Katie

Student choice (in projects/assessments)
Address student learning differences

Lois

Student understanding of strengths/weaknesses
Student choice (in projects/assessments)
Create relevance
Determine how to move from extrinsic to intrinsic
motivation

Lolita

Value through group contribution
Teacher led celebrations
Graphing progress (from state assessments)

Martha

Value through group contribution
Connection to what they already know (learning new
material)
Performance as reward (in music)

Ricarda

Student choice (in projects/assessments)
Goals based on assessment data

Susan

Value through group contribution
Connection to what they already know (learning new
material)

Appendix N
Practice - Planning
Teacher Explanation of Classroom Practice Targeting Planning

Teacher

Goal Setting

Planning Strategies

Anna

Identify Objective
3 Year Long Goals

Create steps/chunk
Deadlines

Barbie

Choice in Assignment
Inventory knowledge

Inventory knowledge
Determine student needs
Create steps
Use of Agenda
Checklists

Carson

Assignment Objective

Inventory knowledge
Create steps
Encourage logic

Juliet

Assignment Objective
Short term goals

Create steps
Determine student needs
Teach discrete skills
- Cornell Notes
- Outlining

Katie

Assignment Objective

Create steps/chunk
Deadlines
Exemplars
Rubrics
Cooperative learning

Lois

Assignment Objective
Inventory student needs
Learning style

Create steps/chunk
Calendar
Deadlines
Exemplars
Lesson design

Lolita

Inventory knowledge
Establish short terms goals

Create steps/chunk
Activate prior knowledge

Martha

Assignment Objective
Lesson design
Establish Objective

Create steps
Prompting to think ahead
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Ricarda

Susan

Inventory knowledge
-Concept maps

Pre-reading
Before reading questions

Inventory Knowledge

Create steps

Assignment Objective

Gather required materials
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Appendix O
Practice - Monitoring
Teacher Explanation of Classroom Practice Targeting Monitoring
Teacher

Strategy

Anna

Think time
Cooperative learning/peer discussion
Questioning
Feedback
- Quizzes, tests, progress reports

Barbie

Exit slips
Thumbs up/down
Whole class discussion
Peer discussion
Questioning
-Written & Oral

Carson

Create steps
Checklists
Lesson design
Exemplars
Standards
Questioning
-Prompts
Drafts & revision

Juliet

Time parameters
-Use of timer
Instructions
Cooperative learning
Raise awareness
Note taking/class work scaffolds

Katie

Time parameters
Goal setting
Classroom structure
Questioning
Graphic organizers
Rubrics
Checklists
Cooperative learning
Background knowledge (teacher encouraged)
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Lois

Choice of assessment/activity
Classroom structure
Lesson design
Scaffold towards self-monitoring of attention
Questioning
Exemplars
Rubrics
Cooperative learning

Lolita

Task purpose (goal)
Checklists
Rubrics
-With explanation
Discussion
Appropriate resources available
Mnemonics/non-linguistic representations
Repetition
Cooperative learning
Feedback

Martha

Focus exercises
Classroom structure
Cooperative learning
Establish understanding of steps
Listen (to music output)

Ricarda

Leave task/activity (student)
Re-read
Questioning
Reading journal
Quizzes
Formative assessments
-Portfolios
Concept maps

Susan

Time parameters
Concept maps
-Problem solving star
Rubrics
Think time
Think aloud
Questioning
Discussion
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Appendix P
Practice - Evaluation
Teacher Explanation of Classroom Practice Targeting Evaluation
Teacher

Self Evaluation

Self-Satisfaction

Anna

Writing
-Using key terms
-Explaining lesson
Peer activity

Uncertain

Barbie

Writing
-Dear Diary to teacher
Peer Activities
-Moodle
-Read paper aloud/
discussion with prompts

Encourage evaluation
of feeling
-e.g. hang in
hall?

Carson

Self-evaluate using formal
written activity
Discussion

Encourage evaluation
of feeling
-Based on effort
Not a focus

Juliet

Read teacher feedback/respond
Peer activities/discussion

Questioning
-Task specific

Questioning
Katie

Writing
-Journal w/prompt
Peer activities
-Moodle

Display student work
Revision acceptable

Lois

Display student work
Writing
Reflection on peer's work
w/scaffold
Feedback
-Instructor's before grade
Rubric (worked compared against)

Focus on quality (not
grade)
Feedback throughout
opportunity to
revise
Comparison to task
objective

Lolita

Writing
Journals
Self-checking
-Answer key

Celebration of
accomplishments
Cooperative learning
Display student work
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Encouraging determining
understanding
Questioning
Martha

Writing
Thank you letter
Questioning
Discussion
Daily closing question

Encourage evaluation
of feeling
Questioning

Ricarda

Writing
-Exit slips
-Reflection question
Discussion
-Debates

Reflection on original
goal/questions

Susan

Questioning
Feedback
-Dialogue about feedback
-No time to do

Questioning
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Appendix Q
Anna Observation 1
Teacher: Anna #1
R = Teacher reference to
DA= Teacher provided opportunities to practice/perform/discuss (directed activity)

.

Observable
Beha> iors
Planning

'

2
BIBB
•wbbb I united
Somi'wh.it
reference
to/directed dctmt\ observed jppliL.itinn
limikil
•MBjjilwk jpplii. ilion
R irniMt
itkin mil.
Limi i
1. setting task
1 "Today
goals
we're going
to look at
multiple
meaning
words and
we're going
to do a
couple of
different
things."
2. seeking
information and
strategies needed

3. setting time and
resource allotment
4. self-instruction

0

5. attention
focusing

0
(wasn't
needed)
0

6. self-recording
(e.g. maintenance
of a record of

1 "Who
thinks they
remember..."

4
|
Suong
j
ipp it. iiiun
ipplutiium 1) \ unoK
H MHH than one
•
(ippiMtllilll\ 1

#// / /
NOIUlwIi It

3 "What's
the
difference
between a
homophone
and a
multiple
meaning
word?
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progress)
"iSiUP
relercnce
to/dnected acti\it>

<v

0

/

7. clarifying
understanding of
task/content

4*

4 "Does that
make
sense?";
'What's the
first thing
you're
going to
do?" Then
talked
through all
directions
"Last one.";
activity
clearly
outlined in
smart board.

8. evaluation of
progress towards
goals

9. self-instruction

3 Students
sharing
w/other
students
their
responses.
Jam in
bedroom
closets

10. attention
focusing

-

"I'm going
to give you
like 5 more
minutes,
and to make
sure it's 5
more
minutes,
I'm going to
set a
timer.";
"You may
have less
than a
minute.. .oh,
you have
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two
minutes?"
11.

self-recording

3 students
expected to
record their
answers.

1 2 . use of specific
task strategies

"Put your
hands
down, you
haven't read
it yet.";
"Where
have you
heard that
word
before?
Which
story?"
"Before we
go on,
what's
wrong with
something
you're
doing?";
"So before
we start, do
you have
any
question
about what
you're
going to
do?"

13. assessment of
taskunderstanding

Haluating

BHBMMMi 2

3
Somewhat Somen liat
QHH 1 innfi'd
nhscr\ cd application
tn ill KM I'll . l i l l \ ll>
limiUd
strong
«!•••• application application
^H
R (mote
than one
time)
14. progress
towards task goals

n.1 c k i k i

0

Stioni>
application

1) 1 (nwit
than one
opportunity
4
References
to timer,
step by step
lesson etc.
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15. strategy use those that
succeeded and
failed
16. actions to be
repeated or
modified for
subsequent related
tasks (adaption
based on
performance)
17. determining
self-satisfaction
(based on
performance)

18. casual
attribution

1 "You did
your part"

0

4 "Nice
teamwork
going on
there." "I
like what
she just did,
passed it to
someone
who could
reach."
'That's a
nice
picture."
2.
Reference
to student
picture
with
specific
feedback
about why
it was
good.
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Appendix R
Anna Observation 2
Teacher: Anna #2
R = Teacher reference to
DA= Teacher provided o, ortunities topractice/perform/'discuss (directed activity)

m

Teacher
Obser\abIe
Reha\ lors
1'l.innmu

HMNP
I in 'lv.il
application
NflNII

K kn. ml l
U> Jin.i. kd
In!

1. setting task
goals

3. setting time
and resource
allotment

5. attention
focusing

Sunvuh n
liimkd
i| plieaiuMi
K (muio
ikui OIK
linn.)

Somewhat
strong
application
££•••

Strong
application
DA (more than
one opportunity)

4 "Today we will
practice finding
the most
important part of
a story."
Verbal/written
explanation
4 Review of
previous day's
story & it's most
important part;
"Be very
specific", about
details required
as proof; look for
conflict and
resolution.
4Time
parameters (15
minutes); story,
highlighters,
pencil, paper for
recording
answers.

2. seeking
information
and strategies
needed

4. selfinstruction

mamm

0

4Setting of
purpose; "M,
don't let that
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happen again.";
"You guys have
good memories."
3 2nd
activity,
recording
answers

6. selfrecording (e.g.
maintenance of
a record of
progress)

1
3

^•Monitoring

liofcrence
fto 'directed
|icli\it\ lor
7. clarifying
understanding
of task/content

8. evaluation
of progress
towards goals
9. selfinstruction

10. attention
focusing

•Mf*
HMMR

4

mKm
Discussion of
types of fiction
non-fiction,
"What little word
did you hear in
there?"; "When
you're reading as
group, you're
going to be
thinking about
what the most
important part of
Campfire Stories
is; futuristic,

0

3
Cooperative
learning
groups using
resources
independent
of teacher
input.
"Did the four of
you agree to that
answer?"; "You
have a little less
than five
minutes.";"About
30 more
seconds."
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11 . self-

3 recording
notes

recording
12. use of
specific task
strategies

4 Activation of
prior knowledge;
"How can we
solve this so that
everyone can
read it?";
"Why was that
part the most
important part?"
Lots of why in
response to
declaration of
most important
part.

13. assessment
of taskunderstanding

Evaluating
iiluum
1o diriUid

0
Not
obscr\ ed

acti\it\ lor
wmm
14. progress
towards task
goals
0
15. strategy
use - those that
succeeded and
failed
16. actions to
be repeated or
modified for
subsequent
related tasks
(adaption
based on
performance)
17.
0
determining
selfsatisfaction
(based on
performance)
18. causal
0

1 united
application

Siiniiw hat
limited
application

K (mote
than one
time)
2 Review
of student
responses

SoilKW ll.lt
strong
application
7) 1

4
Stroii"
application
/) 1 (more than

one op/*orfnnit\

4 "Okay, we're
going to take that
strategy and
apply it...";
Agree or
disagree with
response and
why.
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Appendix S
Barbie Observation 1
Teacher: Barbie #1
R = Teacher reference to
DA= Teacher provided opportunities to practice/perform/discuss (directed activityj
Teacher
Observable
'Behaviors
Planning

icicrcnie
M dun. ik.il ii.li, ir

0

HMHHI
Somewhat
1 miiud
obser\ ed application limited
hHHM application
R ininu
than one

4
SniiKwh .1

sin iii j

Mro v
application

application
1 ) \ ( HUM v.
til 111 OIU.
opportumt\)

tllllL 1

1. setting task
goals

4 Agenda on
board - two
steps to
complete
today; rubric
for project
also provided
3 Teacher
provided
details...

2.seeking
information and
strategies needed
3. setting time and
resource allotment

4. self-instruction
5. attention
focusing

4 Teacher
provided
instruction
about what
resources
students
would need
for project &
time allowed
for project
overall as
well as for
class period
0
2Teacher
individually
greeted
students as
they
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entered
classroom
6. self-recording
(e.g. maintenance
of a record of
progress)
•Monitoring

to llllt.lti.ll Il'IMIV
nbhmbh
7. clarifying
understanding of
task/content

8. evaluation of
progress towards
goals
9. self-instruction

10. attention
focusing

I)

2

3 Students
setting up
computer
files for
project
3

l

4 "Does
everyone
know what
we're
doing?";
"Who doesn't
have a
topic?"
4 "How you
doing?"
4 "Look at it
first, look at
the
assignment.";
"Read the
assignment,
come on, take
ownership";
"Where
would you
have that
listed?"; "I'm
not sure what
information
there is on
that. You'll
have to do
some
research on
that..."
4 "Okay you
guys, you
have to get
your tasks
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done by the
end of the
day. I want to
make sure
you're on
task for
that.";
"Remember,
giddiness is
only next to
Godliness if
your work is
done."
11. self-recording

3 students
are to keep
a record of
research

12. use of specific
task strategies

4 "Go to civil
war.com";
Wiki, need to
double check
information;
On choosing
topic - "Look
at what you
can find on
it."
4 "Okay,
what are you
trying to
do?";
circulating
throughout
class period
and checking
individual
student
understanding
of project

13. assessment of
taskunderstanding

F a aluating

Kk'KIKl.
Ill illliLlnl ull\ll\
llM

—
observed

1
Limited
application

Xomcw hat
limited
application

R (more
than one
time)

3
Sornitt hut
stroll"
application

Mion»
application
f) 1 (more

than one
opportumtx
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14. progress
towards task goals

15. strategy use those that
succeeded and
failed
16. actions to be
repeated or
modified for
subsequent related
tasks (adaption
based on
performance)
17. determining
self-satisfaction
(based on
performance)
18. casual
attribution

3 Okay,
we're at the
halfway
point, so
how much
more do
you need to
do to get
your cover
page and
formal
opening
done?"
0

0

0

0
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Appendix T
Barbie Observation 2
Teacher: Barbie #2
R = Teacher reference to
DA= Teacher provided opportunities to practice/perform/discuss (directed activity)
Teacher
Obsen able
'Behaviors
Plannint*
M iIikMlJ. Jv.ll\ ll\

0

3

1 i mt(.d

St in^nli it

SniiK'vliat

Siioni:

ipplll. UliU)

lllllltLlI
application
U iniDri'
Ilun unc

strong
jpplu ltlOll

application
1) \ (niurt
ill in cue
eppoilimuv)

0
obscned

1 unci

1 Verbal
explanation
of agenda

1. setting task
goals
2. seeking
information and
strategies needed

2
Discussion
of
worksheet

3. setting time and
resource allotment
4. self-instruction

0

5. attention
focusing
6. self-recording
(e.g. maintenance
of a record of
progress)

0

Monitoring

lo JllLLlLu lUl\l1\
for
7. clarifying
understanding of
task/content

0

3Completion
grade,
expectation
student
would
complete
worksheet
"Have we
started this
paper yet?"
1

o

m—m

4 Green
state/pink
state
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discussion
"Why are
there two
areas of
pink?";
"What do
you think,
and this is a
higher level,
so think it
through,
why would
states have
freedom
areas and
slave areas
in the same
states?"
8. evaluation of
progress towards
goals

9. self-instruction

10. attention
focusing

11. self-recording

12. use of specific

3 Working
primarily
w/one group
to complete
the sheet.
"What are
the
important
things you
want to say
about Bull
Run?"
Activity
using text refer to it to
find answers
3 Teacher
directed
prompts...;
"We have
about 6
minutes, 7
minutes
left..."
3 Recording
info. On
sheet
4 Book as
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task strategies

13. assessment of
task-understanding

I

iln.itin«

n. Iu u i l l
u> diu^ud aui\ it\

0
Not
ohser\ed

14. progress
towards task goals
15. strategy use those that
succeeded and
failed
16. actions to be
repeated or
modified for
subsequent related

0

reference;
"This is
written
from a point
of
view... you
need to see
if that
information
is from
another
source..."
e.g. bias in
research
sources
4 Review of
sheet; "I
just made a
mistake,
does anyone
know what
mistake I
made?";
"What is
that actually
saying
about the
South?"
jBBBBBBBBI 4
1
2
Slron«
Limited
Somewhat
Somewhat
application limited
strong
application
application application
I) 1 (more
mMSHtKKk than one
R (more
than one
oppottumn
time)
3 Review of
sheet
3 "Do you
guys like
working in
these
groups?"
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tasks (adaption
based on
performance)
17. determining
self-satisfaction
(based on
performance)
18. causal
attribution

0

0
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Appendix U
Carson Observation 1
Teacher: Carson #1
R = Teacher reference to
DA= Teacher provided opportunities to practice/perform/discuss (directed activity)
Tcacher
Obser\able
Beha\ tors
Munniiiu

0

l Iu u i l o
lo diNiltil
I

r\v.d

I muted
application

2.seeking
information and
strategies needed

4
SlliMU
application
1 ) \ (lllt'll.
ill 111 i'llc
opportunity

2 Student
led review
of grammarused answer
book/student
input

3. setting time and
resource allotment
4. self-instruction

0

5. attention
focusing
6. self-recording
(e.g. maintenance
of a record of
progress)

0

rclerence
iliriUcJ "

Somewhat
stiong
jpplii jt It >11
fiyNM||||

1 ( lass
agenda at
board

1. setting task goals

0

3students
recorded
corrections
1

Monitorini>

So lilt, wli il
limited
iippht. tin n
R (niiMt.
than one
tune)

i

1\\

7. clarifying
understanding of
task/content

4 "Can you
clarify
for... with
what you
think?"; "If
you are
arguing
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causation,
what was
the direct
cause of
Finney's
death?"
8. evaluation of
progress towards
goals
9. self-instruction
10. attention
focusing

2 "Study
guide for
you"
0
2 "I'm just
trying to get
you engaged
because I
sense
tiredness"
2 Students
had study
guide and
option to
record
responses

11. self-recording

12. use of specific
task strategies

4 Index
cards for
test; "This
was a quiz
question
last week."
4 "Does
intent
matter"
with
introduction
of 'real life'
scenario;
"Ask me
any
questions
you have
for the next
two
minutes."

13. assessment of
task-understanding

1 \ alu.itin*>

IUuukl
1<I illiik.loJ

fjPMI
Not
ol>scr\ cd

Limited
application

R

2
4
•••II
Somewhat
Sinncw li.it Strong
stroll <•
application
limited
application
application I) 1 tmori'
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R (more
than one
time)
2 "I'm going
to give you
some
information
and you
need to
decide what
to do with
it."

14. progress
towards task goals

15. strategy use those that
succeeded and
failed
16. actions to be
repeated or
modified for
subsequent related
tasks (adaption
based on
performance)
17. determining
self-satisfaction
(based on
performance)
18. casual
attribution

0
'

0

0

0

DA

than one
opportunity^jj|
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Appendix V
Carson Observation 2
Teacher:Carson_#2
R = Teacher reference to
DA= Teacher provided opportunities to practice/perform/discuss (directed activity)
Teachcr
Obser\ able
Behaviors
IM.inniii<>

Kktuu.*.
to 'directed
.h.u\i'\ lor

1. setting task
goals

llBgliigl bmhi 3
ijlEgMBB 1 imiliJ
SiIlK-Wll.lt
SOIlK i\ll.ll
•»li oily
obser\ ed .ippliL ilmn
Iir.ninl
•.ippliiiilion application
l< nnoiL
ISflRRMR
than oik1
nine)
1 Agenda
at board

2. seeking
information and
strategies needed

3. setting time
and resource
allotment
4. self-instruction

"You have to
listen in order
for
conversation
to happen."
0

2 Grammar
activity
3 "Why do
you insist on
sitting where
you can't
see?"
2Grammar
activity - selfcorrections

5. attention
focusing

6. self-recording
(e.g. maintenance
of a record of
progress)
Monitoring

kliliPu'
to'dircctcd
<lUl\ llA loi
7. clarifying
understanding of
task/content

Stiong
ippliuition
1) \ (more
ili.in i'ik'
opportunity)

(•

2

4

i "What
kind of
irony is
that?"; "Can
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someone
give me a
better
reason?"
"Retched,
can
someone
retch now?"
8. evaluation of
progress towards
goals
9. self-instruction

0

3"My
observation is
that so many
people did
their packet
today, that
your scores
will go up" in
reference to
quiz on
vocabulary
3 "Are you
being
disruptive?"
3 recording
corrections on
vocab

10. attention
focusing
11. selfrecording
12. use of
specific task
strategies

4 Grammar
activity;
character
map for 12th
night
4 "Can you
give me a
reason?"
"Do you
have
questions
before we
move on?"

13. assessment of
taskunderstanding

1 \ .ilu.iliiiu

rv. liK'nii
to J1K1U J

0
Not
<>bscr\ ed

1
1 imitcd
application

K

2
Somewhat
Somen hat
limit t.'(l
slum"
application .application

4
Stronu
application

I) i (mow
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Pisa
|r/f m one
•IIIkj

jve;rr*'?: *
14. progress
towards task
goals
15. strategy use those that
succeeded and
failed

0

16. actions to be
repeated or
modified for
subsequent
related tasks
(adaption based
on performance)
17. determining
self-satisfaction
(based on
performance)
18. casual
attribution

0

D1

3 "Do you
need to, does
it add to our
conversation?"
Reference to
student
wanting to
comment

0

0

than one
opportunity
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Appendix W
Juliet Observation 1
Teacher: Juliet #1
R = Teacher reference to
DA = Teacher provided opportunities to practice/perform/discuss (directed activity)
Teacher
Obscr\ able
Heha\ iors
w<
l>|jniiiii!>
0
/2
^ ^
/ *
Si)iii(_v ll it
i ef erencc
^UlllLWlhlt
MHM I muted
Strong
jj
U> diii/ilid >n;i\ il\
nbnlU J .ippllL.il.nil Imulnl
strong
ipplk lllOIl
cippllLilllDII applK.ilion 1) \ (moii
BRMHI
IgMIMIIi 1 h.in oik
R i mou*
jjBBspBBj
oppuMliiliU )
ill in mil
lime)
2Agenda at
1. setting task goals
board
3Model for
2. seeking
note taking
information and
provided
strategies needed
3. setting time and
0
resource allotment
4. self-instruction
0
5. attention
focusing
6. self-recording
(e.g. maintenance
of a record of
progress)
Mnnit(iriiii>
lelercnco
u> diluvial LIlIi\ !l\
for.
7. clarifying
understanding of
task/content

0

n

3student
expected to
record
responses
to prompt
iiHjBBBaB 3

4

m
K
m

IBM

BBWHBHWwI
•WWIIlil
4"I hear
quick a lot,
why
quick?";
"What's the
difference
between
loving
someone
and doting
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on them?"
8. evaluation of
progress towards
goals

9. self-instruction

2 Teacher
circulating
checking in
with
students...
3 "You
should
have your
books in
front of you
so that you
can quick
answer
them."

10. attention
focusing

11. self-recording

12. use of specific
task strategies

13. assessment of
task-understanding

4 "You guys
have 1 and
V2 minutes
left."; "I'm
going to set
a timer, I
think 15
minutes
should be
enough."
3 Students
recording
answers
4 "You're
going to
have to look
in the text to
find the
answer.";
"Remember
to answer
the
questions by
looking back
at the
text... re
read it."
4 "Are you
guys in a
good
place?"; "If
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you guys are
having a
hard time
connecting
to this
question,
look back at
line....where
she says..."
E\aluating

lO (.IlKlkJ l(.ll\ll\

0
Not
ol>sei\eri

Limited
applu.ition

2
Somewhat
linnUd
application

R (more
than one
time)
14. progress
towards task goals
15. strategy use those that
succeeded and
failed
16. actions to be
repeated or
modified for
subsequent related
tasks (adaption
based on
performance)
17. determining
self-satisfaction
(based on
performance)
18. casual
attribution

3
Somen liat
strong
application

Strong
(
application

DA (more •
jQflHH than one "%
oppoi tumh
4 Sharing
out of
responses

0

0

0

0
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Appendix X
Juliet Observation 2
Teacher: Juliet #2
R = Teacher reference to
DA= Teacher provided opportunities to practice/perform/discuss (directed activity)

0
HH|jjj 1 liinud
observed application

Somewhat
limited
application
R (more
tlun O I K
u mo

fjSjm
Somewhat
- til Ills.'
.ipplllllllon

4Paper set
up; warm
up sets class
path up

1. setting task goals

3 "Just a
third, a
third, a
third" For
setting up
note page
3 Time
frame for
warm-up

2.seeking
information and
strategies needed

3. setting time and
resource allotment
4. self-instruction

5. attention focusing
6. self-recording
(e.g. maintenance of
a record of
progress)

4
StUMU
application
1) \ inii'K
lli.'ii orK
pppoiiumn)

2"Think of
it like a
recipe, you
decided to
bake this
cake, what
do you
have to do
to get
married?"
0
3 Student
told to
record
answers/use
note taking
form
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rooMtftmig
wmf&tM&Mo 'd 1 rcctcd
B^«t> ioi
7. clarifying
understanding of
task/content

i)

1

2

1
1

liiiJ
4"If two
young
people had
decided to
do this
today, what
next steps
would they
have to
take?
Assume
they're like
20 now-adays."; "I'm
being very
figurative,
I'm sorry. I
need to be
more clear."
(response to
phone a
friend)

8. evaluation of
progress towards
goals

9. self-instruction

•

3"It's more
important
to discuss it
than to
have the
right
answer, so
don't freak
out about
writing
now."
3 "It
matters
more that
you were
thinking
about it and
answered it
on your
own than
have the
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right
answer.";
It's more
important
to go
through the
process of
thinking it
through."
10. attention
focusing

11. self-recording

12. use of specific
task strategies

13. assessment of

4 "I'm
going to set
a timer for
2:28 so
people who
need to
think this
through can
think about
it.":
"There's
still a
minute and
22."
4 Students
recording
answers
4 "Now I
want your
answer
grounded in
text."; "I
told you to
look back at
what Juliet
had to say,
so look
back.";
"Every
single
answer has
to be
supported
with 2 lines
from the
text."
4 "How are
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task-understanding

(1
1
2
iUjUill U dllLLkd IBjWjBB Limited
Somewhat
leliMl loi
obscn ed application IiniiUd

you guys
doing?";
"What does
this have to
do with
this? Back
into the
text."
M—HH

F^aliutinu

application

Sonuwh.it
strong
application

R (autre
than one
time)
14. progress
towards task goals

15. strategy use those that succeeded
and failed
16. actions to be
repeated or
modified for
subsequent related
tasks (adaption
based on
performance)
17. determining
self-satisfaction
(based on
performance)
18. causal

3"Okay,
we're
slightly off
task so
we're going
to finish a
little
early.";
"Why did
we get
answer 1,
why did we
get answer
2, why did
we get
answer 3?"
0

0

0

0

Strong
application

I) 1 (mote
than one
opportunity
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Appendix Y
Katie Observation 1
Teacher: Katie #1
R = Teacher reference to
DA= Teacher provided opportunities to practice/perform/discuss (directed activity)
Tcachcr
Observable
Beha\ iors
Pla lining

rcfeicnce
U< dlKVled
.Kll.lt\ till

0

2
,iy
I muted
Sotlkulkll
Somew hat
l>lV(.I\L'd application lnmii J
ipplu.ilion
K MHHI application
R (more
than one
'

2. seeking
information and
strategies
needed

3. setting time
and resource
allotment
4. selfinstruction

0

5. attention
focusing
6. selfrecording (e.g.
maintenance of
a record of
progress)

0

releience
10/directed
1 a«.ti\il\ l'>i
7. clarifying

;
Strong
jj|
appln iiiup
1) \ i inmi
tli.m kik
opporti'inh i
-1 1 ach
station,
specific
expectations
and goals
4 Each
station,
specific
strategies
and sets of
info.
required

1. setting task
goals

Monito rm«

*

0

4 Students
had to record
something at
each
station...
i

2

4 "Do you
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understanding
of task/content

understand
what you're
doing here?";
"How you
guys doing?"
4 "Let me
have a time
check here, I
would hope
you finished
3 stations.
We're going
to stop in
about 8
minutes.
Then we'll
talk about
what you
learned.";
"You can
start it,
we've got
about 5
minutes. You
might not
finish it."

8. evaluation of
progress
towards goals

9. selfinstruction

2
"Remember
work
smarter, not
harder";
"What do
the
instructions
say?"

10. attention
focusing

11. selfrecording

4 "Are you
guys almost
finished?";
"This isn't a
race, some
take longer
than others";
"You still
working?"
3"Make sure
you're
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checking off
each station as
you do it."
12. use of
specific task
strategies

4 "think
about how
you can most
efficiently
get it done.";
"Remember
what you
have to do
with data.
Sometimes
you have to
read the
footnotes for
more
information."
4'Think
about
it...what's a
goal for the
environment,
now
economic
goals, what's
that?"; "The
key word
there is
always. Burn
your brains
thinking of
an example."

13. assessment
of taskunderstanding

E\aluating

0

K Li u i i c
tn dllCiliil
acli\ lty lor

Not
obser\ed

1
Limited
application

Soinvw hat
limited
application

HHHHPtt
Somen hat
StlOIi£
application

R (more
than one
time)
14. progress
towards task
goals

3 "Let's talk
the last few
minutes of
class. What
were some of
the

Strong
application

1) 1 (more
than one
oppoi
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generalizations
you found
today?"
15. strategy use
- those that
succeeded and
failed
16. actions to be 0
repeated or
modified for
subsequent
related tasks
(adaption based
on
performance)
17. determining 0
self-satisfaction
(based on
performance)
18. casual
0
attribution

1 "You
worked
really well
today."
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Appendix Z
Katie Observation 2
Teacher: Katie #2
R = Teacher reference to
DA= Teacher provided opportunities to practice/perform/discuss (directed activity)
Teacher
Obser\ able
Beha\ iocs
1'l.innin"

/

«»

1. 1

to directed acti\it>

1 lllilkd
.ipplu iliori

2/
„
SiM"IK\\h it
limited
ipplu. uinn
U inline
ill III i'IK
l unci

? '/ f *
Somev\ hat
application

4 Each
station has
independent
set of goals,
instructions
for those
goals
4Each
station has
resources
student must
use
differently

1. setting task goals

2. seeking
information and
strategies needed

3. setting time and
resource allotment

3Resources
at
stations...

4. self-instruction

0

5. attention
focusing
6. self-recording
(e.g. maintenance
of a record of
progress)

0

Monitor ini>

(i

ICLIOIKL
In dlkCk'd .UMIMU
7. clarifying

Mmiu
applu il ion
I) \ 111K K
than one |
i ppuiiuniiv i

4Expectation
that students
record work
at each
station

i

2

••1Mil
4 "So where
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understanding of
task/content

are we
building this
road?"; "So
what kind of
paragraph
will you be
writing?"

8. evaluation of
progress towards
goals
•

3 "We still
have Z2 an
hour left,
so don't
panic yet."

9. self-instruction

4"Did you
read the
book first?";
"Read the
next set of
directions"
4"Let me
have your
attention.
We have
about V2 an
hour left.";
"Alright,
let's get
back on
task."

10. attention
focusing

11. self-recording

12. use of specific
task strategies

3"Where's
your page?
Now this is
the plan,
decide if
it's going
to be this
way or this
way..."
4"But guys,
remember,
you have a
script. Don't
you think
you should
be re
reading to
find facts to
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support it?";
"Okay, let's
talk. Let's
look at the
question,
there are a
couple of
key words
there..."
4 "How you
doing? And
each group
should have
a cause and
effect chart,
correct?";
"What do
you have to
do. You
restate it to
me."

13. assessment of
task-understanding

lefercncc
to'directcd acti\it\

1
BBflBMSl Limited
ol>scr\ cd application

2
Somi'w hat
limited
application

R (more
than one
time)
14. progress
towards task goals

15. strategy use those that
succeeded and
failed
16. actions to be

1
Somewhat
stroll"
application
D1

3"Alright
group,
we've got
about 4-5
minutes,
you've got
2 or 3 more
at your
station,
then we're
going to
pull it
together."
0

2"! don't

Stroii"
application

/) 1 (more
than one
opportunity

180
repeated or
modified for
subsequent related
tasks (adaption
based on
performance)
17. determining
self-satisfaction
(based on
performance)
18. casual
attribution

want you to
do that and
let me
explain
why"
0

0
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Appendix AA
Lois Observation 1

Teacher: Lois #1
R = Teacher reference to
DA - Teacher provided opportunities to practice/perform/discuss (directed activity)

mum

Teacher
Observable
Beha\ iors
I'l.inmnu

BHHi
rilciciki to du«.ued HHH I imikd
obsen ed
ipplit. n ion
,u.li\il\ loi
BMBB

m

1. setting task goals
2. seeking
information and
strategies needed
3. setting time and
resource allotment
4. self-instruction

o
3 students
knew
which text
to use;
found the
correction
section;
began work

5. attention focusing 0
6. self-recording
(e.g. maintenance of
a record of progress)
\Iumtoiin<>

lifeieike K» duelled
,H.ll\ll\ loi
7. clarifying
understanding of
task/content

2
3
Sunn j
Somewhat
^I'miwh.ii
limited
strong
ipplii lllOll
ippliL.iiion application 1) \ (mon.
R (lllliR
HHHHj ill. 11 Olll
IIILUI • mi
npporliinil\ I
lime)
2 Agenda
at board
3 "Use
your table
of
contents"

(i

3 students
expected to
record
answers
l
4

4 "Why do
you think
they're part
of the high
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frequency
list?";
"What do
you notice
about
them?";
"What do
you notice
about the
suffixes?"
8. evaluation of
progress towards
goals
9. self-instruction

0

3 "When
we make a
mistake,
that's how
we learn."

10. attention
focusing

11. self-recording

12. use of specific
task strategies

13. assessment of
task-understanding

4 "See how
fast you can
do the
pack.";
"Did you
finish
disrupt?
Show me.";
"We're
going to do
this as
quickly as
possible."
3 Students
recoding
responses
4 "Decode,
don't just
guess.";
"When I
describe a
word, I
can't use it
in the
definition."
4 "Tell me
why you
boxed it.";
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"That's a
good
question."
Ml 2
0
Not
Limited
Somewhat
observed application limited
application
R (more
than one
time)
14. progress towards 0
task goals
0
15. strategy use those that succeeded
and failed
16. actions to be
0
repeated or
modified for
subsequent related
tasks (adaption
based on
performance)
0
17. determining
self-satisfaction
(based on
performance)
l"Good
18. causal
job, hard
attribution
work
today."

|E\aluating
Irefeience to'directed
|dLtl\lt\ foi

«
Somewhat Stron»
strong
application j
application D4 (more gg.
tMin onW^m
DA
oppottunm
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Appendix BB
Lois Observation 2
Teacher: Lois #2
R = Teacher reference to
DA = Teacher provided opportunities to practice/perform/discuss (directed activity)
Teachcr
Obser\ able
Beha\iors
LLIL
0
*3
' ; ^ ^
gjiannin"
1 muled
Snnitulul
SlMll*. wh.it
Stiong
reference
to/directed
observed applii. limn limited
ipplii.tlicn
1)
\ imon.
application jppln-alipn
l"I
U (mote
tll.UI iillC
cppniliiiiilv)
IIKLTI one
^
m
1 . setting task
3Questioning
to develop
goals
lesson they are
about to begin
2. seeking
3"Make sure
information and
you're paying
strategies needed
attention to all
those
conventions,
capitalization,
punctuation..."
3. setting time
0
and resource
allotment
4. self3"Make sure
you're
paying
instruction
attention to all
those
conventions,
capitalization,
punctuation..."
4 "Okay
5. attention
focusing
boys, let's
get ready,
let's get
focused.";
"Whoa,
look at
where you
are, look at
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the title."
6. self-recording
(e-gmaintenance of a
record of
progress)
Monitoring

3Students
expected to
record answers

0

2

relerente
to directed

4

7. clarifying
understanding of
task/content

4 "Tell me
why you
have 'er
boxed.";
"Try that
word
again."

8. evaluation of
progress towards
goals
9. selfinstruction

0

4"Ask him
a question
to help him
fix it.";
"Did I leave
anything
out?"
4"Whoa,
focus.": "J.
please don't
be
distracting,
we have too
much work
for that.";
"Okay you
have 35
seconds to
get a drink
of water and
wake
yourself
up."

10. attention
focusing

11. selfrecording

i

3 Students
recording
responses
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12. use of
specific task
strategies

"Last week
we were
having
problems
with people
using the
word in the
definition."
4"So what
did you just
do?"; "Did I
leave
anything
out?";
"Everybody
with me?"

13. assessment
of taskunderstanding

1 \alu.!tiii<;

0

KILIUKL
lo dun.led

Not

ohsiTMlJ

1 inutid
application

2
Sonu-w hut
limited
application

R (more
than out'
turn')
14. progress
towards task
goals

15. strategy use those that
succeeded and
failed
16. actions to be
repeated or
modified for
subsequent
related tasks
(adaption based
on performance)
17. determining
self-satisfaction
(based on
performance)
18. causal

1 "Clearly,
we need
more
practice on
this
tomorrow."
0

0

0

0

Sonuwhat
slion»
application

4
Stron»
application

I) 1 (more
than one
opportunity
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Appendix CC
Lolita Observation 1
Teacher: Lolita #1
R = Teacher reference to
DA = Teacher provided opportunities to practice/perform/discuss (directed activity)
7'\Teacher
Obscr\ able
.
Beha\ iors
vsmmmmmm
0
1
Planning
4 T
'* '
I muted
reference
Somewhat
Somewhat
Mumi"
obser\ cd Jyipllv. tiloll
li^ diiei-kd
limned
stiong
application
Kli\it* lor
application application 1) \ (mnie
R (m i
than one
ill in mil
illlli )
0
1. setting task
goals

./

'

2. seeking
information and
strategies needed

3. setting time and
resource allotment

4. self-instruction
5. attention
focusing

6. self-recording

!i

1 Students
appeared to
have an
understanding
that they
should be
working on
Math
Madness

1

2 "It's time
to get
settled, it's
9:45."
0
3"Math
Madness,
get busy.";
"Let me see
you settled
and
working. I
know
you're
doing your
job."
3 Students
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(e.g. maintenance
of a record of
progress)
^Toni((ir in"
spiei once ;

expected to
record
answers
0

1

SWSIJMI

lLllMlv lol
7. clarifying
understanding of
task/content

8. evaluation of
progress towards
goals
9. self-instruction

1

I

4"What's
the question
asking
you?";
"Write
down what
we know
first... what
do we
know? And
what else do
we know?
Now what
do we want
to find
out?";
"Anybody
remember
how I
showed you
to put
numbers in
order?"
0

3"When we
get ready to
go over it,
you're
going to
have to
explain
how you
got it.";
"Where
does this
information
come
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from? Your
brain file."
10. attention
focusing
11. self-recording

12. use of specific
task strategies

13. assessment of
taskunderstanding

0
3Students
recording
responses
4"I want to
know what
you had to
do to solve
that
problem?";
"This is the
reason you
don't want
to choose
your answer
before you
eliminate";
"I want you
to look at
these words
here in the
problem.
What's
another key
word in the
problem?"
4"That's the
same one
she had too,
so it's
obviously a
question a
lot of
people will
have.";
"How many
of you
know you
make
mistakes
like that? So
what do you
need to
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E\aluatinu
refcrcncc
to'directed
acti\it\ ior

0
1
Not
Limited
obscr\ ed application

2
Somewhat
limited
application
R (more
than one
tune)

do?"
4
Somen hat Strong
1
strong
application!
application DA (more i
DA
than one . j§j
^opportunity1

14. progress
0
towards task goals
15. strategy use those that
succeeded and
failed

16. actions to be
repeated or
modified for
subsequent related
tasks (adaption
based on
performance)
17. determining
0
self-satisfaction
(based on
performance)
18. causal
0
attribution

4 "That's a
good
strategy to
use, good
strategy to
try." "Did
you ask for
help? Am I
available
for help?"
3"At least
you know
what to do,
even if you
didn't do
it."
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Appendix DD
Lolita Observation 2
Teacher: Lolita #2
R = Teacher reference to
DA= Teacher provided opportunities to practice/perform/discuss (directed activity)
Teacher
()bser\able
Behaviors
/
"a
0
i
IridiHmi"
S.iinewlwl
Pk. UlUliC li> d t>.aul
1 I11IIU 1
Vlllicwll II
Stiong
oh uwd
ippln. ilion limik'd
.ippliLalicn
Minim
h.tl\ ll\ lul
application application 1) V (nil uv.
K lIlliMi
HMHB ilum OIK
ill 111 OIK
iippnilUlUI 1
IlllK )
1. setting task goals 0
-

3 "What
am I going
to brain
dump for
that?"
3 "There's
no reason
in the
world that
as soon as
you get
your test
you can't
brain dump
you place
values."

2. seeking
information and
strategies needed

3. setting time and
resource allotment

4. self-instruction

0

5. attention focusing 0
0
6. self-recording
(e.g. maintenance of
a record of progress)
11^—
\1o niton ii i>
k Icium* li> iIiIClU'J
activit} for
7. clarifying
understanding of
task/content

j

4

4 "Should
we do
another
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one? Hands
up if you
want one
more.";
"I'm going
to show you
something
that some of
you don't
know."
8. evaluation of
progress towards
goals
9. self-instruction

10. attention
focusing
11. self-recording

12. use of specific
task strategies

0

3 "Except I
forgot one
thing, what
did I
forget?"
2
3 Students
expected to
record
answers
4 "It does
change,
because
where is
your
decimal
point
now?";
"That's a
good way of
saying it,
your
number
doesn't
change, just
your
value.";
"I'm going
to show him
a trick, I'm
going to
make life
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easy."
4 "How did
you get a 3
here,
sweetie.";
"Let me ask
you a
question..."

13. assessment of
task-understanding

Fvaluating
inference to/directed
actiuty for

observed

14. progress towards 0
task goals
15. strategy use those that succeeded
and failed
16. actions to be
repeated or
modified for
subsequent related
tasks (adaption
based on
performance)
0
17. determining
self-satisfaction
(based on
performance)
0
18.causal
attribution

1
2
LinuUd
Somewhat
application Inn it id
application
R fmote
than one
tune)

l

1 "Brain
dump on
your scrap
paper for
your
SOLs"

PBBB—
Somewhat Strong
•
stroii"
applications
application DA (more H
than one
opportunit\
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Appendix EE
Martha Observation 1
Teacher: Martha #1

R = Teacher reference to
DA= Teacher provided opportunities to practice/perform/discuss (directed activity)
Teacher
Observable
Beha\ iors
Planning

'L'klUU-L
to directed
lur

ohsU\L J

••Ml

••jJjj
MBBBm
1. setting task
goals

2. seeking
information
and strategies
needed
3. setting time
and resource
allotment
4. selfinstruction

3
2
Som^uli ii
S<M11L\\I| 11
limited
ippli«_ iiion
appli*..it inn
R inu n. 111 in
MHmhhm
oik iinu-i
2Teacher
had set
expectations
for daily
routine;
teacher
reference to
preparation
for
performance.

0

0

3"Make
sure I see
you..."
3"This is
important, I
don't want
you to miss
it."; "I want
to make
sure you
earn your
paw
prints."

5. attention
focusing

6. self-

1 muled
.ippllLiltliMl

0

'~

Mrniiu
.lpplii. tlion
1) \ imoK
til II. (<IK
eppoili nilv)
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recording (e.g.
maintenance of
a record of
progress)
0
BlVlQnitoring
^g^rcnce
flipi reeled
IKUMH Mr
7. clarifying
understanding
of task/content

2

iPl
4"Let's fix a
couple of
things."; "Do
I scream
when I
sing?...Then I
don't want
you to either.
1"We're
going to run
through this 2
more times
with the
voices, and
then guess,
what? It's just
your voices."

8. evaluation
of progress
towards goals

2"Thank you
for singing
their part
because that
does help
them. But
during the
program,
will you do
that?"

9. selfinstruction

4 "I have 20
minutes with
you."; "I've
got 10
minutes with
you."

10. attention
focusing

11. selfrecording
12. use of
specific task
strategies

1

0
4 "Guess
what, you
can't sing
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with your
hands on your
mouths.";
"You can't do
cool hands
stuff with
them in your
hands.";
"Important
suggestion..."
3 "Did it
make more
sense with
the music?"

13. assessment
of taskunderstanding

BIBB»i»81

J \alujtuii>

reletence
to dnectcd
iK 11* ll\ lOI

oh\cr\cil

Limiti (1
application

Somen hat
limitid
application

R (more
than one
time)
14. progress
towards task
goals

15. strategy
use - those that
succeeded and
failed
16. actions to
be repeated or
modified for
subsequent
related tasks
(adaption
based on
performance)
17.
determining
selfsatisfaction
(based on
performance)

Somen hal
stroii £
application

Slronn
application
I) 1 (mow

jfigSMBMI than one
oppoitumtx

1Implicit
understanding
that student
were
preparing for
performance
0

4Two
compliments,
one critique

0
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18. causal
attribution

3"You've
earned like
five paw
prints,
we've been
busy."
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Appendix FF
Martha Observation 2
Teacher: Martha #2

R = Teacher reference to
DA= Teacher provided oi portunities to practice/perform/discuss (directed activity)
.

Beha\iors
Planning

tlKTLPH.
1o directed
iiv.li\il\ lor

1. setting
task goals

mmmm 1'msssm
QRflHi
Not
Somewhat SniikHh H ,iinii
I imiliil
Stiong
ob-uwil application limited
application
application
BMHH application fmbmbmb DA (more
than one
R (moie
nppoitunil\)
than one
mru. i
2 Stated
objectives

2. seeking
information
and strategies
needed

3. setting
time and
resource
allotment
4. selfinstruction

4 Instrument
set up;
clapping to
meter to be
studied; do
activity
1 Some
info. @
board
0

5. attention
focusing

6. selfrecording
(e.g.
maintenance
of a record of
progress)
•Monitoring
r
_r_efcicnce

4 Clapping,
singing,
"Don't jump
ahead, good
observation,
though."
0

•
•H
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*, >-4 -*W:
fS5i
for
7. clarifying
understandin
gof
task/content

®il

8. evaluation
of progress
towards
goals

9. selfinstruction

10. attention

4 Individual
work with
students;
"You
recognized
the pattern,
good job.";
"Let's slow
it down, that
was too
fast.";
"Awesome,
we just sang
a scale."
3 Implied through
teacher
explanation of
task and natural
performance
nature of building
toward goal of
singing/performin
g song; "I am
challenging you
this week. I added
the second half of
the song."
4 Student
choice of
instrument to
begin and
how much
melody to
play, "You
can choose
how much of
the melody
to
accomplish."
; "Do you
remember
how to
rotate?"
4 "I'm ready,

200
focusing

are you
ready?"; paw
prints.

11. selfrecording
12. use of
specific task
strategies

1 Implied
4 finger
practice;
mallets
"Hold you
mallet like
this...it will
create more
resonance.";
performance
of song and
instrument
practice
3"Do you
remember how to
rotate?"; "We got
through all four
rotations, I'm
really proud."
IMMMBBi§11—

13.
assessment
of taskunderstandin
g
1 \ .)lu.itintt
fiJuCIKC
U> IIIICLIJII

acti\ily for.

0
JlhsiTM'

HRMB

Somen hill
limited
applicatio

R (more
than one
time)
2
References
to meter
Closing
question
"What
meter was
that song
in?"

14. progress
towards task
goals

15. strategy
use - those
that
succeeded
and failed
16. actions to

1 muted
applicatio

0

0

Somewhat strong
application

4
Stroii"
application
I) 1 (more

than one
opportunity

201
be repeated
or modified
for
subsequent
related tasks
(adaption
based on
performance)
17.
determining
selfsatisfaction
(based on
performance)
18. casual
attribution

2 Paw
prints and
star

0
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Appendix GG
Ricarda Observation 1
Teacher: Ricarda #1
R = Teacher reference to
DA = Teacher provided opportunities to practice/perform/discuss (directed activity)
T—
.
I
I.
! ;
„
I ,
I
;
'
'

Behaviors
|
|
'
_ l
'
wsKKSfSd
Planning
jgHlIBB
ijlMBMB I imited
Soilliwll li
SlIlllV ll 11
siron;j
Kk Un.0
to (.lllCv.lv.ll I(.IIM1>
obser\ ed
luniKd
strong
uppiiijiin 1
PI Ik nion
application ^ipplKilllOll
1) \ (moii
(
mou
K
jjiflMtt• llun one
lluill OIK
i pporiumi* )
UIIK i
1. setting task
4 Agenda at
goals
board; each
individual
activity own
subset
2. seeking
3 "You need
information and
to get your
strategies needed
questions
out, you
were asked
to put those
in your
notebooks.
And you
need a piece
ofloose leaf
paper. Those
are two
things you
need."
3 Use of
3. setting time and
resource allotment
timer/agenda
4. self-instruction
0
5. attention
focusing
6. self-recording
(e.g. maintenance
of a record of
progress)

3 use of
timer
0
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Monitoring

K klUlLV.
ito directed acti\it\
|fOI./^/^x I I I M I W I I I I I I I I M I
7. clarifying
understanding of
task/content

8. evaluation of
progress towards
goals

9. self-instruction

10. attention
focusing

11. self-recording

12. use of specific
task strategies

0

—

2

3

*
4"Alex, can
you explain
about the
octopus?";
"Some of
you are in
Spanish,
right?
What's the
tilde for?"
3 "You've
been reading
for 5
minutes
now, how
far are you?"
4. Student
to student
feedback
regarding
fluency
reading;
"What do
you already
know about
Wikipedia?"
4. "Did you
get that
down?";
"Are you
writing this
down for
your
notes?"
4 Students
selfrecorded
progress on
reading;
website
4
Evaluation
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of website
checklist;
"Just do
what ever
works for
you. Some
people read
the whole
thing, then
answer
questions,
others
answer it
question by
question."
4 "Well, I'd
like to know
more
information
about that.";
"Is this very
effective?"

13. assessment of
task-understanding

r.\aliiuting

releience
lo dlliAkd Kll\lt\

0
ohsuvuJ

1
l.imilcri
application

2
Somewhat
limited
application

R (mure
than one
time)
14. progicss
towards task goals
15. strategy use those that
succeeded and
failed
16. actions to be
repeated or
modified for
subsequent related
tasks (adaption
based on
performance)
17. determining
self-satisfaction
(based on

0
0

0

0

1
Somewhat
stroii"
application

BHHHI
Slum"
application
1) 1 (mure

than one
opportunity
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performance)
18. casual
attribution

0
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Appendix HH
Ricarda Observation 2
Teacher: Ricarda #2

R - Teacher reference to
DA= Teacher provided opportunities to practice/perform/discuss (directed activity)
Tcacher
Obs>er\able
lieha\iors
Pljnniiiu

11Illlil U JulUlJ
acti\it\ for

<a:.
$%»•

0
U'isi. r\nl

1
1 innlul
application

1. setting task goals
2. seeking
information and
strategies needed
3. setting time and
resource allotment
4. self-instruction

SOUKWII 11
limited
application
K imoii
than out
liniL)
2 Agenda
at board

^oniL-wliai
illOFlJ
application

4
Stiong
jjj
application
1) \ i moiL
tli in mil
oppnllllll'lv )

0

0
0

5. attention focusing 0
6. self-recording
0
(e.g. maintenance of
a record of progress)
Monitoring

tefercnce to directed
Ull\ ll\ li'I
7. clarifying
understanding of
task/content

8. evaluation of
progress towards
goals
9. self-instruction

—

i

3

4

4 "But who
else..";
"Why do
you think
somebody
did that?"
0

3 "What do
you see that
makes us
think this a
credible
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entry?"
10. attention
focusing

4Timer; "I
spy 3 books
out so far,
thanks kids
who have
their books
out."

11. self-recording

3 Students
writing
answers to
questions

12. use of specific
task strategies

4 "Go back
and re-read
to answer
the
question.";
"And think
about it
while you
are reading
it." "In any
sense, we
need to read
critically."
Many
examples
4"What are
you
supposed to
be doing?";
"Sit down,
let's talk
about it";
"Why do
you
think...?"

13. assessment of
task-understanding

l'\ aluatin<>
0
1
rcfcKIKL to dllt-'Ckd IliilW 1 iniitcil
uhsi.-r\ i-il application

2
Somen hat
limitid
application

y
Somen liat
stroii"
application

R (more
than one
time)
14. progress towards 0
task goals

3
Discussion

4
Strong
application

DA (more
than one
opponmim
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question
about
Wikipedia
15. strategy use those that succeeded
and failed
16. actions to be
repeated or
modified for
subsequent related
tasks (adaption
based on
performance)
17. determining
self-satisfaction
(based on
performance)
18. casual
attribution

0

0

0

0
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Appendix II
Susan Observation 1
Teacher: Susan #1

R = Teacher reference to
DA = Teacher provided opportunities to practice/perform/discuss (directed activity)
Teacher
Observable
Beha\ iors
i Planning

reference
U diKilid k li\il «

1. setting task goals

0

MawW
oh-.Lived

1
1 milled

application

nHHHj

2

i

iMMBBlt
Somewhat 1 SuiikwIKII
Imukil
Mron_
apphcdtiSfSf iippl R illlOll
U i inorv.
MM M M
ill iii uiie
unit.)
3 "Use as
many tools
as you can
to work
through the
answer"

4"Who
wants to
repeat the
directions?";
You don't
want to miss
anything on
these test
items, so
you want to
read every,
every
word.";

2. seeking
information and
strategies needed

3. setting time and
resource allotment

4. self-instruction

4 ' ' *'*•
Miiiu-j
.ipplicjinn
1) \ (moie
ih.in oin.
oppoiiumix i

3 "We are
off our
schedule.
Now we
are doing
the right
thing"
3"Who
remembers
what our
tools are?"
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5. attention focusing

3"Thumbs
up if your
screen
looks like
mine"

0
6. self-recording
(e.g. maintenance of
a record of
progress)
\]oiiitoriiii>

1

2

'

to directed activity
7. clarifying
understanding of
task/content

4"Tell us
more about
9 & 11 and
how did you
know it
would be in
the
middle?";
"What are
some words
you might
underline?"
3 "Are we
ready for
the next
one?"

8. evaluation of
progress towards
goals
9. self-instruction
10. attention
focusing

0
4 "Our
clock is
telling us we
have time
for one
more"; "I'm
going to
wait a
minute
because
some of you
are
distracted
and this is
really
important."
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11. self-recording

3 Students
typed in
answers to
questions

12. use of specific
task strategies

13. assessment of
task-understanding

1 \aluating

reference
h> diti'itiJ jv.ii\in
foi:

MHBB 1 imitiri
oliscn cd

<ipplllJtlOll

So mi w hdt
limited
application

K (more
than one
tinny
14. progress
towards task goals

15. strategy use those that
succeeded and
failed

3
Soincw li.it
strong
application

I) 1

4"It takes
practice to
use the
pencil tool";
"See how
you have to
check what
you did?"
4"Who's
going to be
the teacher
in about one
minute to
explain the
tools you
used?";
"Tell us
more..."
BMMBWMB
Ntion«
application

DA (more
than one
opportunity

3"We're
done with
the first
two out of
ten
questions.
Most of us
finished the
first two
before we
came
down."
4"I saw
some of you
highlighted
these
words."; "Is
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it good?
Anyone
have
something
to say about
that?"
16. actions to be
repeated or
modified for
subsequent related
tasks (adaption
based on
performance)
17. determining
self-satisfaction
(based on
performance)
18. casual
attribution

0

0

0
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Appendix JJ
Susan Observation 2
Teacher: Susan #2
R = Teacher reference to
DA= Teacher provided opportunities to practice/perform/discuss (directed activity)
Tpqrhpr
,
Teacher
SsSifill
Obser\ able
'

Hcha> iors
l'l.innin<>

icicrcncc
io dlKUul IlIIv ll\

mm

0

1
I ninkil
obser\ed application
lljBHjMB

2
SiMIU ulu!
Imuiid
jppliL.itixn
K tmi>K
ihjn OIK
tlllK )

SOUKWIi il
suong
application

- • Who
remembers
what we
did...";
"Ms...and I
would like
you to got
to TEI 312."

1. setting task
goals

4 "We can
use those
tools.";
"When I see a
graph, I think
of math, don't
you? When
you make this
graph, think
about what
you have to
do..."

2. seeking
information and
strategies needed

-

3. setting time and
resource allotment

4. self-instruction
5. attention
focusing

DA (more ^
ill 111 Oli^
cppuiUmilv 1

3"See how
many tools
you can use
to solve the
problem."
0
2"1:35,
raise your
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hand to say
how much
time until
your spring
break"
6. self-recording
(e.g. maintenance
of a record of
progress)

Monitoring

•ckri. ixo
•t) i l l U L l o d .lLll »ll\

1 Students
expected to
record
responses
in
computer

—

§Hf

4 "What did
we do next
after reading
the
directions?";
"He did it
square by
square, why?"

7. clarifying
understanding of
task/content

8. evaluation of
progress towards
goals

9. self-instruction

10. attention
focusing

2 Why
don't we
take 2
minutes to
work on
that
problem
and we can
talk about
what was
confusing
and what
makes
sense."
3 "Okay,
before we
click next,
how do we
know we're
done?"
3 "Let's see
who's
focused. I

215
see..."
11. self-recording

2 Students
recording
answers as
they
progress

12. use of specific
task strategies

4"What did
you see in the
graph John to
see that you
could do it
square by
square?"; use
of tools to
complete
task.; "You
can talk, you
can talk it
out."
4 "What does
it tell you to
do in the
directions?"

13. assessment of
taskunderstanding

i \ aluutmt>

rUuaKL
in iliKLkd iiLii\il\

(1
flHHj
nhst-rwd

IflilBiilg 2
Limited
application

Soinew hat
limited
application

R (more
than one
time)
14. progress
towards task goals
15. strategy use those that
succeeded and
failed

3
Somen li.it
stronu
application

4

Strong
application

D 1 (more
than one
opportunity

0
4 "Tell us
what you
did"; "Okay,
what did you
think about
that? Good,
because it can
help us
problem

216
solve.";
4"She did
what we all
need to do
first...";"How
much time
did it take to
think through
that one?"

16. actions to be
repeated or
modified for
subsequent related
tasks (adaption
based on
performance)
17. determining
self-satisfaction
(based on
performance)
18. casual
attribution

0

0
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